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Abstract
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a powerful numerical tool, that permits the reso-
lution of problems dened by partial dierential equations, very often employed to deal with
the numerical simulation of multiphysics problems. In this work, we use it to approximate
numerically the viscoelastic uid ow problem, which involves the resolution of the standard
Navier-Stokes equations for velocity and pressure, and another tensorial reactive-convective
constitutive equation for the elastic part of the stress, that describes the viscoelastic nature
of the uid.
The three-eld (velocity-pressure-stress) mixed formulation of the incompressible Navier-
Stokes problem, either in the elastic and in the non-elastic case, can lead to two dierent
types of numerical instabilities. The rst is associated with the incompressibility and loss
of stability of the stress eld, and the second with the dominant convection. The rst type
of instabilities can be overcome by choosing an interpolation for the unknowns that satises
the two inf-sup conditions that restrict the mixed problem, whereas the dominant convection
requires a stabilized formulation in any case. In this work, dierent stabilized schemes of
the Sub-Grid-Scale (SGS) type are proposed to solve the three-eld problem, rst for quasi
Newtonian uids and then for solving the viscoelastic case.
The proposed methods allow one to use equal interpolation for the problem unknowns
and to stabilize dominant convective terms both in the momentum and in the constitutive
equation. Starting from a residual based formulation used in the quasi-Newtonian case, a
non-residual based formulation is proposed in the viscoelastic case which is shown to have
superior behavior when there are numerical or geometrical singularities. The stabilized nite
element formulations presented in the work yield a global stable solution, however, if the
solution presents very high gradients, local oscillations may still remain. In order to alleviate
these local instabilities, a general discontinuity-capturing technique for the elastic stress is
also proposed.
The monolithic resolution of the three-eld viscoelastic problem could be extremely ex-
pensive computationally, particularly, in the threedimensional case with ten degrees of free-
dom per node. A fractional step approach motivated in the classical pressure segregation
algorithms used in the two-eld Navier-Stokes problem is presented in the work.The algo-
rithms designed allow one the resolution of the system of equations that dene the problem
in a fully decoupled manner, reducing in this way the CPU time and memory requirements
with respect to the monolithic case.
The numerical simulation of moving interfaces involved in two-uid ow problems is
an important topic in many industrial processes and physical situations. If we solve the
problem using a xed mesh approach, when the interface between both uids cuts an element,
the discontinuity in the material properties leads to discontinuities in the gradients of the
unknowns which cannot be captured using a standard nite element interpolation. The
method presented in this work features a local enrichment for the pressure unknowns which
allows one to capture pressure gradient discontinuities in uids presenting dierent density
values.
The stability and convergence of the non-residual formulation used for viscoelastic uids
is analyzed in the last part of the work, for a linearized stationary case of the Oseen type
and for the semi-discrete time dependent non-linear case. In both cases, it is shown that the
formulation is stable and optimally convergent under suitable regularity assumptions.
Resumen
El Método de los Elementos Finitos (MEF) es una herramienta numérica de gran al-
cance, que permite la resolución de problemas denidos por ecuaciones diferenciales parciales,
comúnmente utilizado para llevar a cabo simulaciones numéricas de problemas de multifísica.
En este trabajo, se utiliza para aproximar numéricamente el problema del ujo de uidos
viscoelásticos, el cual requiere la resolución de las ecuaciones básicas de Navier-Stokes y otra
ecuación adicional constitutiva tensorial de tipo reactiva-convectiva, que describe la natu-
raleza viscoelástica del uido.
La formulación mixta de tres campos (velocidad-presión-tensión) del problema de Navier-
Stokes, tanto en el caso elástico como en el no-elástico, puede conducir a dos tipos de in-
estabilidades numéricas. El primer grupo, se asocia con la incompresibilidad del uido y la
pérdida de estabilidad del campo de tensiones, y el segundo con la convección dominante. El
primer tipo de inestabilidades, se puede solucionar eligiendo un tipo de interpolación entre
las incógnitas que satisfaga las dos condiciones inf-sup que restringen el problema mixto,
mientras que la convección dominante requiere del uso de formulaciones estabilizadas en
cualquier caso. En el trabajo, se proponen diferentes esquemas estabilizados del tipo SGS
(Sub-Grid-Scales) para resolver el problema de tres campos, primero para uidos del tipo
cuasi-newtonianos y luego para resolver el caso viscoelástico.
Los métodos estabilizados propuestos permiten el uso de igual interpolación entre las
incógnitas del problema y estabilizan la convección dominante, tanto en la ecuación de
momento como en la ecuación constitutiva. Comenzando desde una formulación de tipo
residual usada en el caso cuasi-newtoniano, se propone una formulación no-residual para el
caso viscoelástico que muestra un comportamiento superior en presencia de singularidades
numéricas y geométricas. En general, una formulación estabilizada produce una solución
estable global, sin embargo, si la solución presenta gradientes elevados, oscilaciones locales se
pueden mantener. Con el objetivo de aliviar este tipo de inestabilidades locales, se propone
adicionalmente una técnica general de captura de discontinuidades para la tensión elástica.
La resolución monolítica del problema de tres campos viscoelástico puede llegar a ser
extremadamente costosa computacionalmente, sobre todo, en el caso tridimensional donde
se tienen diez grados de libertad por nodo. Un enfoque de paso fraccionado motivado en
los algorítmos clásicos de segregación de la presión usados en el caso del problema de dos
campos de Navier-Stokes, se presenta en el trabajo, el cual permite la resolución del sistema
de ecuaciones que denen el problema de una manera completamente desacoplada, lo que
reduce los tiempos de cálculo y los requerimientos de memoria, respecto al caso monolítico.
La simulación numérica de interfaces móviles que envuelve los problemas de dos uidos,
es un tópico importante en un gran número de procesos industriales y situaciones físicas. Si
se resuelve el problema utilizando un enfoque de mallas jas, cuando la interfaz que separa
los dos uidos corta un elemento, la discontinuidad en las propiedades materiales da lugar a
discontinuidades en los gradientes de las incógnitas que no pueden ser capturados utilizando
una formulación estándar de interpolación. Un enriquecimiento local para la presión se
presenta en el trabajo, el cual permite la captura de gradientes discontinuos en la presión,
asociados a uidos de diferentes densidades.
La estabilidad y la convergencia de la formulación no-residual utilizada para uidos vis-
coelásticos es analizada en la última parte del trabajo, para un caso linealizado estacionario
del tipo Oseen y para un problema transitorio no-lineal semi-discreto. En ambos casos, se
logra mostrar que la formulación es estable y de convergencia óptima bajo supuestos de
regularidad adecuados.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This research work is devoted to the numerical approximation of the ow of viscoelastic
(non-Newtonian) uids using the Finite Element Method (FEM). It is well known that,
for real problems, a wide variety of uids can be modeled by the Navier-Stokes equations
for Newtonian uids under suitable conditions. Water and air are the typical examples.
However, several experiments have shown that this behavior is not possible for all uids
and for this reason, a large variety of constitutive models have been developed. Fluids that
cannot be modeled by a linear constitutive law equation are called non-Newtonian uids.
The viscosity of this type of uids may be dependent on the rate of strain as well as on the
state variables, such as temperature and pressure or total deformation. Typical cases can
be found in biological uids, adhesives, food products, greases and lubricants, polymers and
molten metals, among others [142].
Viscoelastic uids are a specic type of non-Newtonian uids. They are characterized by
having complex and high-molecular-weight molecules with many internal degrees of freedom
[23]. The classical examples of this type of uids are the polymer solutions and molten
polymers. The basic feature of polymeric uids is the presence of long chain molecules. In
a ow, these chain molecules are stretched out by the drag forces exerted on them by the
surrounding uid [139]. The natural tendency of the molecule to retract from this stretched
conguration generates an elastic force which contributes to the macroscopic stress tensor,
and for this reason they are called viscoelastic uids. The interest for uids of this kind
has increased in the last years, due to the connections with the industrial applications, and
motivates the numerical and mathematical analysis of the governing equations [82].
The nite element method is a tool very often employed to deal with the numerical simula-
tion of multiphysics problems, but many times the direct application of the Galerkin method
is not possible and the design of new methods is needed. The nite element approximation of
the ow of viscoelastic uids presents several numerical diculties. It inherits obviously the
problems associated with the approximation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations,
mainly the compatibility between the velocity-pressure approximation and the treatment of
the nonlinear advective term. But, on top of that, now the constitutive equation is highly
nonlinear, with an advective term that may lead to both global and local oscillations in
the numerical approximation. Moreover, even in the case of smooth solutions it is neces-
sary to meet some additional compatibility conditions between the velocity and the stress
interpolation in order to control velocity gradients. Elements that satisfy the compatibility
requirements velocity-pressure and stress-velocity are scarce and complex.
The objective of this work, is the development of new numerical schemes to solve vis-
colelastic uid ows, that are based in the nite element method and can be framed in the
context of Sub-Grid-Scales (SGS) methods, also termed Variational Multi-Scale (VMS), al-
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lowing to use the same interpolation for the three-elds (velocity-pressure-stress), even in
problems where the convection component is dominant both in the momentum and in the
constitutive equations.
The starting point of a sub-grid scale approach is to split the unknowns of the problem
into two components, namely, the component that can be approximated by the nite element
mesh and the unresolvable one, called sub-grid scale or simply sub-scale. The latter needs
to be approximated in a simple manner in terms of the former, so as to capture its main
eect and yield a stable formulation for the nite element unknown. The number of degrees
of freedom is therefore the same as for the Galerkin method. There are dierent ways to
approximate the sub-scale and, in particular, to choose the (nite dimensional) space where
it is taken. In this work two dierent choices are used to dene the sub-grid-scale space. In
the rst one, it is equal to the space of nite element residuals, whereas in the second the
space for the sub-scales it is taken as orthogonal to the nite element space, which is a key
ingredient in the design of accurate non-residual formulations.
The monolithic resolution of the system of equations that is obtained after discretization
of the continuous problem is the most straightforward option. However, solving this system
is computationally very expensive, specially in 3D. In this case, the degrees of freedom of the
spatial discretization are the six independent elastic stress components, the three velocity
components and the pressure. Furthermore, all these variables are coupled, some of them
through nonlinear terms. Instead of solving the monolithic system, an alternative is to use a
fractional step method in time, in which dierent equations need to be solved for the dierent
variables in an uncoupled way. The splitting of the equations introduced in fractional step
methods has an additional temporal error, that has to be at least of the order of the time
integration scheme used to approximate time derivatives if this order is to be preserved. In
this work, three dierent fractional step methods of rst, second and third order error in
time, are designed for the three-eld viscoelastic ow problem.
The numerical solution of incompressible ows involving more than one uid is a real
challenge in computational uid dynamics, and an important topic in many industrial pro-
cesses and physical situations. The problems of tracing the interfaces and the discontinuity
in the gradients of the unknowns generated by the dierent material properties of the uids
on a time dependent domain are a hard numerical task. When the interface cuts an ele-
ment, the discontinuity in the material properties leads to discontinuities in the gradients
of the unknowns, which cannot be captured using standard interpolation functions. A local
enrichment for the pressure unknowns is presented in the work, which allows one to capture
pressure gradient discontinuities in uids presenting dierent density values.
Stability and convergence is an important topic in numerical analysis for all kind of
problems. For the non-linear nature of the system of equations that denes the viscoelastic
uid ow problem, and the possible time-dependent regime of the ow, a complete study
requires advanced knowledge of functional analysis. The objective of the last part of the
work is to start with this analysis, knowing that this is only a brushstroke. Stability and
convergence is proved both in the stationary as in the time-dependent case for a linearized
problem. For the semi-discrete time-dependent case, a xed point theorem is used to prove
the existence of the numerical approximation.
The work has been organized in eight chapters, where the dierent topics mentioned
above are treated.
The Second chapter of the work, The Three-Field Navier-Stokes Problem, is devoted to
solve numerically quasi-Newtonian uids ows. In this chapter, two residual based stabilized
schemes of the SGS type are proposed, diering in the denition of the space of the sub-grid
scales. Both schemes allow one the use of equal interpolation for the variables (velocity-
pressure-stress), even in problems where the convection component is dominant and the
velocity-pressure-stress gradients are high. This chapter includes a detailed description of
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both proposed methods, some of their implementation issues and a discussion about benets
and drawbacks of a three-eld formulation. Several numerical examples are tested to show
the accuracy and robustness of the formulations.
In the third chapter of the thesis, The Stationary Viscoelastic Flow Problem, starting
from residual based stabilized formulations, a term-by-term stabilized one is proposed, which
is shown to have superior behavior when there are stress and pressure singularities. The
proposed methods allow one to use equal interpolation for the problem unknowns and to
stabilize the dominant convective terms both in the momentum and constitutive equations.
The formulations are tested in the classical benchmarks used for this kind of uids showing
accuracy and robustness.
The fourth chapter of the work, Fractional Step Methods for the Viscoelastic Problem,
is dedicated to the design of fractional step methods that permit the resolution of the vis-
coelastic ow problem in a fully decoupled manner. Three dierent fractional step methods
of rst, second and third order are presented. The starting point of the methods is the same
as for the classical pressure segregation algorithms used in the Newtonian incompressible
Navier-Stokes problem. These methods can be understood as an inexact LU block factoriza-
tion of the original system matrix of the fully discrete problem and are designed at the pure
algebraic level. Some classical benchmark problems are used to evaluate the computational
improvements in the resolution of the problem, using a fractional step approach.
In the fth chapter of the thesis, Approximation of the Two-Fluid Flow Problem, the
dierent numerical ingredients proposed in the above chapters are used to solve a two uid
ow problem. When the interface between both uids cuts an element, the discontinuity in
the material properties leads to discontinuities in the gradients of the unknowns which cannot
be captured using a standard nite element interpolation. In this chapter, a method based
on a local enrichment for the pressure unknowns is implemented, that allows one to capture
pressure gradient discontinuities in uids presenting dierent density values.
The last two chapters, Numerical Analysis: Stationary Linearized Problem and Numerical
Analysis: Time-Dependent Problem, are devoted to the numerical analysis of the proposed
non-residual formulation. In the sixth chapter, it is shown that the formulation proposed
is stable and optimally convergent independently of the interpolation used. In the seventh
chapter, based on a xed point theorem, the existence of the numerical approximation for a
semi-discrete non-linear problem is proved .
We close the work with chapter 8, where conclusions and further possible research lines
are summarized.
Chapters are quite self contained even if this implies the need of repeating some informa-
tion. This is due to the fact that each chapter is based on the following publications:
1. Chapter 2. Stabilized stress-velocity-pressure nite element formulation of the Navier-
Stokes problem for uids with non-linear viscosity. Ernesto Castillo and Ramon Codina.
Computer methods in applied mechanics and engineering, 279 (2014) 554-578.
2. Chapter 3. Variational multi-scale stabilized formulations for the stationary three-eld
incompressible viscoelastic ow problem. Ernesto Castillo and Ramon Codina. Com-
puter methods in applied mechanics and engineering, 279 (2014) 579-605.
3. Chapter 4. First, second and third order fractional step methods for the three-eld
viscoelastic ow problem. E. Castillo and R. Codina. Journal of Computational Physics,
296 (2015) 113-137.
4. Chapter 5. Approximation of the two-uid ow problem for viscoelastic uids using the
level set method and pressure enriched nite element shape functions. E. Castillo, J.
Baiges and R. Codina. Journal of Non-Newtonian Fluid Mechanics, 225 (2015) 37-53.
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5. Chapter 6. Numerical analysis of a stabilized nite element approximation for the three-
eld linearized viscoelastic uid problem using arbitrary interpolations. E. Castillo and
R. Codina. Submitted, (2016).
6. Chapter 7. Time-dependent semi-dicrete analysis of the viscoelastic uid ow problem
using a variational multi-scale stabilized formulation. G. Barrenechea, E. Castillo and
R. Codina. in preparation, (2016).
Additionally, another short article derived from this work, that summarizes some of the key
ideas, is:
 Finite element approximation of the viscoelastic ow problem: a non-residual based
stabilized formulation. Ernesto Castillo and Ramon Codina. Computers and Fluids,





The three-eld (stress-velocity-pressure) mixed formulation of the incompressible Navier-
Stokes problem can lead to two dierent types of numerical instabilities. The rst is asso-
ciated with the incompressibility and loss of stability in the calculation of the stress eld,
and the second with the dominant convection. The rst type of instabilities can be overcome
by choosing an interpolation for the unknowns that satises the appropriate inf-sup condi-
tions, whereas the dominant convection requires a stabilized formulation in any case. In this
chapter, two stabilized schemes of Sub-Grid Scale (SGS) type are proposed, diering in the
denition of the space of the sub-grid scales, and both allowing to use the same interpolation
for the variables σ-u-p (deviatoric stress, velocity and pressure), even in problems where the
convection component is dominant and the velocity-stress gradients are high. Another aspect
considered in this part of the work is the non-linearity of the viscosity, modeled with consti-
tutive models of quasi-Newtonian type. The chapter includes a description of the proposed
methods, some of their implementation issues and a discussion about benets and drawbacks
of a three-eld formulation. Several numerical examples serve to justify our claims.
2.2 Introduction
Fluids, depending on their behavior under the action of shear-stress, can be classied
as Newtonian and non-Newtonian. The last group is predominant in the petroleum indus-
try, in chemical-pharmaceutical processes and in food products [15, 67, 120, 107]. The non-
Newtonian behavior is caused by the complex microstructure present in these uids, in some
cases originated by a mixture of dierent components, which in turn can be found in dierent
states. For example, blood is a complex uid composed of red cells, white cells, platelets and
plasma, which at dierent shear stresses can pass from a uid exhibiting Newtonian behavior
to one exhibiting pseudoplastic non-Newtonian behavior in high shear stress ranges [100].
There are specic texts devoted to rheology [23, 34] where we can nd detailed descriptions
of classical models. The simplest of them of quasi-Newtonian type is the Ostwald de Waele or
power-law model. More specic for example is the Walburn-Schneck model [171] for modelling
blood ow, which includes among its parameters the amount of hematocrit H or fraction of
red cells in the blood. The polymeric models consider other factors that modify the viscosity,
such as the molecular weight, the polymeric concentration and the changes in the shape of
5
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the polymer chain [119]. Within the quasi-Newtonian classical models, the four parameter
Carreau model and the ve parameter Carreau-Yasuda model allows one to constrain the
limit values in the viscosity when the power-law model predicts non-physical values at high
and low shear stresses.
In this part of the work we are interested in the nite element approximation of this type of
problems. In particular, we aim to explore the possibilities and benets of using a three-eld
formulation, having as unknowns the deviatoric stress, the velocity and the pressure. These
mixed approximations can lead to dierent types of numerical instabilities inherent to the
mathematical structure of the equations to be solved when the classical Galerkin approach
is used. On the one hand, pressure and velocity are out of control unless appropriate inf-sup
conditions are satised by the interpolation spaces. Conditions of this type need to be fullled
also for the velocity and stress interpolation spaces. On the other hand, small viscosity values
can lead to the classical instabilities found in convection dominated ows.
Referring to the compatibility conditions (see e.g. [30]), for the three-eld approximation
they consist of two restrictions, one between pressure and velocity and the other between
velocity and stress [56]. These two restrictions reduce the choices of stable nite element
spaces that allow one to discretize the unknowns. For example, in [145, 143] it is shown as to
design elements that satisfy the inf-sup condition between velocities and stresses through the
addition of bubble functions. Another way to satisfy this restriction is using discontinuous
nite element spaces for the stress, as shown in [84]. In the viscoelastic uid context, a well-
known stable interpolation in the two-dimensional case consists of using biquadratic elements
for the velocity eld, bilinear pressure interpolation and a multi-bilinear interpolation for the
stresses, which is the popular Marchal-Crochet element [111]. The mathematical analysis of
this element can be found in [85]. It is a clear example of the diculties to satisfy the inf-sup
conditions associated to the three-eld formulation of ow problems.
When convection becomes dominant, it is necessary to use a stabilized formulation in any
case. Among the methods that serve this purpose one can use the Streamline-Upwind/Petrov-
Galerkin (SUPG) method [31], the Galerkin-Least Square (GLS) method [98], the Charac-
teristics Galerkin method [74] or the Taylor-Galerkin method [72] (see [50]).
The two stabilized formulations proposed in this chapter are framed in the context of
sub-grid scale (SGS) methods (also termed variational multi-scale methods) introduced by
Hughes et al. [97] for the scalar convection-diusion-reaction problem, and extended later
to the vectorial Stokes problem in [51], where the space of the sub-grid scales is taken as
orthogonal to the nite element space. The purpose of the present chapter is to extend
and test numerically the formulation presented in [56] for the Stokes problem with constant
viscosity to a three-eld formulation σ-u-p (deviatoric stress, velocity and pressure) of the
Navier-Stokes problem with non-linear viscosity.
The starting point of a sub-grid scale approach is to split the unknowns of the problem
into two components, namely, the component that can be approximated by the nite element
mesh and the unresolvable one, called sub-grid scale or simply sub-scale in what follows. The
latter needs to be approximated in a simple manner in terms of the former, so as to capture
its main eect and yield a stable formulation for the nite element unknown. The number
of degrees of freedom is therefore the same as for the Galerkin method. There are dierent
ways to approximate the sub-scale and, in particular, to choose the (nite dimensional) space
where it is taken. In this chapter we will describe two formulations which precisely dier in
this choice. In the rst one, it will be equal to the space of nite element residuals (in a sense
to be made precise in what follows), whereas in the second the space for the sub-scales will
be taken as orthogonal to the nite element space. Both formulations will allow one to deal
with the instabilities of the three-eld formulation described earlier. There will be no need
to meet the inf-sup conditions for the interpolation spaces and it will be possible to solve
convection dominated problems.
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We have performed a rather complete numerical testing of the formulations presented. The
numerical results shown in this chapter can be separated into four groups. The rst (section
2.5.1) corresponds to the study of the convergence of the formulations proposed for the
stationary case with non-linear viscosity, more precisely for a power-law uid with a power-
law index in the range 0.5 ≤ n ≤ 1.5 and in the range of Reynolds number 0.3 ≤ Re ≤ 400,
using linear and quadratic triangular elements. To perform this test we manufacture the
solution by introducing a force term computed with a predetermined stress-velocity-pressure
solution. The second group of results corresponds to a stationary lid-driven square cavity,
where the uid is subject to a parallel ow and it is modeled by the Ostwald de Waele
constitutive model, for a power-law index in the range 0.5 ≤ n ≤ 1.5 and with a regime
of ow in the range of 100 ≤ Re ≤ 5000. We compare our results with those published
by Mendu and Das [116]. The third group of numerical results corresponds to the classical
problem of the ow over a cylinder for a highly convected case (Re = 140) of a uid with
non-linear viscosity in the power-law range of 0.4 ≤ n ≤ 1.8. We compare some characteristic
parameters of the ow obtained with our formulation, like the Strouhal number (St), the drag
coecient (CD) and the lift coecient (CL), with those published by Patnana et al. [131].
This example closes the evaluation of the two formulations in the cases of nonlinear viscosity
and dominant convection, in stationary and transient problems. The section with numerical
examples concludes with an analysis of the shear stresses over walls computed with the
three-eld formulation and a classical two-eld (velocity-pressure) one, showing the accuracy
improvement obtained with the former. This suggests the interest of using the three-eld
approach in situations in which the accurate evaluation of the shear stresses may be crucial,
such as in blood ow or in some uid-structure interaction problems. Furthermore, it gives
condence in its use in more complex rheological behavior, such as that of viscoelastic uids,
in which the introduction of stresses as unknowns is almost a must.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.3 contains the presentation of the problem,
with the three-eld continuous Navier-Stokes equations, its variational form, the description
of some non-Newtonian constitutive models and the straightforward Galerkin nite element
discretization in space and nite dierence discretization in time. Section 2.4 presents our
stabilized nite element approach, with the description of the general idea and its application
to the present problem. The linearization of the problem is also discussed. Section 2.5 contains
the numerical results described above and, nally, in Section 2.6 conclusions are summarized.
2.3 The Navier-Stokes problem in a three-eld formula-
tion
2.3.1 Initial and boundary value problem
Let Ω be the computational domain of Rd (d =2 or 3) occupied by the uid in the time
interval [0, T ], assumed to be bounded and polyhedral, and let ∂Ω be its boundary. The






+ u · ∇u
)
−∇ · σ +∇p = f in Ω, t ∈ ]0, T [ ,
∇ · u = 0 in Ω, t ∈ ]0, T [ ,
1
2η
σ −∇su = 0 in Ω, t ∈ ]0, T [ ,
where u is the velocity eld, p the pressure, σ the deviatoric component of the stress eld,
f the vector of body forces, η corresponds to the apparent viscosity of the uid, which in
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the Newtonian case is identical to the dynamic viscosity (µ), ρ is the uid density and ∇su
is the symmetrical part of ∇u.
The equations above need to be solved together with initial conditions of the form u = u0
and appropriate boundary conditions. For the sake of simplicity in the exposition, we will
consider homogeneous boundary conditions u = 0 on ∂Ω.
2.3.2 The variational form
In order to write the weak form of the problem, let us introduce some notation. As usual,
the space of square integrable functions in a domain Ω is denoted by L2(Ω), while the space
of functions whose rst derivative is square integrable is denoted by H 1(Ω). The space H 10 (Ω)
consists of functions in H 1(Ω) vanishing on ∂Ω. Using this notation, the nite element spaces
used in the continuous three-eld problem are L2 (0, T ; V0) for the velocity eld, D′ (0, T ; Q)










(symmetric second order tensors with square-integrable components) and
D′ is used to denote distributions in time.







+ 〈ρu · ∇u,v〉+ (σ,∇sv)− (p,∇ · v) = 〈f ,v〉 ,





− (∇su, τ ) = 0,
for all V = [v, q, τ ] ∈ X = V0 × Q × Υ, where X T = L2 (0, T ; V0) × D′ (0, T ; Q) ×
D′ (0, T ; Υ), (·, ·) stands for the L2 inner product and 〈·, ·〉 is the integral of the product of
the functions in the two arguments, whenever it makes sense. In particular, it is the duality
pairing between V0 and its dual (H−1(Ω))d, where f is assumed to belong.






+B (U ,V ) = 〈f ,v〉 , (2.1)
where






− (∇su, τ ) .
Equation (2.1) needs to be completed with the initial condition satised in a weak sense.
In the case on nonlinear viscosity, more regularity on the stresses and the velocities might
be required depending on the constitutive model. This is however outside the scope of this
part of the work.
2.3.3 Non-Newtonian models
In many uids the viscosity may be dependent on the rate of strain as well as on the state
variables, such as temperature and pressure or total deformation (see for example [173]).
Typical cases can be found in biological uids (blood, saliva, synovial uid), adhesives, food
products (pureed fruits/vegetables, sauces), greases and lubricants, polymers and molten
metals, among others. The non-Newtonian models abound in the literature and the formula-
tions can vary from a simple two-parameter power-law model to complex models designed for
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specic uids. In the simplest case, the constitutive law of a non-Newtonian uid is written
in terms of the second invariant of the strain rate tensor, which we will denote as I2.
In this chapter, two non-Newtonian models have been implemented to characterize the
non-linear viscosity of the uid, both based on I2. These are the two-parameter power law

























In (2.2)-(2.3), m represents the consistency index, n the power-law index, µ0 and µ∞ the
limit values of the viscosity in the Carreau-Yasuda model, and λ and b are constants of this
model. When b = 2, the Carreau-Yasuda model tends to the classical Carreau model.
The two-parameter power-law model is the simplest of the models that allow one to
introduce a nonlinear relationship between viscosity and shear rate. The major drawback
of this model is seen at low and high shear rates, where the apparent viscosity value can
tend to singular values. With respect to this problem, the Carreau-Yasuda model is superior,
allowing to control the range of viscosities, with the disadvantage of requiring a larger number
of parameters to be implemented.
Even though we will use the described models in the numerical examples, the stabilized
formulation presented in the Section 2.4 is completely general and any generalized Newtonian
model can be easily implemented.
2.3.4 Galerkin nite element discretization and time discretization
The standard Galerkin approximation for the variational problem dened by (2.1) can
be performed by considering a nite element partition Th of the domain Ω. The diameter
of an element domain K ∈ Th is denoted by hK and the diameter of the element partition
is dened by h = max {hK | K ∈ Th}. Under the above considerations, we can construct
conforming nite element spaces, Vh,0 ⊂ V0, Qh ⊂ Q and Υh ⊂ Υ in the usual manner.
If X h = Vh,0×Qh×Υh and Uh = [uh, ph,σh], the Galerkin nite element approximation






+B (Uh,V h) = 〈f ,vh〉 , (2.4)
for all V h = [vh, qh, τh] ∈ X h
The term involving the time derivative can be discretized in dierent ways. A possible op-
tion is to use a space-time nite element formulation, although we will use the most common
option of discretizing in time using nite dierences. In particular, we have implemented rst
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In both cases, δt corresponds to the size of a uniform partition of the time interval [0, T ],
while O (·) represents the approximation order of the scheme. The superscript indicates the
time step where the variable is being approximated, so that uj is an approximation to u at
time tj = jδt.
So far, no restrictions have been imposed on the choice of the nite element spaces.
However, there are restrictions that must be satised explicitly in the discrete formulation
used. To see this, consider the stationary Stokes problem with constant viscosity, which can
be written as: nd Uh = [uh, ph,σh] ∈ X h such that
B0 (Uh,V h) = 〈f ,vh〉 ,
for all V h = [vh, qh, τh] ∈ X h, with




(σh, τh)− (∇suh, τh) .
Taking V h = Uh it is easily seen that the Galerkin formulation only provides control





The three-eld Stokes problem has been studied by a large number of authors (see for























where C1 and C2 represent two positive constants independent of h, while ‖·‖Y stands for
the appropriate norm in space Y . A stable numerical formulation is obtained if the nite
element spaces satisfy (7.21)-(7.22). However, from the numerical point of view, the spaces
that fulll these conditions are limited, particularly when the problem needs to be solved in
three dimensions. The alternative is to use a stabilized formulation allowing any interpolation
for the variables. In general, a stabilized formulation consists of replacing (2.5) by another
bilinear form Bh, possibly mesh dependent, with enhanced stability properties. In the Navier-
Stokes equations, it has to be also capable of dealing with the instabilities generated in the
case of dominant convection. The two stabilized formulations presented below satisfy these
conditions.
2.4 Design of a stable nite element formulation
In the following we present two stabilized formulations for the three-eld Navier-Stokes
problem analyzed. Both formulations are based on the variational multi-scale approach in-
troduced by Hughes et al. [97] for the scalar convection-diusion problem. The basic idea is
to approximate the eect of the components of the solution of the continuous problem that
cannot be resolved by the nite element mesh. Here we present the general idea in the case
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of a general nonlinear evolution problem, and then particularize it to the problem of interest.
The presentation is formal, avoiding technicalities and trying to describe the essential ideas
and simplications.




+ L (U ,U) = F , (2.8)
where U contains the unknowns of the problem (which in our particular case are [u, p,σ]),
L(U , ·) corresponds to an operator associated with the specic problem assumed to be linear
in the second argument, M(U) is a mass matrix and F a force vector.






+ 〈L (U ,U) ,V 〉 = 〈F ,V 〉 , (2.9)
for an appropriate duality and considering V as a test function. The boundary conditions
of the problem have to be taken into account, and are understood to be incorporated in
the duality 〈·, ·〉. Likewise, when considering nite element functions the duality has to be
understood as the element-wise integral with appropriate inter-element jumps.
2.4.1 The sub-scale concept
The basic idea of the formulation applied to the generic problem is to split the unknown
as U = Uh + U
′, where Uh ∈ X h is the component of the solution that belongs to the
nite element space and U ′ ∈ X ′ is the remainder, referred to as sub-grid scale or sub-scale.
The spaces X h and X ′ are such that X = X h
⊕
X ′. Under the above considerations, the




























In essence, the goal of all sub-scale methods, including the approximation of the sub-scale
with bubble functions, is to approximate U ′ in one way or another and end up with a problem
for Uh alone.
2.4.2 General approach of the sub-scale stabilized formulation
There are dierent approximations for the sub-scale component U ′ that allow writing it
as a function of the nite element component, Uh.
We call the sub-scales dynamic if their temporal derivative is taken into account, whereas
if it is neglected we call them quasi-static. Another possible simplication is to consider that
they vanish on the inter-element boundaries, as it is done for example when bubble functions
are used to approximate the sub-scales. We will assume this, although this restriction could
be relaxed (see [56]). A third possible simplication, explained in more detail below, is to
neglect the sub-scale eect on the non-linear terms of the equation.
Apart from the simplications described, another important ingredient in the construction
of the stabilized formulation is the choice of the space where the sub-scales belong. The most
common choice is to take it equal to the space generated by the operator associated with the
problem, applied to the nite element space [53]. Another possibility is to take it orthogonal
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to the nite element space, that is, X ′ = X⊥h , resulting in the so called orthogonal sub-scales
(OSS) method [54].











,L∗ (U ,V h)
〉

































where we have introduced the formal adjoint L∗(U , ·) of operator L(U , ·), which is dened
through the relationship
〈L (U ,W ) ,V 〉 = 〈W ,L∗ (U ,V )〉 ,
for all U , W , V ∈ X . Again, the duality might involve inter-element jump terms when nite
element functions are considered. However, if these inter-element terms are neglected and P ′
















where RU represents the residual of the nite element approximation, that is to say,
RU = F −M (U)
∂Uh
∂t
− L (U ,Uh) .
At this point additional approximations are required and dierent methods may be de-
vised according to the approximations chosen. A particular case of the sub-scale method
described above is an algebraic approximation of the sub-scales [96]. The approximation of









where α−1 (U) is a matrix dened within each element domain that has to be determined.
We shall refer to it has the matrix of stabilization parameters.
With the above approximation, for an adequate projection onto the sub-scale space P ′,





























where we have assumed for simplicity that the term on the left is in the space of sub-scales.
It is important to note that the calculation of U ′ needs to be made at the integration
points, that is to say, Eq. (2.14) is in fact a nonlinear ordinary dierential equation.
2.4.3 Stabilized formulation applied to the three-eld Navier-Stokes
problem
Let us apply the general procedure described to the three-eld form of the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations. The key point is the approximation of matrix α(U). We shall not
motivate it here, but simply use the same heuristic arguments as in [56]. Taking this matrix
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diagonal, of the form α = diag(α1Iu, α2, α3Iσ), with Iu and Iσ the identity matrices on



























where Ru corresponds to the residual of the momentum equation, Rp the residual of the
continuity equation and Rσ the residual of the constitutive equation.
Problem (2.15)-(2.17) (with initial conditions for the sub-scale velocity) is in fact a
dierential-algebraic system. Taking into account the time derivative of the sub-scale velocity
leads to improved numerical behavior that we have exploited for example in [54, 60, 58, 13].
However, when the time step of the time discretization is not much smaller than ρα1, this
time derivative can be neglected, leading to what we call quasi-static sub-scales, which is the
















All the approximations used heretofore will be used in our formulation. It remains only
to dene the space of sub-scales or, what is equivalent, the projection P ′. As in previous
works, two possibilities will be explored. In the rst case, P ′ will be taken as the adequate
identity I when applied to nite element residuals. We will refer to this approach as the










The second formulation that we will test, which we will refer to as OSS (Orthogonal
Sub-scale Stabilization) method, considers that the space of sub-scales is orthogonal to the















h (Rσ) = α3 (Rσ − Ph (Rσ)) , (2.23)
where Ph is the L
2 projection onto the appropriate nite element space.
A simple dimensional analysis reveals that the units of α1 must be time divided by density
(TL3/M , if T is time, L is length and M is mass), whereas the units of α2 and α3 must be
those of viscosity (M/LT ). In this case, u′ will be a velocity, p′ a pressure and σ′ a stress.
A discussion about the construction of the stabilizing parameter matrix for the Stokes
problem can be found in [56]. In our case, we can follow a similar approach, now considering
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the existence of the convective term in the momentum equations and the fact that the















Here, η corresponds to the apparent viscosity of the uid that in the Newtonian case is
identical to the dynamic viscosity (µ), h1 corresponds to a characteristic length calculated
as the square root of the element area in the 2D case, and as the cube root of the element
volume in the 3D case, and h2 corresponds to another characteristic length, calculated as the
element length in the direction of the streamline. The constants ci, i = 1, 4, are algorithmic
parameters in the formulation. The values used in this part of the work are c1 = 4.0, c2 = 2.0
and c3 = c4 = 0.1. In the case of higher order elements, the element lengths h1 and h2 in (2.24)
are respectively divided by k2 and k, k being the order of the nite element interpolation.
The two proposed stabilized formulations can be dened as residual-based. Consistency
is ensured by construction. The stability constant depends on the value of the algorithmic
constants ci, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The numerical analysis indicates that they have to be of order
one (see [56]), and that c4 < 1 (note that they are all dimensionless, and independent of the
dimensionless numbers that govern the problem). The value c4 = 0.1 has been found to give
good results in the tests presented in this chapter, whereas c1 = 4.0, c2 = 2.0 are the optimal
values for the approximation of the one-dimensional convection-diusion equation.
We are now in a position to write the stabilized nite element formulations we will test.
The abstract equation for the nite element component (2.12), which replaces the Galerkin






+B (Uh,V h) +
∑
K
(L∗ (uh;V h) ,αRU )K = 〈f ,vh〉 , (2.25)






+B (Uh,V h) +
∑
K
(L∗ (uh;V h) ,α (RU − Ph (RU )))K = 〈f ,vh〉 , (2.26)
in the case of orthogonal sub-scales (OSS),
∑
K denoting summation for all elements of the
nite element partition and (·, ·)K the L2(K) inner product. In both formulations (2.25) and
(2.26), the following term is added to the standard Galerkin formulation:
(L∗ (a;V h) ,αRU )K =
ˆ
K













+ a · ∇uh
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with η computed with the velocity eld a. In the case of the OSS method, the contribution
from the projection Ph in (2.26) needs also to be added.
The velocity eld a appearing in (2.27) may be computed in several ways, depending on
the linearization strategy and on whether the velocity sub-scales are taken into account or
not in the advection velocity. If a = uh + u
′, we call the sub-scales non-linear, in the sense
that they are not neglected in the nonlinear terms. Even if this option has shown its superior
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performance, particularly in thermally coupled ows (see [6]) and can be shown to mimic
the dissipative structure of the continuous problem (see [136]), we will approximate a ≈ uh.
The iteration where this velocity is evaluated is indicated below.
Regarding the qualitative comparison between (2.25) and (2.26), it has to be noted that
both formulations are consistent, and that the latter introduces less dissipation, in the sense
that only the component of (part of) the nite element residual orthogonal to the nite
element space appears as dissipation when the test function is taken equal to the nite
element unknown.
2.4.4 Fully discrete and linearized problem
The Navier-Stokes problem to be solved has two sources of nonlinearity, namely, the
convective term and the constitutive law. When the equations are discretized using the nite
element method described, other nonlinearities appear because of the dependence of the
stabilizing terms on the velocity.
For the sake of conciseness, we will consider only a xed-point iterative scheme and
the second order BDF scheme for the time integration, since this linearization is stable for
divergence free velocities (another possibility would be to use a Newton-Raphson scheme
or variants of it). In particular, the stabilization parameters in (2.24) are assumed to be
computed with a given velocity guess and iteratively updated, also neglecting the velocity
sub-scale. If we denote with a double superscript the time step and iteration counter, the




































































































for all [vh, qh, τh] ∈ X h, where converged values at a given time step have only the time step
superscript and P ′ is the identity in the ASGS formulation and P⊥h in the OSS method.
Algorithm 2.1 describes the ow of calculations to solve the problem. The possibility of
using under-relaxation is taken into account through the parameter β, with 0 < β ≤ 1.
2.5 Numerical results
This section shows the dierent test cases used to evaluate the performance of the stabi-
lized formulations proposed in this chapter, both in the cases of non-linear viscosity and of
dominant convection, in steady-state and in transient problems.
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Algorithm 2.1 Stabilized formulations: ASGS and OSS
READ u0h (initial condition)
SET p0h = 0, σ
0
h = 0
FOR, j = 0, ..., N − 1 DO (temporal loop, N number of time steps):
SET i = 0











WHILE not converged DO:
i← i+ 1
SET aj+1,i = uj+1,i−1h







COMPUTE α1, α2 and α3 (stabilization parameters) from (2.24)
































END DO (temporal loop)
We will rst present a convergence test (in sub-section 2.5.1) and then move to two 2D
examples. Fig. 2.1 schematizes the problems considered in this case, namely, (a) the parallel
ow mixing cavity and (b) the ow over a cylinder, discussed in sub-sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3,
respectively. The spatial discretization can be seen in Fig. 2.2. A structured triangular mesh
of 12961 nodes and 25600 linear elements will be used in the mixing cavity problem (Fig.
2.1(a)) for all cases, whereas a triangular mesh of 43183 nodes and 82588 linear elements will
be used for the ow over a cylinder. A zoom of this mesh is shown in Fig. 2.1(b). This section
will conclude with the evaluation of the formulation to compute shear stresses on walls using
two 3D examples (sub-section 2.5.4).
The discrete linearized problem is solved in all cases by using an iterative solver based
on the Generalized Minimal Residual Method (GMRES) of Saad and Schultz [144], with an
incomplete-LU (ILU) factorization as a preconditioner.
2.5.1 Convergence test
The rst set of results shown corresponds to the convergence analysis of the stabilized
formulations used in the three-eld Navier-Stokes problem with non-linear viscosity, where
the uid is characterized by a quasi-Newtonian Ostwald de Waele model. The range of the
power-law indexes is 0.5 ≤ n ≤ 1.5 and the range of Reynolds numbers 0.3 ≤ Re ≤ 400. A
force term is introduced in the momentum equation so that the exact solution is given by
u(x, y) =2x2y (x− 1)2 (y − 1) (2y − 1) ,
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation: (a) mixing cavity and (b) ow over a cylinder.
Figure 2.2: Mesh used in problems: mixing cavity (a) and ow over a cylinder (b).
v(x, y) =− 2xy2 (x− 1) (y − 1)2 (2y − 1) ,
p(x, y) = sin (2πx) cos (2πy) ,
u(x, y) and v(x, y) being the x- and y-velocity components, respectively.
The stress eld is derived from the constitutive equation that relates the stress tensor
with the symmetrical velocity gradient, including therefore the non-Newtonian eect of the
viscosity. The stresses in this 2D case are explicitly given by
σxx (x, y) = 2η
∂ux
∂x
, σyy (x, y) = 2η
∂uy
∂y









The computational domain is the unit square, discretized using uniform structured meshes
of linear and quadratic triangular elements, the range of element sizes being 0.005 ≤ h ≤ 0.1.
From the physical point of view, the complexity of the test relies on the non-linearity of the
viscosity modeled as a power law. In Fig. 2.3 one can see the viscosity eld for pseudo-plastic
and dilatant uids, respectively. It is worth noting that in both cases there are singularities
in the viscosity eld, both at the four corners and at the central point of the domain. In the
dilatant uid (n = 1.5), the minimum viscosity value is zero, while in the pseudo-plastic case
(n = 0.5), the maximum viscosity value tends to innity.
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Figure 2.3: Contours of viscosity obtained in the convergence test problem in dilatant uid
(n = 1.5) and pseudo-plastic uid (n = 0.5).
The maximum viscosity values obtained at the numerical integration points for the two
numerical formulations studied are detailed in the Table 2.1. It can be noted that in both
uids the OSS method captures better the limit values of viscosity, both the maximum and
the minimum values. In the pseudo-plastic case we obtain a dierence between the OSS
and the ASGS formulations (Dif(OSS-ASGS)) equal to 10.04% and in the dilatant case a
dierence equal to 22.99%, in both cases using as a reference value the OSS estimation (see
Table 2.1).
n = 0.5 ASGS OSS Dif(OSS-ASGS)
ηmax 1498.7 1666 10.04%
ηmin 3.4169 3.3805 1.07%
n = 1.5 ASGS OSS Dif(OSS-ASGS)
ηmax 0.29569 0.29612 0.145%
ηmin 0.0030626 0.00249 22.99%
Table 2.1: Viscosity limit values obtained in the convergence test problem, in pseudoplastic
uid (n = 0.5) and dilatant uid (n = 1.5), using the stabilized formulations ASGS and OSS.
The optimal convergence rate expected when the mesh size is reduced using linear tri-
angular elements is two in velocity and one in pressure and stress in the L2-norm, while
using quadratic triangular elements it is three in velocity and two in pressure and stress. The
graphs in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the obtained results using the ASGS formulation and the
OSS method in the three-eld problem, also compared with the analogue in the two-eld case
using the ASGS formulation [53]. Regarding the nomenclature used in the graphs, L2_U_2C
corresponds to the L2-norm in the two-eld case, while L2_U_ASGS and L2_U_OSS, cor-
responds to the ASGS and OSS cases in the proposed three-eld formulation, where U is the
variable whose convergence is evaluated. The reference lines, Slope_(1, 2 and 3), allow one
to evaluate the behavior of the schemes, where 1, 2 and 3 are the values of the slope in each
of them.
We remark that the two-eld approach follows simply changing the space of stresses
so that σh = 2η∇suh, with the viscosity evaluated at the integration points, and setting
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Figure 2.4: Convergence of the velocity-pressure-stress elds, in linear triangular elements
for the dierent power-law indexes analyzed: (a) n = 0.5, (b) n = 1 y (c) n = 1.5.
α3 = 0 (no stress stabilization is required). The rest of parameters of both formulations are
the same. Likewise, in the numerical examples we have used the same convergence tolerance
in the discrete L2 norm of velocities.
Independently of the power index employed, both stabilized formulations of three elds
show better accuracy properties than their counterpart in two elds, yielding in all cases
optimal slopes in the convergence curves. It is also worth noting that the OSS method
generates a smaller error for all the cases analyzed, both in velocity and stress, and it behaves
almost like the ASGS formulation in pressure. For quadratic elements (Fig. 2.5) only the
ASGS case is shown. Optimal convergence rates are found for all variables.
The expected convergence orders are those of the interpolation error in the adequate
norm. This is the best one can expect and what is proved in [56]. However, for smooth
solutions as the one considered in our convergence test, a super-convergent behavior can be
observed, and this is what happens for the pressure and the stress using linear elements.
For quadratic elements, the asymptotic convergence rate is the theoretical one. Note that
the convergence analysis is intended to be valid in all situations, and thus it does not seem
possible to expect more than convergence of order k (interpolation order) for pressure and
stresses.
The non-Newtonian eect can be appreciated in the stress eld. Fig. 2.6 shows the σxx
component for the three uids analyzed.
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Figure 2.5: Convergence of the velocity-pressure-stress elds, in quadratic triangular elements
for the dierent power-law indexes analyzed.
Figure 2.6: Contours of the normal stress component σxx, obtained in the convergence test
problem for the dierent power-law uids analyzed.
2.5.2 Parallel lid-driven cavity problem in non-linear viscosity uids
The problem of the mixing cavity is a recurrent test in the approximation of non-
Newtonian uid ows. The results shown below correspond specically to a unit square,
subjected to a unidirectional velocity eld in the parallel horizontal faces and zero velocity in
the vertical faces (Fig. 2.1(a)). The results obtained are compared with those published by
Mendu and Das [116] for a power-law uid. In addition, a more convective case than those
in the cited reference is also considered, using now Carreau-Yasuda models of shear-thinning
and shear-thickening types.





where ρ is the uid density, U the mixing velocity (see Fig. 2.1(a)), Lc a characteristic length
(Lc = 1 in this problem), n the power-law index and m the consistency index in the power-
law. The Newtonian case is reproduced when n = 1 and m = µ, obtaining the standard
expression of the Reynolds number Re. In the Carreau-Yasuda uid, the Reynolds number





Before comparing the results obtained with our formulations, we present in Table 2.2 the
results of a mesh renement study conducted to select the working mesh. For dierent values
of exponent n, we show the location of the upper vortex for the higher Reynolds number
obtained using three dierent meshes with increasing number of elements. It is observed from
Table 2.2 that the dierences observed when using mesh M2 and mesh M3 are negligible,
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and results agree with those presented in [116]. We have used mesh M2 in all the results to
be described next.
RePL = 1000 mesh M1 mesh M2 mesh M3
n 3281/6400 12961/25600 20201/40000
n = 0.5 0.5125/0.75 0.5625/0.75 0.56/0.75
n = 1.0 0.55/0.75 0.5375/0.75 0.54/0.75
n = 1.5 0.55/0.75 0.54375/0.75625 0.545/0.755
Table 2.2: Mesh renement study in the parallel lid-driven cavity problem for dierent power
law indexes in the location of the upper vortex (x-coordinate/y-coordinate). The number of
nodes / number of elements is indicated below each mesh label.
Table 2.3 shows and compares the results obtained with those published in [116]. It is
noteworthy that in [116] the lattice Boltzmann scheme was used for the calculation, employ-
ing a mesh of 257 × 257 points, while in the present work the structured mesh used was
composed of 12961 linear triangular elements (Fig. 2.2(a)). In the two proposed formulations
the location of the primary vortex is identical.
The results published by Mendu and Das [116] comprise the range of Reynolds numbers
100 ≤ RePL ≤ 1000. As an additional test, we considered a more convective problem (RePL =
5000) to show the stabilizing properties of the two presented formulations.
The excellent correlation of our results with those published in [116] can be observed from
Table 2.3. The maximum dierence in coordinates in the location of the primary vortexes
is 1.87% for a xed mesh ve times coarser than that used in [116], independently of the
power-law index and the Reynolds number considered, thus showing the robustness of both
VMS schemes proposed, in dominant convection and in the case of nonlinear viscosity.
For the Carreau-Yasuda uid, the constants that dene if the uid is shear-thinning or
shear-thickening are presented in Table 2.4.
The results of primary vortexes location and number of iterations for each of the formu-
lations are shown in Table 2.5 for the Carreau-Yasuda uid. The minimum and maximum
viscosity and pressure values obtained are also indicated. The location of vortexes is identical
in both formulations, and only results for the OSS method are shown. Viscosity peaks dier
slightly and are given for both the ASGS and the OSS formulations.
Regarding the results presented in Table 2.5, it can be observed that always a greater
pressure dierence between pressure peaks is found in the OSS formulation, although the
location of primary vortexes is the same in the two formulations. The viscosity peaks are
practically identical and are bounded by the limit values indicated in Table 2.4, thus regulat-
ing the behavior of the model independently of the value of the second invariant of the strain
rate tensor in the constitutive model. This eliminates any singularity in the viscosity eld, as
it occurs with the power-law model. Figure 2.7 show the streamlines for the Carreau-Yasuda
uids in the two cases considered.
Since the projection of the residual in the OSS method is evaluated in the previous iter-
ation, it is important to compare the number of iterations required to reach convergence for
the ASGS and the OSS formulations. Table 2.6 indicates this number of iterations necessary
to achieve a convergence error smaller that 10−8 in the discrete L2 norm of the unknowns.
In general it can be observed that a slightly higher number of iterations is required in the
OSS formulation. This however may be compensated by a higher accuracy, as observed in
the convergence test and in the better reproduction of peaks of the unknowns using the OSS
method.
From the physical standpoint, the ow presents pressure peaks at the corners of the
computational domain. Fig. 2.8 shows the pressure isolines for the case Re = 5000 in the
case of a Newtonian uid, where it can be seen that the pressure peaks are greater in the
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Fluid type µ0 µ∞ λ n a ρ
Shear-thinning 0.056 0.00345 1.902 0.22 1.25 1.0
Shear-thickening 0.00345 0.056 1.902 0.22 1.25 1.0
Table 2.4: Constants of the Carreau-Yasuda model in the mixing cavity problem (SI units).
Upper x_coord y_coord Viscosity peaks ηmin ηmax
S.-thining 0.5125 0.75 S.-thinning ASGS 0.00345 0.05862
S.-thickening 0.6125 0.7625 S.-thinning OSS 0.00345 0.05434
Lower x_coord y_coord S.-thickening ASGS 0.009115 0.05599
S.-thining 0.5125 0.25 S.-thickening OSS 0.00919 0.05599
S.-thickening 0.6125 0.2375 Pressure peaks pmin pmax
NÂº of iterations ASGS OSS S.-thinning ASGS −38.715 98.497
S.-thining 141 138 S.-thinning OSS −38.806 100.29
S.-thickening 53 53 S.-thickening ASGS −40.722 385.6
S.-thickening OSS −41.657 386.73
Table 2.5: Location of primary vortexes, number of iterations and peaks of viscosity-pressure
in Carreau-Yasuda uis, for the ASGS and the OSS formulations.
OSS formulation. Similar results were presented in Table 2.5 for the Carreau-Yasuda uid,
in addition to the maximum and minimum values of the viscosity (Table 2.1) obtained in the
previous sub-section. As it can be observed, the capability to represent in a better manner
the singular points by the OSS formulation is a general tendency.
2.5.3 Transient ow of a power-law uid over a cylinder
The problem of ow over a cylinder has been studied by a great number of authors over
the years, both in the stationary case and in the transient regime. The uid dynamics that
develops when the ow collides with the solid cylinder varies considerably with the Reynolds
number, going from a steady state to a periodically time varying state, presenting in the latter
case the characteristic von Karman vortexes. The critical Reynolds number that determines
the beginning of the oscillatory behavior lies in the range 40 ≤ Re ≤ 50 in Newtonian uids.
In the case of non-linear viscosity, results are more scarce, especially at high Reynolds
numbers, where the dominant convection is combined with the non-linearity of the viscosity.
Patnana et al. analyzed in [131] the problem of the ow of a power-law uid over a cylinder
in the range of Reynolds numbers 40 ≤ RePL ≤ 140 with a commercial software. They found
dierent correlations between macroscopic parameters, as the coecients of drag-lift and the
Strouhal number, with the power-law index that characterizes the uid for a xed Reynolds
number.
When a transient problem is analyzed, an important parameter that denes the dimen-





where f corresponds to the oscillatory frequency of the problem, D represents the diameter
of the cylinder and u0 is a characteristic velocity, which in the present case corresponds to
the inlet velocity u0 (Fig. 2.1(b)).
Let FD and FL be the drag and lift forces, respectively. The dimensionless drag and lift
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Figure 2.7: Streamlines in Carreau-Yasuda uids: (a) Shear-thinning, (b) Shear-thickening.
Power-law index n = 0.5 n = 1.0 n = 1.5
Iterations ASGS/OSS ASGS/OSS ASGS/OSS
RePL = 100 35/37 17/17 23/24
RePL = 400 83/90 38/38 47/47
RePL = 1000 94/113 45/44 58/58
RePL = 5000 131/141 104/130 62/82
Table 2.6: Iterations required for convergence in the mixing cavity problem with a power-law
uid for the two proposed stabilized formulations.








If we increase the size of the computational domain, the boundary conditions are less
inuential on the velocity, pressure and stress elds, but of course at a higher computational
cost. Patnana et al. [131], studied the inuence of the dimensions of the domain around
the cylinder in the macroscopic parameters, without encountering important variations in
the value of the drag-lift coecients and in the Strouhal number for domains larger than
the one we have chosen. It is a rectangle of dimensions [0, 16] × [0, 8], with a cylinder of
unitary diameter centred at point (4, 4). The mesh used in this problem consists of 82588
linear triangular elements and 43183 nodes, mostly concentrated in the area close to the
cylinder (Fig. 2.2(b)). Regarding the boundary conditions applied to the problem, the inlet
condition (at x = 0) corresponds to a constant velocity eld with components u = (u0, 0), the
boundaries y = 0, y = 8 are left free in the horizontal component and the vertical velocity
is prescribed to zero, while on the outlet (x = 16) both velocity components are left free.
From the physical standpoint, the lift coecient CL oscillates between two extreme values
with zero mean because of symmetry. The rst order backward Euler scheme is able to capture
the oscillation frequency (St), but yields a poor approximation to the maximum values of
CL. On the other hand, the second order BDF2 scheme yields a much better approximation
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Figure 2.8: Pressure isolines in Newtonian uid (Re = 5000), left: ASGS formulation; right:
OSS formulation.
to the amplitude of CL. The results shown below were calculated using this second order
scheme.
We present in Table 2.7 the values computed of dierent coecients for two meshes
and dierent time step sizes. In fact, we have computed these coecients with more time
step sizes. The results presented are only intended to show as they are inuenced by mesh
renement. Even if the dierence is not very important, the results presented next have been
obtained using the small time step size δt2 (which varies according to power n) and the
rened mesh M2.
M1,δt1 M2,δt1 M2,δt2
n δt1 δt2 CD CL,m St CD CL,m St CD CL,m St
0.4 0.005 0.0025 1.264 0.814 0.227 1.268 0.818 0.227 1.266 0.855 0.230
0.6 0.005 0.0025 1.292 0.633 0.217 1.293 0.634 0.214 1.296 0.634 0.214
1.0 0.001 0.0005 1.427 0.501 0.193 1.427 0.501 0.192 1.425 0.500 0.192
1.4 0.001 0.0005 1.623 0.446 0.180 1.623 0.448 0.180 1.623 0.448 0.180
1.8 0.001 0.0005 1.779 0.425 0.166 1.770 0.425 0.165 1.770 0.420 0.165
Table 2.7: Mesh dependency study for CD (mean drag coecient), CL,m (maximum lift
coecient), and St for the ow over a cylinder problem using dierent power law indexes
and RePL = 140. Mesh M1 (31710 nodes, 61211 elements) and mesh M2 (43182 nodes, 82588
elements).
Table 2.8 has the purpose of validating the results in the transient problem for the power-
law uid. Since transient non-Newtonian results are scarce, it also includes a stationary
sub-case for a Reynolds number RePL = 40, with the purpose of comparing the results with
others authors [20, 154].
As shown in Table 2.8, results are in a reasonable agreement between the dierent sources.
The most important dierences occur for high values of the power-law index. Let us remark
that the transient values published by Patnana et al. in [131] were obtained with the Finite
Volume Method, using a second order upwind scheme for the convective term, the SIMPLE
algorithm and a second order time integration scheme with a mesh with 212323 cells, three
times more than in the mesh used in the present work.
In general, for a xed Reynolds number the drag coecient is increased when the power-
law index is increased. The opposite happens with the lift coecient and the Strouhal number.
Fig. 2.9 shows the correlation between these parameters for the case RePL = 140. This agrees
with the tendency shown in [131]. The normalization of results in Fig. 2.9 is performed by
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Source CD̄ Source CD̄ CL,max St
Re = 40, n = 0.6 Re = 140, n = 0.4
Present study 1.4316 Present study 1.2667 0.855 0.2300
Patnana et al. [131] 1.3576 Patnana et al. [131] 1.2514 0.9983 0.2262
Bharti et al. [20] 1.3717 Re = 140, n = 0.6
Soares et al. [154] 1.3900 Present study 1.2960 0.6342 0.2142
Re = 40, n = 1.4 Patnana et al. [131] 1.2560 0.7453 0.2128
Present study 1.6792 Re = 140, n = 1.0
Patnana et al. [131] 1.6541 Present study 1.4250 0.5005 0.1920
Bharti et al. [20] 1.6429 Patnana et al. [131] 1.3579 0.4936 0.1851
Soares et al. [154] 1.6200 Re = 140, n = 1.4
Re = 40, n = 1.8 Present study 1.6230 0.4480 0.1800
Present study 1.9437 Patnana et al. [131] 1.49369 0.4072 0.1721
Patnana et al. [131] 1.8726 Re = 140, n = 1.8
Bharti et al. [20] 1.9556 Present study 1.7701 0.4235 0.1650
Patnana et al. [131] 1.6265 0.3436 0.1529
Table 2.8: Comparison of macroscopic parameters in the ow over a cylinder problem. CD̄:
mean drag coecient, CL,max: maximum lift coecient in time.
dividing the value obtained for the specic variable computed with the power index that
denes the problem, say g(n), by the value of the same variable in the Newtonian case, that
is to say, g(n = 1), where function g (·) corresponds to the Strouhal number or the drag-lift
coecients, depending on the case.
Figure 2.9: Inuence of the power-law index (n), in the drag coecient (CD), the lift coe-
cient (CL) and the Strouhal number (St).
Let us show now some results obtained with the proposed three-eld stabilized formula-
tions for the pseudo-plastic uid (n = 0.4) and for the dilatant uid (n = 1.8). It is noteworthy
that both in the ASGS and in the OSS formulations these results are very similar, so that
the contours and the isolines of some of the variables are displayed without indicating the
formulation employed.
In order to compare the physical behavior of pseudo-plastic and dilatant uids, we plot
in Fig. 2.11 the streamlines corresponding to the solution obtained using n = 0.4 (pseudo-
plastic case) and n = 1.8 (dilatant case). The time instants correspond to positions (1), (2),
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(3) and (4) in Fig. 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Wave scheme to dene some comparison points.
Figure 2.11: Evolution of the streamlines close to the cylinder, from the input condition to
the output condition in the problem of ow over a cylinder in pseudoplastic (n = 0.4) and
dilatant (n = 1.8) uids.
From Fig. 2.11 it can be observed that the recirculation zone is bigger in the case of a
dilatant uid. This gives rise to a higher period of oscillations, that is to say, the oscillation
frequency is higher for pseudo-plastic uids. This agrees with the Strouhal numbers obtained
in each case.
The contour plots of the stress component σxx are depicted in Fig. 2.12 in the case of a
pseudo-plastic uid. Once again, the snapshots correspond to the time instants indicated in
Fig. 2.10.
Finally, Fig. 2.13 illustrates the nonlinearity and dynamic behavior in the viscosity eld
for RePL = 140 and n = 1.8. Note that the consistency index used for the dilatant case
n = 1.8 is m = 0.02, with a maximum value for the viscosity in the vicinity of the cylinder
of 6.28 (314 times greater than 0.02). The problem is thus convection dominated and with a
high non-linear variation in the viscosity, and the numerical formulations proposed are able
to cope with this problem, which is what we intend to demonstrate in this part of the work.
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Figure 2.12: Contours of stress σxx in the cylinder problem for the case n = 0.4 and RePL =
140.
2.5.4 Tangential stresses over boundary walls
The evaluation of stresses over boundaries is an important need in some biomechanical
applications that involve blood ow, for example (see [166, 42]). In order to evaluate the
performance of the three-eld formulation to compute these stresses, and compare it with
the corresponding two-eld method, we will present the results obtained in the calculation of
shear stresses rst on a 2D straight pipe and then over curved walls in two 3D examples, that
we shall refer to as arterial stenosis and arterial elbow. In all the results, the blood properties
of a Carreau-Yasuda model with the parameters shown in the Table 2.9 are used. Since our
intention is to compare the two-eld and the three-eld approaches, the OSS method will be
used in all cases.
Fluid type µ0 µ∞ λ n a ρ
Shear-thinning 0.022 0.0022 0.392 0.11 0.624 1410
Table 2.9: Blood properties with the Carreau-Yasuda model (SI units).
The number of elements and mesh nodes used in each problem are indicated in Table 2.10.
Unstructured meshes of linear triangles in 2D and linear tetrahedra in 3D are used. Also, the
Reynolds numbers that dene each problem are Re = 2000 in the straight pipe, Re = 113 in
the arterial stenosis and Re = 227 in the arterial elbow.
Meshes straight pipe arterial stenosis arterial elbow
M1 2111n/4000e 97517n/583033e 112331n/524981e
M2 8221n/16000e 168770n/1150852e 175273n/838841e
M3 22345n/43956e
Table 2.10: Meshes used in the shear stresses problems.
Let us start discussing the results obtained for the 2D straight pipe. Fig. 2.14 shows the
distribution of shear stresses σxy. A parabolic velocity prole is prescribed at the inlet of
the pipe, and it varies along its axis until reaching the constant value corresponding to the
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Figure 2.13: Viscosity contours, in the cylinder problem, for the case n = 1.8 and RePL = 140.
constitutive model. In Figure 14 it is observed that the results obtained with mesh M3 (with
43956 elements) using the two-eld approach are almost the same as those obtained with
mesh M2 (with 16000 elements) using the three-eld approach. The gain in accuracy using
the three-eld formulation is clearly demonstrated. Note that mesh M2 with the three-eld
approach has 8221× 6 = 49326 degrees of freedom, whereas mesh M3 with the two-eld one
has 22345× 3 = 67035 degrees of freedom, 35% more than the former.
Figure 2.14: Shear stress (σxy) in the straight pipe with in the Carreau-Yasuda blood ow.
The extension to the 3D case is shown in two problems. The rst corresponds to an arterial
stenosis occlusion of 50% and the second an arterial elbow, both represented in Fig. 2.15.
Fig. 2.16 shows the contour of velocity magnitude and pressure, both for the stenosis and
the elbow problems. These contours are plotted for the mid planes in both cases.
In order to compare the stress calculation in the two-eld and the three-eld formulations,
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we will plot the modulus of the stress along a line. In the stenosis problem, this line will be
the intersection of the boundary with the mid plane between the two cross sections indicated
in Fig. 2.15(a), so that the stenosis is located approximately at the middle of this line. In the
case of the elbow, this line is the external intersection of the boundary with the mid plane
between the two cross sections closest to the elbow indicated in Fig. 2.15(b). In both cases,
the curves to plot the stresses will be developed in a straight line.
Figure 2.15: Schematic representation of threedimensional poblems: (a) arterial stenosis (b)
vessel elbow.
Results are shown in Fig. 2.17. In both problems we have used meshes M1 and M2 for the
two-eld approach and only mesh M1 for the three-eld formulation (see Table 2.10 for the
description of these meshes). It is clearly observed that the results with M1 in the three-eld
approach are similar to those obtained with M2 in the two-eld one. In fact, in the stenosis
problem the three-eld formulation is even able to reproduce a higher stress peak at the
stenosis with mesh M1 than the two-eld one with mesh M2.
The better accuracy of the three-eld approach over the two-eld one is a general trend
that we attribute to the fact that the former has more degrees of freedom than the latter,
even if the interpolation order and consequently the convergence rates are the same. The
continuous solution can be approximated with better accuracy simply because the constraint
σh = 2η∇suh at interpolation level is replaced by an additional equation for the stresses.
Obviously, the computational cost of the three-eld approach is much higher than for the
two-eld one. For equal interpolation for all variables, six additional degrees of freedom per
node are required in the 3D case. To partially alleviate this problem, one can design block-
iterative schemes to segregate the calculation of the stresses from that of the velocity and the
pressure, as those proposed in [41] for the strain-displacement approach in solid mechanics.
Whether the additional computational cost is compensated or not by the increased accuracy
observed is problem dependent, and depends also on the variables we wish to analyze, as this
example has demonstrated. Without using any stress segregation scheme, the calculation
using the two-eld formulation on mesh M3 took 18% more CPU time than the calculation
using the three-eld one on mesh M2, for a similar accuracy, but using mesh M2 in both
cases the former took 56% less CPU time. However, the interest of the three-eld approach
relies on applications where it is not a choice, but a need, as in the case of viscoelastic ows.
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Figure 2.16: Contour of pressure (PRESS) and velocity magnitude (VELOC) in the stenosis
problem (a) and in the elbow problem (b). Both cases correspond to the mid section.
Figure 2.17: Shear stress modulus in the arterial stenosis problem (a) and in the vessel elbow
problem (b).
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2.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have proposed two stabilized numerical formulations (ASGS and OSS)
of SGS type for the three-eld (stress-velocity-pressure) Navier-Stokes problem with non-
linear viscosity models. It has been tested numerically that both formulations have optimal
convergence properties for linear and quadratics elements, also evidencing a clear reduction in
the L2-norm of the error when approximating a problem with analytical solution with respect
to the two-eld (velocity-pressure) formulation. Likewise, for a xed mesh the OSS method
tends to perform better than the ASGS approach, introducing less numerical dissipation.
The proposed schemes were tested in dierent numerical test cases available in the lit-
erature. The range of 100 ≤ RePL ≤ 5000 was considered in the mixed cavity problem with
non-Newtonian power-law and Carreau-Yasuda uids, and the range of 40 ≤ RePL ≤ 140 in
the classical ow over a cylinder. In both cases, results compare satisfactorily with reference
solutions found in the literature, both in the location of primary vortexes and in the value
of macroscopic parameters, namely the Strouhal number and the drag and lift coecients,
for a power-law uid with power index in the range 0.4 ≤ n ≤ 1.8. In the calculation of
shear stresses over the boundaries of the domain the three-eld formulation is superior to its
two-elds counterpart with a xed mesh.
The numerical results presented serve to demonstrate the feasibility of the nite element
formulation proposed to approximate the three-eld Navier-Stokes problem, both in situ-
ations in which the viscosity is non-linear and in convection dominated ows, using equal
interpolation for all the unknowns. In the problem considered, introducing the stresses as
unknowns is not mandatory. However, there are situations in which this is a must, notably
in the case of viscoelastic uid ows. The methods proposed are promising tools to attempt
this problem.
Chapter 3
The Stationary Viscoelastic Flow
Problem
3.1 Abstract
In this chapter, three-eld nite element stabilized formulations are proposed for the nu-
merical solution of incompressible viscoelastic ows. These methods allow one to use equal
interpolation for the problem unknowns σ-u-p (elastic deviatoric stress-velocity-pressure)
and to stabilize dominant convective terms. Starting from residual-based stabilized formula-
tions, the proposed method introduces a term-by-term stabilization which is shown to have
a superior behavior when there are stress singularities. A general discontinuity-capturing
technique for the elastic stress component is also proposed, which allows one to eliminate
the local oscillations that can appear when the Weissenberg number We is high and the uid
ow nds an abrupt change in the geometry. The formulations are tested in the classical
4:1 planar contraction benchmark up to We = 5 in the inertial case, with Reynolds number
Re = 1, and up to We = 6.5 in the quasi non-inertial case, with Re = 0.01. The standard
Oldroyd-B constitutive model is used for the rheological behavior and linear and quadratic
elements for the spatial approximation.
3.2 Introduction
The nite element approximation of the ow of viscoelastic uids presents several nu-
merical diculties. It inherits obviously the problems associated with the approximation of
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, mainly the compatibility between the velocity-
pressure approximation and the treatment of the nonlinear advective term. But, on top of
that, now the constitutive equation is highly nonlinear, with an advective term that may
lead to both global and local oscillations in the numerical approximation. Moreover, even in
the case of smooth solutions it is necessary to meet some additional compatibility conditions
between the velocity and the stress interpolation in order to control velocity gradients. El-
ements that satisfy the compatibility requirements velocity-pressure and stress-velocity are
rare.
The treatment of the nonlinearity is another aspect that deserves to be studied in de-
tail. Apart from the nonlinearity in the convective term of the momentum equation, the
constitutive equation has two additional nonlinear terms, namely, the convective one and
the rotational one. Fixed point type schemes are robust, but with a very low convergence
rate when the elastic component increases [106]. Newton-Raphson schemes are the most ex-
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tensively used in the literature [103, 148], although they often need to be complemented
with additional numerical tools, such as continuation methods or relaxation schemes. The
results obtained in this part of the work have been obtained using the Newton-Raphson
method, which has produced good results in all the range of Weissenberg numbers analyzed
(0 ≤We ≤ 6.5).
Once the equations have been properly linearized, the advective nature of the consti-
tutive equation, which becomes dominant when the Weissenberg number increases, makes
it necessary to use a stabilized nite element formulation to avoid global oscillations. The
most widespread method to account for the convective term in the constitutive equation is
the so-called SUPG method of Brooks and Hughes [31], rst applied to viscoelastic ows
by Marchal and Crochet [111]. In a more recent work, Masud et al. [103] use a Variational
Multi-Scale (VMS) stabilized method for the momentum-continuity equations and the same
SUPG method for the constitutive equation. Other stabilized methods for the viscoelastic
uid problem are the GLS-type methods used for example by Fan et al. [79] and Coronado
et al. [64]. Dierent families of stabilized formulations can also be found in the literature.
For example, Li et al. [108] proposed the so-called I-PS-DEVSS-CNBS scheme to stabilize
the viscoelastic problem, based on the nite incremental calculus (FIC) pressure stabilization
process, the discrete elastic-viscous stress-splitting method (DEVSS), the use of the Crank-
Nicolson-based-splitting (CNBS) scheme, and the use of the non-consistent SU method to
stabilize the viscoelastic equation. Other two options to circumvent the dominant convective
nature of the problem are the fully explicit characteristic based split (CBS) scheme (see [172])
proposed by Nithiarasu [123], with a good performance for a wide range of Weissenberg num-
bers, and the nonlinear weighted least-squares nite element method proposed by Lee [106].
In this part of the work, we apply two stabilized formulations based on the VMS framework
to control the convective nature of the viscoelastic constitutive equation, dierent to those
just described.
The use of discontinuity-capturing (DC) techniques is not a popular topic in the analysis
of viscoelastic ows, but the high elastic stress gradients that appear when the Weissenberg
number is increased make it a typical situation where the application of a DC scheme can
help. Carew et al. [33] have shown that the inclusion of such a DC technique in a stabilized
formulation can improve the stability properties and permits to analyze uids with a higher
elasticity. In the work cited, the numerical diusion of the discontinuity-capturing term is
based on the nite element residual of the constitutive equation, in a similar way to that used
by Codina [49] (see also [124]). In the present chapter we propose a numerical diusion based
on the orthogonal projection of the elastic stress gradient, which represents the non-captured
part in the nite element approximation.
Referring to the compatibility conditions of inf-sup type for the viscoelastic three-eld ap-
proximation, they consist of two restrictions on the interpolation spaces, one between pressure
and velocity and the other between velocity and the elastic stress (see e.g [29, 147] and [30]
for background). These two restrictions reduce drastically the choices of stable nite element
spaces that allow one to discretize the unknowns. For example, in the work of Marchal and
Crochet [111] one can nd dierent inf-sup stable elements capable to solve the viscoelastic
problem. In this classical reference, the authors propose a family of biquadratic velocity and
bilinear pressure elements with a multi-bilinear (2 × 2 or 3 × 3 or 4 × 4) stress element for
the 2D case. The mathematical analysis of these elements can be found in [84]. It is a clear
example of the diculties to satisfy the two inf-sup conditions associated to the three-eld
formulation needed in the viscoelastic ow problem. For the threedimensional case, Bogaerds
et al. [25] propose a DEVSS-DG stable spatial discretization using tri-quadratic interpola-
tion for velocity, tri-linear interpolation for both pressure and discrete rate of deformation,
while the viscoelastic stresses are approximated by discontinuous tri-linear polynomials. In
[8] one can nd a good review of mixed methods that satisfy the two compatibility conditions
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required.
The stabilized formulations proposed in this part of the work have their roots in the
context of VMS methods introduced by Hughes et al. [97] for the scalar convection-diusion-
reaction problem, and extended later to the vectorial Stokes problem in [51], where the space
of the sub-grid scales is taken as orthogonal to the nite element space. As we shall see, this is
an important ingredient in the design of our formulations. The purpose of the present chapter
is precisely to design and test numerically stabilized formulations for the viscoelastic uid
ow problem, permitting the use of equal interpolation between the unknowns (deviatoric
elastic stress, velocity and pressure) even in cases where the elastic stress gradients and the
elastic component of the uid are important.
The starting point of a VMS approach is to split the unknowns of the problem into two
components, namely, the component that can be approximated by the nite element mesh
and the unresolvable one, called sub-grid scale or simply sub-scale in what follows. The latter
needs to be approximated in a simple manner in terms of the former, so as to capture its
main eect and yield a stable formulation for the nite element unknown. The number of
degrees of freedom is therefore the same as for the Galerkin method. There are dierent ways
to approximate the sub-scale and, in particular, to choose the (nite dimensional) space
where it is taken. We will describe two formulations which precisely dier in this choice.
Both formulations will allow one to deal with the instabilities of the three-eld viscoelastic
formulation described earlier. There will be no need to meet the inf-sup conditions for the
interpolation spaces and it will be possible to solve convection dominated problems both in
the momentum and in the constitutive equation. For the latter, these methods have been
found to work well. However, for the momentum equation we have observed that they are
not robust in the presence of high gradients of the unknowns, and therefore we have had
to modify them. The modication consists in designing a sort of term-by-term stabilization
based on the choice of subscales orthogonal to the nite element space. We will describe in
detail this method and the need for it.
The numerical results shown in this chapter can separated into three groups. The rst
(Section 3.5.1) corresponds to the study of the h-convergence of the formulations proposed
for a stationary Oldroyd-B uid, using linear and quadratic quadrilateral elements. To per-
form this test we manufacture the solution by introducing a force term computed with a
predetermined elastic stress-velocity-pressure solution. The second group (Section 3.5.2) of
results corresponds to the classical 4:1 planar contraction for an Oldroyd-B uid in the range
of Weissenberg numbers 0 ≤ We ≤ 5.0 for a Reynolds number Re = 1.0, and in the range
of 0 ≤ We ≤ 6.5 for the quasi non-inertial case Re = 0.01. We compare our results with
those published by dierent authors. The section with numerical examples concludes with a
threedimensional example (Section 3.5.3), only to show that the formulations introduced are
immediately extended to the 3D case.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.3 contains the presentation of the problem,
with the viscoelastic three-eld continuous problem, its variational form and the straightfor-
ward Galerkin nite element discretization. Section 3.4 presents our stabilized nite element
approach, with the description of the general idea and its application to the present problem.
The linearization of the problem and a discontinuity-capturing technique are also discussed.
Section 3.5 contains the numerical results and, nally, in Section 3.6 conclusions are summa-
rized.
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3.3 The viscoelastic ow problem
3.3.1 Boundary value problem
Let Ω be the computational domain of Rd(d = 2 or 3) occupied by the uid, assumed to
be bounded and polyhedral, and let ∂Ω be its boundary. Only stationary problems will be
considered in this part of the work. In this case, for incompressible and isothermal viscoelastic
ows, the conservation equations for momentum and mass may be expressed as
−∇ · T + ρu∇ · u+∇p = f in Ω,
∇ · u = 0 in Ω,
where ρ denotes the constant density, p : Ω→ R the pressure eld, u : Ω→ Rd the velocity
eld, f : Ω → Rd the force eld and T : Ω → Rd ⊗ Rd the deviatoric extra stress tensor. In
general, T is dened in terms of a viscous and a viscoelastic contribution as
T = 2ηe∇su+ σ,
where ηe represents the eective viscosity (or solvent viscosity), ∇su is the symmetrical part
of the velocity gradient and σ is the viscoelastic or elastic stress tensor. For viscoelastic
uids, the problem is incomplete without the denition of a constitutive equation for this
viscoelastic stress tensor. A large variety of approaches exist to dene it. One the one hand,
we have closed integral and dierential constitutive models [21] and, on the other, kinetic
and molecular dynamics theories [22], that do not yield a closed form constitutive expression.
In this chapter, only the dierential Oldroyd-B model is considered. It reads:
σ + λ
∇
σ − 2ηp∇su = 0,
where λ is the relaxation time, ηp represents the polymeric viscosity and
O
σ is the upper
convected time derivative of the elastic stress tensor. The sum of the eective and polymeric
viscosities give the total viscosity η0. We can introduce an additional parameter β ∈ [0, 1]
and write ηe and ηp as ηe = βη0 and ηp = (1− β)η0.
The system of equations can be written only in terms of the total viscosity η0 and β as
follows:
−∇ · σ − 2βη0∇ · (∇su) + ρu · ∇u+∇p = f in Ω, (3.1)
∇ · u = 0 in Ω, (3.2)
1
2η0
σ − (1− β)∇su+ λ
2η0
(
u · ∇σ − σ · ∇u− (∇u)T · σ
)
= 0 in Ω, (3.3)
where the unknowns are the velocity, the pressure and the viscoelastic stress tensor.
Calling U = [u, p,σ], F = [f , 0,0] and dening
L (û;U) =
 −∇ · σ − 2βη0∇ · (∇




σ − (1− β)∇su+ λ
2η0
(
û · ∇σ − σ · ∇û− (∇û)T · σ
)
 , (3.4)
we may write (3.1)-(3.3) as L(u;U) = F .
Boundary conditions have to be appended to problem (3.1)-(3.3). For simplicity in the
exposition, we will consider the simplest condition u = 0 on ∂Ω, and no boundary conditions
for σ. However, in some of the numerical examples we shall specify the viscoelastic stress
on inow boundaries. To avoid this and still get adequate approximations, we would need
excessively large computational domains.
For a complete description of the mathematical structure of the problem we refer to [82].
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3.3.2 Variational form
In order to write the weak form of the problem, let us introduce some notation. The space
of square integrable functions in a domain ω is denoted by L2 (ω), and the space of functions
whose distributional derivatives of order up to m ≥ 0 (integer) belong to L2 (ω) by Hm (ω).
The space H10 (ω) consists of functions in H
1 (ω) vanishing on ∂ω. The topological dual of
H10 (Ω) is denoted by H
−1 (Ω), the duality pairing being 〈·, ·〉. The L2 inner product in ω
(for scalar, vectors and tensors) is denoted by (·, ·)ω and the integral over ω of the product
of two general functions is written as 〈·, ·〉ω, the subscript being omitted when ω = Ω. The
norm in a space X is denoted by ‖ · ‖X , except in the case X = L2(Ω), case in which the
subscript is omitted.
Using this notation, the stress, velocity and pressure nite element spaces for the con-
tinuous problem are Υ = H1(Ω)d×dsym (symmetric second order tensors with components in
H1(Ω)), V0 = H10 (Ω)d and Q = L2 (Ω) /R, respectively. The weak form of the problem
consists in nding U = [u, p,σ] ∈ X := V0 ×Q×Υ, such that:
(σ,∇sv)− (2βη0∇su,∇sv) + 〈ρu · ∇u,v〉 − (p,∇ · v) = 〈f ,v〉 ,
(∇ · u, q) = 0,(
1
2η0






u · ∇σ − σ · ∇u− (∇u)T · σ, τ
)
= 0,
for all V = [v, q, τ ] ∈ X , where f ∈ H−1 (Ω)d is assumed.
In a compact form, the problem can be written as: nd U ∈ X such that
B (u;U ,V ) = 〈f ,v〉 , (3.5)
for all V ∈ X , where











û · ∇σ − σ · ∇û− (∇û)T · σ, τ
)
.
3.3.3 Galerkin nite element discretization
Let Th = {K} be a nite element partition of the domain Ω. For the sake of conciseness,
we consider it quasi-uniform, of diameter h. From this we may construct conforming nite
element spaces for the velocity, the pressure and the viscoelastic stress, Vh,0 ⊂ V0, Qh ⊂ Q
and Υh ⊂ Υ, in the usual manner. The Galerkin nite element approximation consist in
nding Uh = [uh, ph,σh] ∈ X h := Vh,0 ×Qh ×Υh such that:
B (uh;Uh,V h) = 〈f ,vh〉 , (3.7)
for all V h = [vh, qh, τh] ∈ X h.
In principle, we have posed no restrictions on the choice of the nite element spaces.
However, there are conditions on these interpolation spaces that must be satised in the
discrete formulation used. These are the same as for the three-eld formulation of the Stokes
problem (see for example [56] and references therein), and read as follows: there exist positive
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Let us see as to use these conditions for the viscoelastic problem. Using expression (3.6)
and considering that uh vanishes on ∂Ω, it is readily checked that







σh · ∇uh + (∇uh)T · σh,σh
)
.
Assuming λ∇uh to be small enough (in fact, it is only λ∇suh that needs to be small),
this expression provides only control on ‖σh‖2 for all β. One has then to make use of (3.9) to
control ∇suh and then of (3.8) to control ph. It is therefore required that the nite element
spaces satisfy (3.8)-(3.9) (for more details, see [29, 148], for example).
Choosing equal order approximations for σ, u and p does not yield a stable scheme.
A possible remedy to this situation is to enrich the nite element spaces for the velocity
and the stress in order to satisfy both restrictions [111, 84]. Another possibility is to use
stabilized formulations permitting any interpolation for the variables [108, 103, 64], which is
the approach we pursue in this chapter for the viscoelastic uid ow problem. In general, a
stabilized formulation consists of replacing B in (3.5) by another semilinear form Bh, possibly
mesh dependent, with better stabilities properties.
3.4 Design of a stable nite element formulation
3.4.1 Residual based stabilized nite element methods
In the following we present two stabilized nite element formulations for computing vis-
coelastic ows using the Olrdroyd-B constitutive model. They are based on the splitting of
the unknowns U in a component Uh which can be resolved by the nite element space, and
the remainder Ũ , that will be called sub-grid scale. The framework we use is based on [97].
We will omit the details of the derivation of the method. In the context of a three-
eld formulation for ow problems, they can be found in Chapter 2 (also in [36]). Here we
just state the method for the particular case of stationary viscoelastic ows. After some
approximations, this method consists in nding Uh ∈ X h such that




Ũ ,L∗ (uh;V h)
〉
K
= 〈f ,vh〉 , (3.10)
for all V h ∈ X h, where L∗(û;V ) is the formal adjoint of the operator in (3.4) without
considering boundary conditions, which is given by
L∗ (û;V ) =
 − (1− β)∇ · τ − 2βη0∇ · (∇




τ +∇sv − λ
2η0
(
û · ∇τ + τ · (∇û)T +∇û · τ
)
 ,
and Ũ is the sub-grid scale, which needs to be approximated. If P̃ is the L2 projection onto
the space of sub-grid scales, the approximation we consider within each element is
Ũ = αP̃ [F − L (uh;Uh)] , (3.11)
where α is a matrix computed within each element, which we take as
α = diag (α1Id, α2, α3Id×d) , (3.12)
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with Id the identity on vectors of Rd, Id×d the identity on second order tensors and the
































In these expressions, h1 corresponds to a characteristic length calculated as the square
root of the element area in the 2D case and the cubic root of the element volume in 3D,
and h2 corresponds to another characteristic length calculated as the element length in the
streamline direction. The term |uh| is the Euclidean norm of the velocity, and |∇uh| the
Frobenius norm of the velocity gradient (another possibility for this last term is to take
the maximum eigenvalue of the velocity gradient matrix). The constants ci, i = 1, 4 are
algorithmic parameters in the formulation. The values used in this chapter for linear elements
are c1 = 4.0, c2 = 2.0, c3 = 4.0 and c4 = 0.25. For higher order elements, the characteristic
lengths h1 and h2 are respectively divided by k
2 and k, k being the order of the nite element
interpolation, and we keep the value of the constants used for linear elements.
Inserting (3.11) with α given in (3.12) in (3.10) we get the following method: nd Uh ∈
X h such that
B (uh;Uh,V h)+S1 (uh;Uh,V h)+S2 (Uh,V h)+S3 (uh;Uh,V h) = 〈f ,vh〉+R1 (uh;V h) ,
(3.13)
for all V h ∈ X h, where





P̃ [−∇ · σh − 2βη0∇ · (∇suh) + ρûh · ∇uh +∇ph] , (3.14)
− (1− β)∇ · τh + 2βη0∇ · (∇svh) + ρûh · ∇vh +∇qh〉K ,


















σh − (1− β)∇suh +
λ
2η0
























where g (ûh,σh) = σh · ∇ûh + (∇ûh)T · σh.
In these equations, P̃ is the projection restricted to the appropriate space of the com-
ponents of the nite element residual Rh := F − L(uh;Uh). It remains only to dene this
projection, for which we consider two possible choices as in chapter 2:
 Algebraic sub-grid scale (ASGS) method: P̃ = I (the identity) when applied to nite
element residuals.
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 Orthogonal sub-grid scale (OSGS) method: P̃ = P⊥h = I − Ph, where Ph is the L2
projection onto the appropriate nite element space.
For the analysis of the ASGS and the OSGS methods for the linearized Navier-Stokes equa-
tions using the classical velocity-pressure formulation, see [53] and [55], respectively.
Independently of the choice of the projection P̃ , method (3.13) is consistent, since the
terms added to the Galerkin ones are proportional to the nite element residual Rh. Thus,
they vanish if the nite element solution is replaced by the solution of the continuous problem
U . It is in this sense that we call (3.13) a residual based method.
3.4.2 Split OSGS stabilization
For smooth solutions, method (3.13) is stable and displays optimal order of convergence,
both for P̃ = I and for P̃ = P⊥h . In our experience for Newtonian and quasi-Newtonian
ows, the OSGS method is in general more accurate, whereas the ASGS is cheaper, since
projections are not needed, and sometimes more robust. Note that the OSGS will be, by
construction, less dissipative.
If we consider the case P̃ = P⊥h , from (3.13) we can design a simplied method, which
consists in neglecting the cross local inner-product terms in (3.13), as well as some other terms
that do not contribute to stability. In particular, the term S1(ûh;Uh,V h) in (3.14) can in


































and, since the second term does not contribute to stability, it can be also deleted, like the
term R1(uh;V h) in the right-hand-side of (3.13). The three remaining terms in (3.18) help
to improve stability, the rst giving control on the divergence of the viscoelastic stress,
the third on the convective term and the fourth on the pressure gradient. This term-by-
term stabilization point of view is in fact previous to the OSGS method, based on the
approximation of the sub-grid scales. It is proposed in [51] and analyzed in [55].
The key point that allows one to add (3.18) to the Galerkin terms is the orthogonal
projection P⊥h . Obviously, (3.18) is not zero when the nite element solution is replaced
by the continuous solution, and therefore the method is not consistent in the sense used in
the nite element context. However, the consistency error is of optimal order, since for any
smooth enough function f , Ph(f) is an optimal approximation to f in the nite element
space, and therefore P⊥h (f) goes to zero with h at the optimal rate permitted by the nite
element interpolation (and the smoothness of f).
The method in (3.13) is consistent for any projection P̃ , and therefore there we might
consider P̃ = I − Ph,0 for the projection applied to the residual of the momentum equation,
where Ph,0 is the L
2 projection onto the velocity nite element space incorporating boundary
conditions, i.e., the L2 projection onto Vh,0. However, in (3.18) we need to take P⊥h = I−Ph,
Ph being the L
2 projection without boundary conditions, since otherwise P⊥h (f) would not
converge to zero at the optimal order mentioned before. The price to be paid is that the nite
element mesh needs to satisfy a mild compatibility condition, as explained in [55], which is
easily fullled for most meshes.
Apart from P⊥h , other projections can be used in (3.18), as soon as one can guarantee that
they provide enough stability and that the consistency error introduced has optimal order.
Among these, let us mention those associated to the Local Projection Stabilization (see for
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example [18, 114] and references therein) or the method proposed in [10] for the Stokes
problem. These local projections avoid the global projection Ph that we have used, which
requires to solve a linear system (trivial to solve, though). This might seem an advantage
of local projections. However, the bottleneck of these methods is that they all increase the
sparsity of the nal matrix. This is usually unaordable, and therefore an iterative strategy
is needed anyway. In our case, we solve the problem by lagging the projection one iteration
in the iterative process, as described below. This is for free in nonlinear problems as the one
considered in this work. Furthermore, it is shown in [55] that the Galerkin method already
gives control on the nite element component of the dierent terms of the equation, and
therefore only control on the component orthogonal to the nite element space is required.
Thus, any projection dierent to the L2 one will introduce more numerical dissipation for
the same stability.
Similar considerations can be applied to modify the term S3(ûh;Uh,V h) in (3.16), now
taking into account that P⊥h (σh) = 0 (P
⊥
h being now the orthogonal projection to the space
of viscoelastic stresses). Therefore, the modied method we propose, that we call split OSGS
method, is: nd Uh ∈ X h such that
B (uh;Uh,V h) + S
⊥
1 (uh;Uh,V h) + S
⊥
2 (Uh,V h) + S
⊥
3 (uh;Uh,V h) = 〈f ,vh〉 , (3.19)
for all V h ∈ X h, where

































































σh · ∇ûh + (∇ûh)T · σh
]




The stabilizing mechanism introduced by the dierent terms in these expressions is clear.
Term S⊥1 has already been discussed. Regarding term S
⊥
3 in (3.22) it is observed that the rst
part has an EVSS-like structure (see [89]), that now has been derived from a simplication
of the OSGS method, whereas the second part has a streamline-upwind structure, but the
introduction of the orthogonal projection P⊥h makes it have an optimal consistency error.
Method (3.19) is not just a simplication of (3.13). For smooth solutions, both have an
optimal convergence rate in h. However, in problems where the solution has strong gradients,
we have found (3.19) more robust. The split form of the OSGS formulation in the continuity
and in the momentum equation has been applied and chosen after a large number of numerical
tests. This method shows better response than the non-split formulation in the solution of
pressure and stress, and gives the possibility to resolve problems where the elastic component
is higher. When using (3.14), the terms that we have identied as problematic are the
cross-terms α1 〈∇ph,− (1− β)∇ · τh〉K and α1 〈−∇ · σh,∇qh〉K . In the presence of high
derivatives of pressure and stresses, such as in the corner of the 4:1 contraction example
in Section 5.2, they lead to convergence diculties for high Weissenberg numbers and to
inaccurate localization of pressure and stress peaks.
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We have not observed important dierences in the use of either S3(ûh;Uh,V h) in (3.16)
or the modication S⊥3 (ûh;Uh,V h) in (3.22). The former allows us to consider P̃ = I or
P̃ = P⊥h , and this is what we will compare in the numerical examples. So, in these examples
we will use the terminology S-ASGS when (3.16) is used with P̃ = I and S-OSGS when
(3.16) is used with P̃ = P⊥h , but in both cases we will use (3.20) and (3.21) instead of (3.14)
and (3.15).
3.4.3 Discontinuity capturing technique
The stabilized nite element formulation presented above yields a globally stable solution,
i.e., norms of the unknowns over the whole domain Ω are bounded. However, if the solution
displays very high gradients, local oscillations may still remain. In order to avoid this, or at
least to alleviate this problem, we have introduced a discontinuity-capturing (DC) or shock-
capturing term in our numerical formulation. In general, the main idea of any DC technique
is to increase the amount of numerical dissipation in the neighbourhood of layers (see [49],
for example).
In viscoelastic ow problems, we can nd local instabilities or very high gradients in
the pressure and in the viscoelastic stress components when the uid ow nds an abrupt
change in the geometry. This gradient can be especially strong when the amount of elastic
component in the uid is important.
The constitutive equation is of convective-reactive nature. The advection velocity is uh
(in the discrete problem) and the reactive terms are proportional to the velocity gradient
∇uh. Therefore, if a non-consistent articial diusion is to be introduced, it must be of the
form
kσ = cah1 |uh|+ cbh21 |∇uh| . (3.23)
The characteristic lengths give dimensional consistency, and the parameters Ca and Cb
are algorithmic constants.
If an articial diusion term is added to problem (3.19), with the diusion given by (3.23),
the consistency error would make the method converge at most with an order O(h1/2). In
order to design a method that can yield optimal convergence, at least when the solution is
smooth, a possible option is to multiply the diusion in (3.23) by a term proportional to the
residual of the equation being solved properly normalized (see [49] and references therein).
In this case, the residual would be that of the constitutive equation, as in [33]. However, in
this work we have used another switch to activate the numerical diusion, which is to make
it proportional to the component of the viscoelastic stress orthogonal to the nite element
space, that is to say, we take as diusion coecient
kσ =
(








to the left-hand-side of (3.19), where τh is the test function of the constitutive equation.
The values used in this part of the work for the constants appearing in the numerical
diusion are Ca = 0.1 and Cb = 0.5.
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3.4.4 Linearized problem
The equations for incompressible viscoelastic ows have several non-linear terms, both in
the momentum and in the constitutive equations. In the former we have the convective term,
and in the latter we have the term corresponding to convection of stresses and the rotational
terms arising from the objective derivative of stresses. On top of that, the stabilization terms
depend also on the velocity, introducing therefore additional nonlinearities.
As it is usual for incompressible ow problems, for the convective term of the momentum
equation we can use a xed point scheme, taking the advection velocity of the previous
iteration. This leads only to rst order convergence, but it is a robust option. However, for
the nonlinear terms in the constitutive equation we have found crucial to use a Newton-
Raphson linearization. This has allowed us to reach higher Weissenberg numbers.
The equations to be solved at each iteration are written in Algortihm 3.1. To understand
them, let us make the following remarks:
 The nonlinear term in the momentum equation can be linearized with the xed point
scheme or with Newton-Raphson's method. This corresponds respectively to Nu = 0
and Nu = 1. Newton's iterations are only considered for the Galerkin contribution in
the constitutive equation.
 Only a xed point scheme is considered for the stabilization terms of the constitutive
equation.
 The stabilization parameters are computed with values of the unknowns at the previous
iterations. This is why a superscript i− 1 has been used for them.
 The orthogonal projection of any function f has been approximated as P⊥h (f
i) ≈
f i − Ph(f i−1). The iterative treatment of the orthogonal projection is thus coupled to
the linearization of the whole system.
 The ASGS method for the constitutive equation corresponds to P̃ = I, whereas the
OSS method corresponds to P̃ = P⊥h . In this case, the same strategy as for the rest of
orthogonal projections is used.
 The DC dissipation is linearized using a xed point strategy.
The equations in Algortihm 3.1 need to be embedded in a general algorithm which de-
nes the nonlinear strategy to be used. In this respect, apart from the linearization of the
dierent terms just described, we have found useful to use two more numerical ingredients,
namely, an under-relaxation scheme and a continuation method in terms of the relaxation
time λ. Concerning the former, we always use a relaxation parameter ε = 0.5, which we
have found useful to set by default (even when it might not be necessary). Referring to the
continuation method, we use when needed a simple continuation technique, consisting in Nλ
continuation steps of equal size δλ = λ/Nλ. Moreover, we couple the continuation loop with
the linearization loop, although both loops could also be treated in a nested way.
With these comments in mind, the nal algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3.2.
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Algorithm 3.1 Fully discrete and linearized problem at each iteration.
Given ui−1h , σ
i−1








































h − σih · ∇ui−1h −
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for all test functions vh,τh and qh.
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Algorithm 3.2 General algorithm.
SET u0h = 0, σ
0
h = 0 and p
0
h = 0
SET λ0 = 0 and k0σ = 0
SET i = 0
WHILE not converged DO:
i← i+ 1
SET the relaxation time to λi = max
(















































COMPUTE shock capturing term ki−1σ from (3.24), if needed
SOLVE the equations in the Algorithm 3.1
UPDATE unknowns:
uih ← εuih + (1− ε)u
i−1
h
pih ← εpih + (1− ε) p
i−1
h
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3.5 Numerical results
In this section, some tests are conducted to show the numerical performance of the pro-
posed stabilized formulations and the benets of the inclusion of a DC technique in the
constitutive equation for the viscoelastic stress.
The rst example is a convergence test with a manufactured solution. It serves to show
that in the case of smooth solutions the formulations presented are optimally convergent.
In fact, in this case also the original residual-based formulations yield optimal convergence.
However, these formulations perform poorly in the example of subsection 3.5.2, where the
classical 4:1 ow contraction problem is solved. Peaks of stresses and pressure at the corner
are not properly captured, and this is precisely the reason that has led us to the split OSGS
formulation. This section concludes with a threedimensional extension of the contraction
problem in subsection 3.5.3.
3.5.1 Convergence test
The rst set of results shown corresponds to the convergence study of the stabilized
formulations presented for the viscoelastic uid problem. A force term is introduced both in
the momentum and constitutive equations so that the exact solution is given by:
ux (x, y) =2x
2y (x− 1)2 (y − 1) (2y − 1) ,
uy (x, y) =− 2xy2 (x− 1) (y − 1)2 (2x− 1) ,
p (x, y) = sin (2πx) sin (2πy) ,
σxx (x, y) =5 sin (2πx) sin (2πy) ,
σyy (x, y) =− 5 sin (2πx) sin (2πy) ,
σxy (x, y) = sin (2πx) sin (2πy) ,
where the x and y components of the velocity and the stress have been indicated with a
subscript.
Of course these velocity and stress elds do not satisfy the constitutive equation (3.3),




σ − (1− β)∇su+ λ
2η0
(
u · ∇σ − σ · ∇u− (∇u)T · σ
)
in Ω,
with u and σ the manufactured solution given above.
The computational domain is the unit square, discretized using uniform structured meshes
of bilinear and biquadratic quadrilateral elements, the range of element sizes being 0.0030625 <
h < 0.0125 in the bilinear case (Fig. 3.1, left), and 0.005 < h < 0.025 in the biquadratic case
(see Fig. 3.1, right). For each mesh, we have solved the problem for We = 0, We = 1.0 and
We = 2.0, both for the S-OSGS and the S-ASGS formulations. The Weissenberg number for
this case is calculated using the maximum value of the velocity taking the unit side of the
computational domain as characteristic length.
The optimal convergence rate expected when the mesh size is reduced using linear el-
ements is two in velocity and one in pressure-elastic stress in the L2-norm, while using
quadratic elements it is three in velocity and two in pressure-stress in the same norm. For
both element types the S-OSGS formulation and the S-ASGS formulation show optimal
convergence for all elds σ, u and p.
From the quantitative point of view, if we compare the discrete L2 errors for the same
mesh, the S-OSGS formulation is more accurate that the S-ASGS formulation, showing at
least the same error. This is a general trend that we have observed in several numerical




Figure 3.1: Discrete L2errors using Q1 (left) and Q2 (right) elements, for the manufactured
exact solution. a) L2u (velocity error), b) L
2
p (pressure error) and c) L
2
σ (stress error).
examples: the S-OSGS formulation is less dissipative and this leads in general to better
accuracy.
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3.5.2 The 4:1 contraction problem
We present in the following the results we have obtained for the classical 4:1 contraction
problem in the 2D case. The geometry of the problem is depicted in Fig. 3.2. Since the problem
is symmetric, only half of the domain is considered. To discretize this computational domain
we have used nite element meshes that are isotropic in the region surrounding the corner
and anisotropic and unstructured further way. One of the meshes used for this problem is
shown in Fig. 3.3.
Figure 3.2: Geometry description of the two-dimensional 4:1 contraction problem.
Figure 3.3: Typical mesh used in the two-dimensional 4:1 contraction problem.
The characteristic lengths of the problem are detailed in Fig. 3.2, where in addition we can
see the denition of the vortex length Xr used to compare our results with those published
by other authors.
Let us describe the boundary conditions of the problem. For the velocity, no-slip conditions
are imposed on the solid walls and symmetry conditions are prescribed along the axis y = 0,
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which in this case mean the y-velocity is set to zero. A fully developed parabolic velocity
prole and the stress prole associated the Newtonian behavior are prescribed at the inlet.









, uy = 0,













where Q is the ow rate, taken as Q = 1. As already explained, the boundary conditions for
the stresses are required to avoid an excessively large computational domain.
For the outlet, the horizontal velocity is left free, the vertical velocity is taken to be
zero and pressure is prescribed to zero, constant. Altogether, the x-component of the normal
component of the total Cauchy stress tensor (i.e., the x-component of the boundary traction)
is taken to be zero.
We have solved the problem for two dierent Reynolds numbers (Re = 1 and Re = 0.01),
with a total viscosity of value η0 = 1 and with two dierent values of density (ρ = 0.01
and ρ = 1, respectively). The parameter β is taken as β = 1/9 and the relaxation time λ is
xed in terms of the required Weissenberg number. For this example, and using the above





where ū2 represents the average velocity at the outow (ū2 = 1) and we have taken H2 = 1.





To verify the mesh size dependency of the results, we have used three dierent meshes
of bilinear elements (Q1) and two meshes of biquadratic elements (Q2). The most signicant
dierence in the results obtained is in the secondary lip vortex that appears in the vertical
wall, which is only well captured in the nest mesh.
The most important details of the meshes used are summarized in Table 3.1. There,
∆xmin = ∆ymin is the minimum element size (not node-spacing) in the x- and y-directions,
respectively. All the results shown below correspond to mesh M2 for bilinear elements and
to mesh M5 for biquadratic elements, unless otherwise indicated.
Q1 n
o elements no nodes ∆xmin = ∆ymin
M1 27258 27667 0.05
M2 39894 40501 0.025
M3 105816 106671 0.01
Q2 n
o elements no nodes ∆xmin = ∆ymin
M4 17573 71211 0.075
M5 28859 116519 0.035
Table 3.1: Meshes used in the 4:1 contraction problem.
3.5.2.1 Oldroyd-B ow at Re = 1
Let us start considering the case with signicant inertial eects, i.e., Re = 1 (in the
context of viscoelastic ows). The maximum Weissenberg number that we have been able to
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reach is We = 5, which is higher than what is usually reported in the literature. For We = 5.5
we have found some instabilities of the iterative scheme, and for We = 6 we have failed to
obtain a converged solution. Note that we are considering the stationary problem, and we
have attempted to solve it directly. Higher values of the Weissenberg number could probably
be reached by integrating in time the transient problem until a steady-state is reached.
Fig. 3.4 shows distributions of streamlines for all the Weissenberg numbers considered in
this case. It is observed that the size of the vortex appearing in the bottom corner decreases as
We increases. This is consistent with the results reported in the literature [108, 123, 133, 150].
Figure 3.4: Close-up view of streamlines near the corner for Re = 1: a) We = 0, b) We = 0.5,
c) We = 2.5, d) We = 3, e) We = 4 and f) We = 5.
Using the nest mesh (M3) the secondary lip vortex emerges as We > 2.0. For We > 2.5
it appears clearly dened (both in the M3 and in the M2-M5 meshes) with a bigger size in
the more elastic cases. This is perfectly consistent with the results published by Li et al. [108]
and the sizes of the vortex are very close to the values reported by Nithiarasu [123].
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Fig. 3.5 shows a comparison of the vortex length obtained as a function of the Weissenberg
number with other results that can be found in the literature. The agreement between our
results and those presented in the references mentioned in the gure label is good up to
We = 2.5, both using bilinear and biquadratic elements. For more elastic cases, i.e. We > 2.5,
we did not nd results reported in the case Re = 1. From Fig. 3.5 it is observed that the size
of the vortex keeps decreasing as We increases.
Figure 3.5: Vortex size validation at dierent Weissenberg numbers for Re = 1.
Figure 3.6: Pressure in a cut line near the contraction corner for Re = 1: a) Q1 elements, b)
Q2 elements.
Fig. 3.6 shows a cut line near the contraction corner where pressure is plotted. The
contours of pressure and of elastic stress components provided by the proposed formulations
for the dierent Weissenberg numbers analyzed in the case Re = 1 are presented in Figs. 3.7-
3.10. It is noteworthy that both in the S-ASGS and in the S-OSGS formulations these results
are very similar, so that the isolines of the variables are displayed without indicating the
formulation employed. The patterns of the results obtained are smooth, without oscillations,
and in a good agreement with the results reported in [108, 123].
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Figure 3.7: Pressure isolines near the contraction corner: a) We = 0, b) We = 1, c) We = 3,
d) We = 5.
The elastic stress contours are given in Figs. 3.8-3.10. We can note that the elastic stress
gradients in the vicinity of the contraction corner are higher with increasing Weissenberg
number. The same occurs for the maximum values.
Fig. 3.11 shows the elastic stress distribution along the horizontal line y = −1. It is
observed that the peak values of the viscoelastic stresses increase strongly as We increases and
no oscillations are observed. We have not encountered any numerical diculty in capturing
it, neither in the nonlinear iterative loop nor in the numerical integration. These values are
in accordance with the results presented in [108] (for a proper scaling). Table 3.2 collects the
maximum peak values for each stress component shown in Fig. 6.
We σxx σxy σyy
We = 0.0 7.722 8.766 7.305
We = 0.5 58.174 18.483 12.003
We = 1.0 98.377 30.049 18.321
We = 2.0 162.04 51.16 34.551
We = 2.5 194.6 60.929 41.641
We = 3.0 229.53 71.375 49.208
We = 4.0 301.69 89.128 59.979
We = 5.0 375.02 104.77 67.609
Table 3.2: Maximum peak values for each elastic stress component corresponding to Fig. 6.
To further demonstrate the quality of the results and the absence of oscillations, even in
the vicinity of the contraction corner, Fig. 3.12 shows the horizontal velocity ux along the
symmetry axis y = 0 and the vertical velocity uy along the line y = −1, which corresponds to
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Figure 3.8: Normal elastic stress component σxx near the contraction corner: a) We = 0, b)
We = 1, c) We = 3, d) We = 5.
the bottom wall of the narrow region of the domain. The results obtained are in agreement
with those reported in [106, 5].
3.5.2.2 Oldroyd-B ow at Re = 0.01
The study of creeping ows in the 4:1 planar contraction problem has proven to be a non-
trivial benchmark. In the works of Alves et al. [3, 5] the dispersion in the results using dierent
methods of the vortex length was analyzed in detail. In [3], the authors showed that the use
of high order order schemes (HOS) in a nite volume formulation can signicantly improve
the accuracy of the numerical solution in the analysis of viscoelastic ows. They found that
the rst-order upwind dierencing scheme (UDS) is unable to predict accurately the ow
pattern in the 4:1 planar contraction even in very ne meshes and for moderate Weissenberg
numbers (up to We = 3.0). In an exhaustive analysis of the 4:1 benchmark ow using Oldroyd-
B and Phan-Thien-Tanner (PTT) uids, Alves et al. [5] proposed recommended and non-
recommended values for the vortex length in creeping ows of viscoelastic uids. To get
an example of wrong values they used a rst order UDS and coarse meshes, and for the
recommended values they used a successive mesh renement and a Richardson extrapolation
to predict the vortex sizes in conjunction with a high-resolution scheme (MINMOD) to
represent the stress derivatives in the constitutive equation. For the non-recommended case,
the authors obtained a decrease in the vortex size with increasing Weissenberg number up to
We = 1.5, and an increase in the size for more elastic cases. However, for the recommended
results, the decrease of the vortex length remains up to We = 3.0 (the most elastic case that
the authors could solve).
As it can be seen from the studies of Sato and Richardson [150] and Matallah et al.
[113], the solutions for the Oldroyd-B uid with Re = 0.01 in the 4:1 planar contraction ow
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Figure 3.9: Normal elastic stress component σyy near the contraction corner: a) We = 0, b)
We = 1, c) We = 3, d) We = 5.
problem are almost identical to those for the non-inertial or creeping ow case (Re = 0), so
in the comparison we use both cases to validate our results.
Fig. 3.13, shows the comparison of the vortex length distribution in terms of the Weis-
senberg number. These results show the behavior recommended by [5] (with a four times
coarser mesh in our case), and are in agreement with the results published by [3, 1, 101] up
to We = 5 which is the highest elastic value for which we could nd results reported for this
case, even though we could reach We = 6.5 with our formulations.
The stress distribution patterns for Re = 0.01 are very similar to those of the Re = 1
case, and therefore not repeated here. Only the streamlines are shown in Fig. 3.14 to compare
them with the results of other authors. In the Re = 1 case, the secondary lip vortex appears
for We > 2. However, for Re = 0.01, this secondary vortex is already clearly dened for
We = 2. This value is comparable to those found in [108, 123], although the Weissenberg
number at which the vortex appears is clearly mesh-dependent.
The nal result that we present for the case Re = 0.01 is intended to demonstrate the
benets of using a DC technique as the one proposed in subsection 3.4.3. In the example we
are considering, when the elasticity of the uid is increased, the elastic stress gradients in
the vicinity of the contraction corner are higher the higher the Weissenberg number is. If the
nite element mesh is not ne enough to resolve these gradients, node-to-node oscillations
may appear. Fig. 3.15 shows an example of these oscillations in a stress component, and
how they are corrected when the DC technique is used. The curve shown corresponds to the
σyy stress component along y = −1 computed with a Weissenberg number We = 3 using
mesh M1, but the same behavior is observed in all cases where there is a peak in one of the
unknowns.
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Figure 3.10: Elastic stress component σxy near the contraction corner: a) We = 0, b) We = 1,
c) We = 3, d) We = 5.
3.5.2.3 Some results for Re = 0.01 and for Re = 1
As for the primary vortex, we can show the length variation for the secondary vortex.
For this case, we have not found results reported in the literature against which we could
compare our results. From Fig. 3.16 it is seen that the growth in the vortex size with the
Weissenberg number is smooth. We show there both the results obtained for Re = 0.01 and
for Re = 1.
Table 3.3 shows the pressure drop (∆p = pinlet − poutlet) for all the Weissenberg numbers
analyzed. As we can see, ∆p is very similar using bilinear and biquadratic elements, even
though the pressure peak is better captured by the biquadratic elements. Both in the inertial
(Re = 1) and in the quasi non-inertial (Re = 0.01) cases, we can see that ∆p decreases when
the Weissenberg number is increased, which is what is expected from the physical point of
view. In viscoelastic ows the velocity prole is more blunt than for Newtonian uids, and the
pressure drop increases much less rapidly with the mass ow rate than in the Newtonian case.
This is why polymers, which provide elasticity to the uid, are often used as drag-reducing
agents [23].
3.5.3 A threedimensional example
To show that the formulation proposed in this chapter can be applied to the 3D case
without any diculty, we extend the 4:1 contraction problem of the previous subsection to
three dimensions. The problem geometry is shown in Fig. 3.17, and the mesh to discretize
it is shown in Fig. 3.18. It is a unstructured mesh composed of 528396 linear tetrahedral
elements and 98814 nodes.
The y = 0 and z = 0 planes (see Fig. 3.18) are considered to be symmetry planes, and thus
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Re = 1 ∆p (Q1) ∆p (Q2) Re = 0.01 ∆p (Q1)
We = 0 63.793 62.539 We = 0 63.067
We = 0.5 58.69 60.47 We = 0.5 60.449
We = 1.0 56.05 57.78 We = 1.0 57.124
We = 2.0 52.198 52.12 We = 2.0 50.414
We = 2.5 48.252 48.539 We = 2.5 47.158
We = 3.0 45.207 45.637 We = 3.0 43.994
We = 4.0 42.166 41.294 We = 4.0 38.648
We = 5.0 37.52 37.22 We = 5.0 33.934
- - - We = 6.0 29.842
- - - We = 6.5 29.236
Table 3.3: Pressure drop for dierent Weissenberg and Reynolds numbers using bilinear (Q1)
and biquadratic (Q2) elements.
the normal velocity to these planes is set to zero. The domain of Fig. 3.17 can be considered
one fourth of the ow domain. In the same way as for the 2D case, the half-width of the
shorter square channel, H2 = 1, is taken as the characteristic length scale and the average
velocity in that channel ū2 = 1 is the characteristic velocity scale. The boundary conditions
employed are the straightforward extension of those used in the 2D case.
The discrete and linearized problem is solved by using an iterative solver based on the
BiCGStab (Stabilized version of BiConjugate Gradient Squared) method of van der Vorst
[165], with the additive Schwarz preconditioner.
As for the 2D case, the constitutive model is Oldroyd-B. The dimensionless numbers
that govern the problem have been taken Re = 0.01 and We = 1. Higher values of the
Weissenberg number would require ner meshes, particularly when the secondary lip vortex
appears. However, it is not our purpose in this example to analyze complex physics, but only
to assess the feasibility of the 3D extension of the formulation.
Some streamlines are shown in 3.19. A general isometric view is depicted in Fig. 3.19-a),
whereas two cuts with perpendicular planes are shown in Fig. 3.19-b). The primary vortex can
be clearly appreciated, as well as the emergence of the secondary lip vortex. From Fig. 3.19-b)
it is also observed that the solution develops a symmetry with respect to the plane y = z.
Three-dimensional ow patterns can also be clearly observed.
Fig. 3.20 shows the contours of the two transverse velocity components uy and uz in two
perpendicular planes y = 0.5 and z = 0.5, both parallel to the symmetry axis y = z = 0. Note
that, despite having a non-structured mesh, the results show the symmetry of the problem.
One of the most dicult results to obtain in a problem with an abrupt change in geometry
is the pressure eld. Fig. 3.21 shows the pressure contour lines around the corner zone (Fig.
3.21-a), and the pressure variation along a cut line on the wall in one of the symmetry planes
in the contraction zone (Fig. 3.21-b)). In both cases we can see that no oscillations appear,
and the solution is smooth. If we compare the pressure variation along a line in the corner
between the 2D case (Fig. 3.6) and the 3D case (Fig. 3.21-b)), we can appreciate that the
rate at which pressure diminishes after the corner peak is greater in the latter.
Both in the 2D and in the 3D cases DC techniques need to be used to avoid node-to-
node oscillations in the elastic stress components. Fig. 3.22 shows the variation of the σzz
component across the corner in the line y = 0.5, z = 0.5 without (Fig. 3.22-a)) and with (Fig.
3.22-b)) the introduction of the DC dissipation. The spurious secondary peak observed in the
rst case is removed by the introduction of the DC term, even if the solution in Fig. 3.22-b)
is not perfectly smooth. Note that the mesh used in the calculation is rather coarse for the
complexity of the problem being solved.




Figure 3.11: Elastic stress components along the horizontal line y = −1 for Re = 1 : a) σxx,
b) σyy, c) σxy.
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Figure 3.12: Velocity proles: a) ux along y = 0 (symmetry axis), b) uy along y = −1 (bottom
wall of the narrow region).
Figure 3.13: Vortex size validation at dierent Weissenberg numbers for Re = 0.01.
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Figure 3.14: Close-up view of streamlines near the corner for Re = 0.01: a) We = 0, b)
We = 1, c) We = 2, d) We = 4, e) We = 5, f) We = 6.5.
Figure 3.15: Typical oscillation in a stress component: a) without discontinuity capturing
technique, b) with discontinuity capturing technique.
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Figure 3.16: Secondary vortex size at dierent Weissenberg numbers for Re = 0.01 and
Re = 1.
Figure 3.17: Sketch of the 3D 4:1 contraction problem.
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Figure 3.18: Mesh used in the 3D 4:1 contraction problem.
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a)
b)
Figure 3.19: Streamlines in the 3D 4:1 contraction problem (Re = 0.01 and We = 1): a)
Isometric view, b) Cuts with the planes y = 0 (left) and a plane x = constant close to the
contraction plane (right).
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Figure 3.20: Contours of transverse velocity components on the planes y = 0.5 and z = 0.5:
a) uy, b) uz.
Figure 3.21: Pressure around the corner: a) contour lines, b) along a cut line across the
corner.
Figure 3.22: Normal elastic stress component σzz across the corner: a) without discontinuity-
capturing technique, b) with discontinuity-capturing technique.
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3.6 Conclusions
In this Chapter of the work we have introduced stabilized nite element methods for
the viscoelastic ow problem based on the VMS concept. Starting from residual-based for-
mulation for the momentum and the continuity equations, we have moved to the use of a
split orthogonal sub-grid scale technique for them. This is not a residual based stabilization,
but introduces stabilization for pressure, stress and velocity in independent terms. We have
observed a better behavior of this approach in regions where the solution displays high gradi-
ents. For the approximation of the constitutive equation, classical residual-based stabilization
works well.
The method nally designed allows one to obtain globally stable solutions using equal
interpolation for all the unknowns and to treat convection-dominated problems. However,
node-to-node oscillations in the viscoelastic stress components and the pressure in regions of
high gradients may still remain. A discontinuity-capturing technique has been introduced to
remove them.
The resulting formulation is accurate, showing optimal convergence properties for smooth
solutions, and robust, able to deal with high gradients of the unknowns appearing at corners
in viscoelastic ow problems. We have presented here the results obtained for a simple man-
ufactured solution and for the 4:1 contraction problem, both in the classical 2D version and
in a 3D extension. An indication of the robustness of the formulation is that we have been
able to solve problems with Weissenberg numbers signicantly higher than those reported in





In this chapter, three dierent fractional step methods are designed for the three-eld
viscoelastic ow problem, whose variables are velocity, pressure and elastic stress. The start-
ing point of our methods is the same as for classical pressure segregation algorithms used in
the Newtonian incompressible Navier-Stokes problem. These methods can be understood as
an inexact LU block factorization of the original system matrix of the fully discrete problem
and are designed at the pure algebraic level. The nal schemes allow one to solve the problem
in a fully decoupled form, where each equation (for velocity, pressure and elastic stress) is
solved separately. The rst order scheme is obtained from a straightforward segregation of
pressure and elastic stress in the momentum equation, whereas the key point for the second
order scheme is a rst order extrapolation of these variables. The third order fractional step
method relies on Yosida's scheme. Referring to the spatial discretization, either the Galerkin
method or a stabilized nite element formulation can be used. We describe the fractional
step methods rst assuming the former, and then we explain the modications introduced
by the stabilized formulation proposed in chapter 3. This discretization in space shows very
good stability, permitting in particular the use of equal interpolation for all variables.
4.2 Introduction
The viscoelastic behavior of uids can be a dominant feature in the ow of polymeric
uids, and in the injection molding ows where moving boundaries are present and the
unsteady regime denes the problem [117, 93]. Many applications in viscoelastic ows where
the dynamics of the uid are crucial can be found in the industry. Jets of these ows are quite
broad, and include areas such as micro-dispensing of bioactive uids through high throughput
injection devices, scaolds for tissue engineering, ink jet processes or viscoelastic blood ow
past valves [169].
The ow patterns in viscoelastic uids can be highly dynamic and in some cases chaotic,
due to the elastic component of the uid and the convective nature of the constitutive equa-
tion, even in quasi non-inertial ows. In [155], the eect of the contraction ratio in the
dynamic response of the ow in square-square three-dimensional contractions is analyzed us-
ing experimental and numerical results. In [104] the instabilities and the asymmetry of ow
in a symmetric domain is analyzed for ows with high Deborah number using the Leonov
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constitutive equations to characterize the uid. The turbulent ow of a viscoelastic solution is
a new challenge from the numerical approximation perspective, partially due to the reduced
friction drag properties of this type of uids. In [112], the four-eld model proposed in [109] is
modied in order to model turbulence in the channel ow of dilute polymer solutions. In all
the above mentioned cases, the transient simulation is a must and the generation of ecient
algorithms to solve the problem, with the unknowns highly coupled, is an important task
which motivates this part of the work.
The monolithic resolution of the system of equations that is obtained after discretization
of the continuous problem is the most straightforward option. However, solving this system
is computationally very expensive, specially in 3D. In this case, the degrees of freedom of the
spatial discretization are the six independent elastic stress components, the three velocity
components and the pressure. Furthermore, all these variables are coupled, some of them
through nonlinear terms.
Instead of solving the monolithic system, an alternative is to use a fractional step method
in time, in which dierent equations need to be solved for the dierent variables in an
uncoupled way, perhaps with correction steps. The splitting of the equations introduced in
fractional step methods has an additional temporal error, that has to be at least of the order
of the time integration scheme used to approximate time derivatives if this order is to be
preserved.
Fractional step methods can be either introduced at the continuous or at the purely
algebraic levels. For overviews of both strategies in the case of the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations for Newtonian uids, see [90] and [11], respectively. In this chapter we will
follow the second alternative, and show how to apply it to the viscoelastic ow problem. In
this case, it is necessary not only to uncouple the velocity from the pressure in the momentum
equation, but also from the elastic stress. Additional equations need to be solved for these
variables, followed by correction steps. We will propose three schemes of this type, of rst,
second and third order of (formal) accuracy in time. The rst will consist of four steps,
whereas ve steps will be required for the second and the third order schemes.
In the viscoelastic ow context, several fractional step schemes have been proposed. One
of the most popular is the Θ-method, originally proposed in [88] for Newtonian uids and
later extended to viscoelastic ows in [153, 149]. In this method the problem is split in
three steps: a Stokes-like system with an explicit stress value, a transport problem involving
the constitutive equation and another Stokes problem which enhances the stability of the
method. This Θ-method was reported as being second order in time for a proper Θ value.
In [47] a priori error estimates for this Θ-method using the Oldroyd-B constitutive model
were derived, and theoretical and numerical computations to demonstrate the capability of
this scheme were provided. A second order in time two-step decoupling method for modelling
inertialess viscoelastic uids was presented in [70]. In [71] the two-step method was extended
to solve uid ows with inertia. In the rst step of this method the elastic stress is computed
at the new time level by using the velocity eld at the previous time step. In the second
step the viscoelastic stress just calculated is used as a force term in the momentum balance
equation, which can be regarded together with the continuity equation as a Stokes system. For
the two-step method, second order accuracy in time is reported in the previous references,
recommending the second order semi-implicit Gear scheme instead of the Crank-Nicolson
scheme to discretize the temporal derivatives. In the same fractional step context, in [101]
an extension is presented of the fourth step fractional step method proposed in [45] for
the standard Navier-Stokes problem, now using the Oldroyd-B constitutive model and the
DEVSS-G/DG stabilization technique.
Typical applications in viscoelastic uid ows where an ecient scheme is needed for the
resolution of a large number of degrees of freedoms are, for example, the modelling of a free
surface evolution and the sedimentation of particles. The rst case is classical for polymeric
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injections and mould lling [28, 160], and the second is found in the investigation of mi-
crostructure in owing suspensions, sedimentation columns, uidized beds, slurry transport
and hydraulic fracturing [152, 170]. In [28] a splitting time discretization method for free sur-
face ows is proposed, where the interface of the uid is solved in addition to the viscoelastic
Navier-Stokes problem. The problem is solved in two steps; in the rst (prediction) step the
three advection problems are solved separately, and in the second (correction) step, a Stokes
and constitutive Oldroyd-B problem is solved sequentially. For the case of sedimentation,
in [170] an extended version of the method proposed by in [170] is described. The authors
use the Marchuk-Yanenko operator splitting scheme to deal with the eect of the viscoelastic
stress on the velocity, the incompressibility condition, the advection term, the constitutive
equation and the constraint of rigid-body motion inside the particles.
The viscoelastic uid ow problem presents several numerical diculties, particularly for
the spatial approximation. On the one hand, the nite element approximation used must
satisfy two inf-sup conditions: the rst between the interpolation of the velocity and of the
pressure to control the pressure and the second between the interpolation of the velocity
and of the elastic stress to control the symmetrical gradient of the velocity. On the other
hand, the convective term in the momentum and in the constitutive equations require to use
methods to deal with convection. Many algorithms have been developed to solve this problem:
the classical SUPG method and its non-consistent counterpart, the SU method [111], the
GLS method [79], and the stabilization based on the discontinuous Galerkin method [84, 7],
among others in the context of nite element methods. Similarly, the upwind dierence
scheme (UDS) [168], the second order linear upwinding scheme (LUDS) [126], the sharp and
monotonic algorithm for realistic transport (SMART) the and MINMOD method [3] were
introduced for the nite volume method.
The highly nonlinear nature of the constitutive equation requires proper linearization
strategies, and the possibility of local peaks in the elastic stress components when the amount
of elasticity is important needs to be taken into account by methods with some type of
monotonicity to avoid local oscillations. A standard numerical treatment to alleviate the
nonlinear iterative process is the implementation of continuation methods (see [95] for more
details) clearly more used in steady state problems [95, 37]. The addition of discontinuity-
capturing techniques is another interesting tool, overcoat when the Weissenberg number is
increased [37].
The formulation we use for the spatial approximation is a variational multiscale (VMS)
stabilized nite element method detailed in chapter 3 (also in [37]) (which in turn relies
on [36]), and we will only briey describe it here, since our interest is the time discretization
using fractional step schemes. Nevertheless, let us mention that in some cases fractional step
methods have been used to obtain stable pressure interpolations, as explained in [52]. We
will not consider at all the possible pressure stability provided by the splitting methods we
will describe. Other stabilization methods applied to the viscoelastic ow problem can be
found in [103, 79, 64, 108, 106], among others.
In this chapter we present three fractional step methods with rst, second and third
order splitting errors. The rst step in all cases is the momentum equation to calculate
an intermediate velocity. For the rst order method the intermediate velocity is obtained
without any pressure and elastic stress contribution. For the second order scheme, we use
extrapolated values of pressure and elastic stresses to obtain a better approximation of the
intermediate value of the velocity, and likewise for the third order scheme. In the second step
we obtain the intermediate elastic stress values using the intermediate velocity approximation.
The third step has the structure of a discrete pressure Poisson equation. The fourth step
corresponds to the velocity correction step. For the rst and second order schemes this step
can be understood as a projection step, whereas for the third order case we use the Yosida
approximation [137]. Finally, the fth step is a projection step to obtain the nal elastic
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stresses. In all cases, when we refer to the order of accuracy of a scheme the arguments we
use are completely formal. A rigorous numerical analysis of the formulations presented is
outside the scope of this paper.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.3 we introduce the continuous viscoelastic
uid ow problem. Section 4.4 is devoted to its numerical approximation with the Galerkin
approximation and a monolithic time discretization. In Section 4.5, the fractional step meth-
ods we propose are presented for the Galerkin case following two approaches, namely, one
based on variable extrapolation and the other on an inexact LU decomposition. In Section
4.6 we describe the stabilized nite element method we use and explain which are the modi-
cations that need to be made to the fractional step schemes introduced earlier. Numerical
results are presented in Section 4.7 and, nally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.8.
4.3 The viscoelastic ow problem
4.3.1 Initial and boundary value problem
Let us consider a viscoelastic uid moving in a domain Ω of Rd (d = 2, 3) during the time
interval [0, tf ]. Considering the ow incompressible and isothermal, the governing equations




+ ρu · ∇u−∇ · T +∇p = f in Ω, t ∈]0, tf [, (4.1)
∇ · u = 0 in Ω, t ∈]0, tf [, (4.2)
where ρ denotes the constant density, p : Ω×]0, tf [→ R is the pressure, u : Ω×]0, tf [→ Rd
is the velocity eld, f : Ω×]0, tf [→ Rd is the force vector and T : Ω×]0, tf [→ Rd ⊗ Rd the
deviatoric extra stress tensor, which can be dened in terms of a viscous and a viscoelastic
or elastic contribution as
T = 2βη0∇su+ σ, (4.3)
where ∇s is the symmetrical gradient operator and β ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter to dene the
amount of viscous or solvent viscosity βη0 and elastic or polymeric viscosity (1− β) η0. The
constitutive behavior of the uid needs to be completed with the expression of the elastic
part of the extra stress, σ. A large variety of approaches exist to dene it (see [21, 22] for a













+ u · ∇σ − σ · ∇u− (∇u)T · σ
)
= 0 in Ω, t ∈]0, tf [,
(4.4)
where λ is the relaxation time.
Let us introduce some notation. Calling U = [u,σ, p], F = [f , 0, 0] and dening
L(û;U) :=
 ρû · ∇u− 2βη0∇ · (∇




σ − (1− β)∇su+ λ
2η0
(
û · ∇σ − σ · ∇û− (∇û)T · σ
)
 ,













we may write (6.1), (6.2) and (6.4) using denition
Dt (U) + L(û;U) = F . (4.5)
These equations need to be complemented with initial and boundary conditions to close
the problem. The conservation laws (6.1)-(6.2) and the Oldroyd-B constitutive equation (6.4)
are a mixed parabolic-hyperbolic problem. The characteristic lines are the streamlines, and
the components of the elastic stress tensor σ may be considered as quantities conveyed along
these characteristics.
For the sake of simplicity in the exposition, we will consider the simplest boundary con-
dition u = 0 on ∂Ω for all time, even if in the numerical examples we will leave part of the
boundary free, i.e., zero traction will be prescribed there, and a non-homogeneous velocity
will be prescribed on a certain part of ∂Ω.
The boundary conditions for the elastic stresses are more delicate. In principle, they do not
need to be prescribed, but that can imply an excessively large computational domain to obtain
the correct value of these stresses (see [82] for a complete description of the mathematical
structure of the problem and the boundary conditions required). Therefore, in numerical
applications they are often prescribed. Due to the hyperbolic nature of Eq. (6.4), in principle
they can be xed only on the inow part of the boundary, Γin = {x ∈ ∂Ω |(u · n)(x) < 0},
where n is the outward unit normal vector to ∂Ω. However, in some numerical works there
are examples in which elastic stresses are prescribed not only on Γin, but on the whole
∂Ω [167, 156]. We will explicitly indicate in our examples where are the elastic stresses
prescribed.
The problem is completely dened with the initial conditions for the velocity and the
elastic stress, which are of the form u = u0 and σ = σ0 at time t = 0, with u0 and σ0
functions dened on the whole domain Ω.
4.3.2 Variational form
Let us introduce some notation in order to write the weak form of the problem. The
space of square integrable functions in a domain ω will be denoted by L2(ω) and the space of
functions whose distributional derivatives of order up to m ≥ 0 (integer) belong to L2(ω) by
Hm(ω). The space of functions in H1(ω) vanishing on ∂ω will be written as H10 (ω). We shall
use the symbol 〈·, ·〉ω to denote the integral of the product of two functions on ω, assuming
this is well dened; subscript ω will be omitted when ω = Ω. The L2 inner product in Ω (for
scalar, vectors and tensors) will be denoted by (·, ·).
Let Υ = H1 (Ω)
d×d
sym (symmetric second order tensors with components in H
1 (Ω)), V =
H10 (Ω)
d
and Q = L2 (Ω) /R, which are the spaces where we may seek the elastic stress, the
velocity and the pressure, respectively, for each xed time t. The weak form of the problem
is obtained by testing (4.5) against an arbitrary test function V with appropriate regularity.








+ 2 (βη0∇su,∇sv) + 〈ρu · ∇u,v〉+ (σ,∇sv)− (p,∇ · v) = 〈f ,v〉 ,
(4.6)
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(q,∇ · u) = 0, (4.7)
1
2η0





+ u · ∇σ − σ · ∇u− (∇u)T · σ, τ
)
= 0, (4.8)
for all V = [v, q, τ ] ∈ X , where it is assumed that f is such that 〈f ,v〉 is well dened.
In a compact form, problem (6.6)-(4.8) can be written as:
(Dt (U) ,V ) +B (u;U ,V ) = 〈f ,v〉 , (4.9)
for all V ∈ X , where




(σ, τ )− (1− β) (∇su, τ ) + λ
2η0
(




4.4.1 Galerkin nite element discretization
Let us consider a nite element partition Th of the computational domain Ω. The diameter
of an element domain K ∈ Th is denoted by hK and the diameter of the partition is dened
as h = max {hK | K ∈ Th}. From Th we may construct conforming nite element spaces for
the velocity, the pressure and the elastic stress, Vh ⊂ V , Qh ⊂ Q and Υh ⊂ Υ, respectively.
Calling X h := Vh × Qh ×Υh, the Galerkin nite element approximation of problem (4.9)
consist in nding Uh :]0, tf [−→ X h, such that:
(Dt (Uh) ,V h) +B (uh;Uh,V h) = 〈f ,vh〉 , (4.10)
for all V h = [vh, qh, τh] ∈ X h, and satisfying the appropriate initial conditions.
In principle, we have posed no restrictions on the choice of the nite element spaces.
However, there are restrictions that must be satised explicitly in the discrete formulation
used. These are the same as for the three-eld formulation of the Stokes problem (see [29, 56]















where ‖ · ‖Y denotes the norm in space Y . Finite element interpolations that satisfy these
conditions are scarce (see [111] for a 2D example and [25] for the 3D case). However, for most
of our exposition we will assume that they hold, and thus that the Galerkin formulation is
stable. We will explain in Section 4.5 the stabilized nite element formulation we favor and
that allows one to use arbitrary interpolations.
4.4.2 Monolithic time discretization
Let us explain as to discretize in time problem (6.11) using a monolithic approach, i.e.,
solving for all the components of Uh at the same time. Any time discretization is possible,
although for the sake of conciseness we will restrict ourselves to the classical backward-
dierence (BDF) approximations. The fractional step formulations to be presented will be
based on this time discretization.
Let us consider a partition of the time interval ]0, tf [ into time steps of size δt, for simplicity
constant. If tn = nδt, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , the approximation of a time dependent function g(t)
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at tn will be denoted by gn. The BDF approximation to the time derivative of g of order




















where γk and ϕ
i
k are parameters. In particular, for the cases k = 1, 2 and 3 we have:
δ1g





























We will also use the extrapolation operators of order k, dened as ĝn+1k = g
n+1 +O(δtk),




n − gn−1, (4.14)
ĝn+13 =3g
n − 3gn−1 + gn−2. (4.15)
Using BDF schemes, the time discretization of problem (6.11) can be written, in expanded









































































)T · σn+1h , τh) = 0, (4.18)
for all [vh, qh, τh] ∈ X h.
The rst order (BDF1) and the second order (BDF2) schemes are A-stable. Higher order
BDF methods do not keep this property, a limitation known as the second Dahlquist barrier.
Nevertheless, BDF3 has a mild A-stability restriction. We will use it in the numerical exam-
ples without discussing about its stability. For the time steps used, we have never observed
unstable behaviors.
4.4.3 Algebraic system









∈ X h. The arrays of nodal unknowns will be identied
by an upright case symbol, boldface for uh and σh and light case for ph. Matrices will be
written with light case italic characters. In the case of elastic stresses, the Voight notation
will be employed, so that the components of the nodal values of σh at a node a will be Σ
a
I ,
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I running from 1 to dV = 3 if d = 2 and from 1 to dV = 6 if d = 3. Having this notation in








Un+1 +GPn+1 −DσΣn+1 = Fn+1, (4.19)








Σn+1 − SUn+1 = 0. (4.21)
The dependence of matrices Ku and Kσ on U has been explicitly displayed. The iden-
tication of the dierent terms in (4.16)-(4.18) that contribute to the matrices in these
expressions is straightforward.
















, A12 = −Dσ, A13 = G,



























, F3 = 0.
The ordering of the equations chosen is consistent with the steps of the splitting algorithm
proposed below.
4.5 Fractional step methods
The three fractional step methods proposed next can be viewed as extensions of pressure-
segregation or pressure-correction schemes applied to the viscoelastic uid ow problem.
Instead of calculating the velocity with a guess of the pressure only, now we will need a guess
of the elastic stresses as well. After computing these two elds, velocities will be corrected. We
will not discuss extensions of velocity-correction methods, in which the guess is the velocity
to compute the pressure instead of the opposite. Nevertheless, the ideas to be presented
could also be used to design velocity-correction-type methods, or to the momentum-pressure
Poisson equation formulation of the problem (see [11, 57] and references therein).
Our approach here is to present the splitting at the pure algebraic level, as in [132], rather
than at the space continuous level as it done in the original works of Chorin [46] and Temam
[159] and which is still the most common approach [90]. The algebraic viewpoint, discussed
in detail in [11], obviates the discussion on pressure boundary conditions.
4.5.1 A rst algebraic point of view: extrapolation
A rst possibility to design fractional step methods is to extrapolate the variable that
needs to be segregated from a certain equation, and correct the result once this variable
has been computed somehow. In our case, we extrapolate the pressure and the stress in
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the momentum equation to compute a velocity guess, we compute these variables with this
velocity guess and nally we correct the velocity.





















































































In these equations, Ũn+1 and Σ̃
n+1
are auxiliary variables, ĝn+1k′−1 is the extrapolation of
order k′ − 1 at tn+1 of a function g (see (4.13)-(4.15) for the cases k′ − 1 = 1, 2, 3), taking
ĝn+10 = 0, and it is understood that the dierence δkg̃
n+1 is computed from g̃n+1 and gm,
for time steps m previous to n+ 1, g now being either U or Σ. Note that adding up (4.23)
and (4.24) we recover (4.19), adding up (4.25) and (4.26) we recover (4.21), and that (4.24)
is obtained multiplying (4.24) by γkδtDM
−1
u and using (4.20). This last equation (4.27)
is a Poisson-type equation for the pressure. Note also that k gives the order of the time
integration, whereas k′ determines the order of the variables that are extrapolated.
In the previous equations, k determines the order of the time integration scheme and k′
the order of the extrapolations to uncouple variables. They can be chosen independently,
but need to be properly balanced to achieve a certain order of the nal approximation. In
principle, fractional step methods of order k could be designed taking k′ = k as follows:








4. Compute an approximation to Un+1 from (4.24) neglecting Nn+1u .
5. Compute an approximation to Σn+1 from (4.26) neglecting σn+1.
Several remarks are in order:
 Steps 1 to 5 above allow one to uncouple the calculation of the dierent variables, which
is the objective of fractional step methods.
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 Matrix DM−1u G, appearing in the pressure Poisson equation (4.27), has a wide stencil.
Since it approximates the continuous Laplacian operator, it is often approximated by
the matrix resulting from the direct approximation of this Laplacian, with a narrower
stencil.
 Formally, it is easy to see that the resulting scheme is of order O(δtk) for a given spatial
discretization (if the spatial discretization is considered, the error will depend on both
δt and the mesh size h). Assuming this to be true up to time step n and assuming
that the scheme is stable (see next remark), from the approximation to (4.23)-(4.27) it
follows that it is also true at time step n+1. If the order of extrapolation is higher than
k − 1, i.e k′ > k, the order of the error would be dominated by the time integration
scheme.
 Unfortunately, the resulting scheme is only stable for k′ = 1, 2. For k′ = 3, the extrap-
olation P̂n+12 = 2P
n − Pn−1 is known to yield an unstable scheme (see [11, 12] and
references therein).
 For k = 1 we have an extension to viscoelastic ows of the classical rst order fractional
step method, whereas for k = 2 we have an extension of the second order method that
keeps the pressure gradient at the previous time step in the momentum equation,
sometimes known as the incremental projection method and whose continuous version
is analyzed in [151].
The nal algorithm for the rst and second order schemes is displayed in Algorithm 4.1,
where two remarks need to be made. The rst is that for the rst order scheme the fth
step is not needed to obtain the rst order accuracy in time, and the second is that the sixth
step is written only for formal reasons, with the objective of identifying this scheme with the
inexact block LU -decomposition described in the next subsection.























n+1 − SŨn+1 =0→ Σ̃n+1,










































Pn+1 =P̃n+1 → Pn+1.
Since the third order fractional step version (k = 3) of Algorithm 4.1 is unstable, a third
other scheme needs to be designed by other means. This third order method can be obtained
by using only rst order extrapolations but without neglecting Nn+1u in (4.24). As we shall
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see in the next subsection, this can be interpreted as a Yosida scheme. The steps are thus as
follows:
1. Compute Ũn+1 from (4.23) with k = 3 and k′ = 2.
2. Compute Σ̃
n+1
from (4.25) with k = 3 and k′ = 2.




and taking k = 3 and k′ = 2.
4. Compute an approximation to Un+1 from (4.24) without neglecting Nn+1u .
5. Compute an approximation to Σn+1 from (4.26) neglecting σn+1.
The resulting scheme is displayed in Algorithm 4.2. Even if only a rst order extrapolation is
used for the pressure and the elastic stresses in the momentum equation, including Nn+1u in
the fourth step allows one to obtain third order accuracy. This will be clearly seen in the next
subsection, but it can also be formally guessed by inspecting Algorithm 4.2 and comparing
the dierent steps with the exact equations (4.23)-(4.27). From the rst step it is seen that
Ũn+1 is expected to be a second order approximation to the exact nodal velocities at time
step n+ 1, from the second step it then follows that Σ̃
n+1
is a second order approximation
to the exact vector of nodal stresses, and from the fourth step that P̃n+1 is a second order
approximation to the nodal pressures. Then, adding up the rst and the fourth steps it is
seen that the error in Ũn+1 does not aect the error in Un+1, which happens to be a third
order approximation to the exact nodal velocities. Taking into account Nn+1u in the fourth
step has also some advantages for the rst order scheme, particularly regarding boundary
conditions when it is considered at the continuous level. This is precisely the formulation
whose mathematical analysis is presented in [24].
Let us remark that another alternative to obtain a third order fractional step method is
to change the approach to velocity segregation methods [12, 129], which permit second order
extrapolation of the velocity, thus avoiding the unstable pressure extrapolation. Finally, let
us mention that a third order scheme in time only makes sense for a higher order spatial
approximation, since error estimates will couple spatial and temporal errors. Nevertheless,
both the Galerkin approximation and the stabilized formulation presented later allow one to
use any interpolation order in space.
4.5.2 A second algebraic point of view: inexact factorizations
An interesting approach in fractional step methods is the reinterpretation of the splitting
process as an inexact LU block factorization of the matrix of the system after discretization
in time and space. High order algebraic pressure segregation algorithms can be designed
using this methodology. In [86] for example the authors apply this approach to solve the
Navier-Stokes problem using the spectral element method.
The starting point to apply this idea is the original system (4.22). Let us write it as
AXn+1 = Bn+1, with the obvious identications. If we consider the LU -decomposition of A,
with L a lower triangular and U an upper triangular matrix, the original system LUXn+1 =
Bn+1 can be split into two systems that can be solved sequentially:
LX̃n+1 = Bn+1, UXn+1 = X̃n+1,
and each of which is easy to solve by backward or forward substitution. The array X̃n+1
represents the intermediate value of the unknown. The problem of course is that both L and
U involve the inversion of the block matrix A11, which is computationally unaordable. The
idea of inexact factorizations is to approximate A−111 , this yielding approximations to L and
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Pn+1 = P̃n+1 → Pn+1.
U respectively denoted by L∗ and U∗. Thus, the matrix of the approximate factorization is
A∗ = L∗U∗, and the error matrix is E∗ = A−A∗.
The rst, second and third order schemes introduced in the previous subsection, with
slight modications of higher order, are recast as inexact LU factorizations in Algorithms 4.3,
4.4 and 4.5. We identify there the approximate matrix A∗ and the error matrix E∗ of each
case. The splitting error in the rst order fractional step method (Algorithm 4.3) is rst
order in time and does not aect the continuity equation, i.e., the scheme preserves the mass
conservation equation.
For the second and the third order schemes it is more convenient to work with the
increments of the variables. Suppose that we know the exact solution of the problem up to
time step n and we want to compute an approximation to the solution of system AXn+1 =
Bn+1, at time step n+ 1. Assume for the moment that the problem is linear and A does not
depend on X. Let A∗X∗,n+1 = B∗,n+1 be the approximate system. We may write both the
exact and the approximate systems as AδXn+1 = δBn+1 := Bn+1 −AXn and A∗δX∗,n+1 =
δB∗,n+1 := B∗,n+1 − A∗Xn, respectively, where δX∗,n+1 = X∗,n+1 −Xn. It is easily found
that





Therefore, if (A∗)−1 has a bounded norm (i.e., the approximate scheme is stable), δBn+1−
δB∗,n+1 = O(δtk) (in an appropriate norm) and E∗ = O(δtk−1), the scheme can be formally
expected to be of order k. In the case the solution up to time step n is not exact, but
approximate up to the adequate order, and A depends on X, we may proceed by induction
and show (formally) the same result.
For the second and third order (k = 2, 3) fractional step schemes we propose, we will be
able to write the problem in incremental form with right-hand-sides whose dierence with
the exact ones will be of order k, assuming this is the order of the error up to time step
n. Therefore, if we show that the error matrix E∗ is of order k − 1, the solution at time
step n + 1 will have an error of order k. Again, the dependence of A on the unknown has
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to be treated by assuming this unknown has a certain order of approximation and then
checking it a posteriori. As mentioned earlier, these arguments are merely formal, but serve
to understand why the methods have the order we claim and that is observed in numerical
experiments.
The inexact factorization point of view of the second and third order schemes is presented
in Algorithm 4.4 and Algorithm 4.5 respectively. Considering rst the second order case, it is
seen from Algorithm 4.4 that the splitting error for the momentum equation is the dominant
error. The splitting error for the constitutive equation is formally of third order in time, and
the splitting error in the continuity equation is also of third order, because the inversion
of A∗ introduces a factor 1/δt (the matrix multiplying the pressure increments has a factor
δt). From this observation it follows that in order to design a third order scheme in fact it
is only necessary to improve the accuracy of the splitting of the momentum equation. This
is precisely what can be accomplished with the Yosida scheme introduced in the previous
subsection. From Algorithm 4.5 it is observed that in fact in this case there is no error in the
momentum equation. That the third order scheme can be interpreted as a Yosida factorization
(with an extrapolation of the pressure and the elastic stresses in the momentum equation)
comes from the expression of matrices L∗ and U∗ in Algorithm 4.5.
Let us nally remark that the second and third order schemes proposed in this subsection
are not identical to those proposed in the previous one. The equations for the intermediate
variables are exactly the same, and the intermediate pressure is taken in all cases as the
end-of-step pressure. The dierence is in the order of calculation of the end-of-step velocities
and elastic stresses. In Algorithms 4.1 (for k = 2) and 4.2, the end-of-step velocities are
rst computed and then the elastic stresses are updated, whereas in Algorithm 4.4 and
Algorithm 4.5 the order is reversed. This change in the order is given by the LU decomposition
structure. Note that solving for the elastic stresses without knowing the end-of-step velocities
implies solving two systems, with matrices Mu and Mσ, and is therefore computationally
more expensive. Nevertheless, the dierence can be shown to be of fourth order by using
Maclaurin expansions in terms of δt, and thus the splitting error is the same for the methods
of this subsection and of the previous one.
4.6 Stabilized nite element formulation
Up to this point, we have assumed that the spatial approximation has been carried out
using the Galerkin nite element method or, in fact, any spatial discretization that yields the
same matrix structure as this method. However, apart from methods to stabilize convection
dominated ows, it may be convenient to use formulations that allow one to use arbitrary
interpolations, not necessarily satisfying the inf-sup conditions (4.11). Let us remark that
sometimes pressure stability can be obtained from the pressure splitting, even if that implies
a proper selection of the time step size and it cannot be used in methods of order higher
than one. See [52] for a discussion about this point and the analysis of pressure stability for
rst and second order fractional step schemes for Newtonian ows.
In this section we present the stabilized nite element formulation that we use, which
is described in detail in chapter 3 (also in [36]) for the stationary problem. Here we will
only write the resulting discrete equations, and after this we will present the nal algebraic
structure and the linearization of the problem. The essential dierence with respect to (4.22)
is the appearance of a non-zero A33 block in matrix A. We will explain how this modies the
fractional step methods presented heretofore.
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4.6.1 Stabilized monolithic formulation
Stabilized nite element methods consist in modifying the discrete Galerkin formulation
of the problem by adding terms designed to enhance stability without upsetting accuracy.
The method we propose, and that replaces (6.11), consist in nding Uh :]0, tf [−→ X h, such
that:
(Dt (Uh) ,V h)+B (uh;Uh,V h)+S⊥1 (uh;Uh,V h)+S⊥2 (Uh,V h)+S3(uh;Uh,V h) = 〈f ,vh〉 ,
(4.28)
for all V h = [vh, qh, τh] ∈ X h, and satisfying the appropriate initial conditions.
In order to give the expression of the stabilization terms S⊥1 , S
⊥
2 and S3 in (4.28), let
Ph denote the L
2 projection onto the appropriate nite element space, either of velocities,
elastic stresses or pressures (the case will be clear by the argument of this projection), without
boundary conditions. Let also P⊥h = I − Ph be the orthogonal projection, I being now the
identity. We then dene





























































where g (ûh,σh) = σh · ∇ûh + (∇ûh)T · σh.
In (4.31) the projection P̃h can be taked as the identity or the orthogonal projection P
⊥
h ,
































In these expressions, h1 corresponds to a characteristic element length calculated as the
square root of the element area in the 2D case and the cubic root of the element volume
in 3D, and h2 corresponds to another characteristic length calculated as the element length
in the streamline direction. The term |uh| is the Euclidean norm of the velocity, and |∇uh|
the Frobenius norm of the velocity gradient. The constants ci, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are algorithmic
parameters in the formulation. The values used in this chapter are c1 = 12.0, c2 = 2.0,
c3 = 4.0 and c4 = 0.125. We have found better convergence in the nonlinear iterative scheme
described later using the modied values c1 and c4, with respect to the values used in chapter
3 and chapter 2 (also in [36, 37]) (c1 = 4.0 and c4 = 0.25), with similar accuracy (the values
of the algorithmic constants aect the results, but not the mesh convergence rate to be
expected). For higher order elements, the characteristic lengths h1 and h2 should be divided
respectively by r2 and r, r being the order of the nite element interpolation.
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The stabilizing mechanism introduced by the terms S⊥1 , S
⊥
2 and S3 are the following. The
rst component of the S⊥1 gives control on the convective term, the second component gives
control on the pressure gradient, and the third term gives control on the divergence of the
viscoelastic stress. The term S⊥2 is not a must but in some cases it improves stability of the
problem. Finally, the term S3 ensures stability of the constitutive equation. Note that some of
the components of this last term are the convective-convective term of the viscoelastic stress
tensor and an equivalent EVSS-structure component, among others cross local inner-product
terms (see chapter 3 for more details of this spatial stabilized formulation). The addition of
these three terms permit the resolution of convection dominant problems both in velocity
and in stress, and the implementation of equal order interpolation for all the unknowns.
The orthogonal projections introduce consistency errors, but of optimal order. For stationary
problems, the resulting formulation turns out to have optimal order of convergence, as checked
numerically in chapter 3 and proved in some simpler settings, for example in [56]. If r is the
order of the nite element interpolation, velocity convergence in L2(Ω) turns out to be of
order r + 1, whereas pressure and stress convergence in L2(Ω) and velocity convergence in
H1(Ω) are of order r.
The time discretization of (4.28) can be performed as for the Galerkin method. Using BDF
schemes of order k, partial time derivatives have to be replaced by incremental quotients δk/δt
and all unknowns need to be evaluated at time step n + 1. We consider the resulting fully
discrete problem in the following.
4.6.2 Algebraic formulation and fractional step scheme
From Eq. (4.28) it is easy to see that the algebraic system to be solved at each time step








where subscript s has been introduced in the matrices that have contributions from the
stabilization terms. Comparing this system with (4.22), we see that:
 From the point of view of the algebraic structure, the only dierence between Eq. (4.32)








We will write it as As,33 = L
⊥
s .
 The fact that As,23 = As,32 = 0 simplies the introduction of fractional step methods.
The orthogonal projections P⊥h in (4.29) and (4.30) (and maybe also in (4.31)) allows
one to introduce a sort of term-by-term stabilization while maintaining optimal accu-
racy. This is also why matrices A13 and A31 of the Galerkin method are unaltered.
See [51, 55] for the analysis in the Newtonian case.
 The time derivative of the velocity does not appear in the stabilization terms, and
therefore the only matrix which is multiplied by 1/δt in the rst row of (4.32) is Mu,
which is symmetric and positive denite. An analogous comment can be made about
the second row if P̃h = P
⊥
h , since the orthogonal projection of the time derivative is
zero. On the other hand, if P̃h = I there is a contribution of the elastic stress time
derivative in the stabilization terms of the constitutive equation, which may deteriorate
the behavior of iterative solvers.
 All stabilization terms are nonlinear, as the stabilization parameters depend on the
velocity uh.
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With these observations in mind, the rst, second and third order fractional step meth-
ods proposed for the Galerkin method can be easily extended to the stabilized nite element
method. The only dierence will be to take into account that matrices may have a contri-
bution coming from the stabilization terms and that there will be a new contribution to
the discrete equation for the pressure. For example, the third order scheme is given in Algo-
rithm 4.6. Matrices with a contribution from the stabilization terms have been identied with
a subscript s. The resulting matrix L∗ is as in Algorithm 4.5, only adding L⊥s in the 33-block
and accounting for the stabilization contributions. This is also the only dierence in matrix
A∗, while matrices U∗ and E∗ are the same as in Algorithm 4.5, except for the modication
in the matrices due to stabilization. This in particular implies that the splitting error will be
of the same order in both the Galerkin and the stabilized nite element formulations.
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n+1 − SŨn+1 = Fn+12 → Σ̃
n+1
,
−DŨn+1 + δtDM−1u GP̃n+1 − δtDM−1u DσΣ̃
n+1



















−D −δtDM−1u Dσ δtDM−1u G

U -steps:
Pn+1 = P̃n+1 → Pn+1,
Σn+1 = Σ̃
n+1 → Σn+1,
Un+1 + δtM−1u GP
n+1 − δtM−1u DσΣn+1 = Ũn+1 → Un+1.
U -matrix associated:
U∗ =
 I −δtM−1u Dσ δtM−1u G0 I 0
0 0 I

























+ δtSM−1u Dσ −δtSM−1u G
−D 0 0












0 −δtSM−1u Dσ δtSM−1u G
0 0 0

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+ SUn → δΣ̃n+1,





















−D −γ2δtDM−1u Dσ γ2δtDM−1u G

U -steps:












n+1 − γ2δtM−1u DσδΣn+1 = δŨn+1 → δUn+1.
U -matrix associated:
U∗ =
 I −γ2δtM−1u Dσ γ2δtM−1u G0 (I − (γ2δt)2 (M−1σ S) (M−1u Dσ)) (γ2δt)2 (M−1σ S) (M−1u G)
0 0 I































































































3 (DM−1u Dσ) (M−1σ S) (M−1u G)

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Σn + SUn → δΣ̃n+1,






 Cu 0 0−S Cσ 0
−D −γ3δtDM−1u Dσ γ3δtDM−1u G
 .
U -steps:














































 I −C−1u Dσ C−1u G0 (I − (γ3δt) (M−1σ S) (C−1u Dσ)) (γ3δt) (M−1σ S) (C−1u G)
0 0 I
 .
Approximate resultant matrix(L∗U∗ = A∗):
A∗ =


















where γ3δt = δt3 Splitting error matrix (E
∗ = A−A∗):
E∗ =










3 (DM−1u Dσ) (M−1σ S) (M−1u G)
 .
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n − L⊥s Pn → δP̃n+1.
U -steps:




























n+1 = δŨn+1 → δUn+1.
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4.6.3 Linearized problem
The equations to be solved in the methods proposed are nonlinear and an iterative scheme
is required to deal with this nonlinearity. In the case of the stabilized nite element formu-
lation, it is also important to explain how to treat the orthogonal projections P⊥h . Let us
consider for example the third order method in Algorithm 4.6. The three ingredients we use
to design an iterative scheme are the following:
 A xed-point-type method is used to evaluate all the stabilization terms. They need to
be calculated with a known velocity uh, which may taken either as the velocity of the
previous iteration of the iterative scheme (the intermediate or the end-of-step one) or
as the velocity of the previous time step. This does not aect the order of convergence
of the formulation, neither in space nor in time, but only the stability and the nonlinear
convergence behavior. We have found eective both choices, and used the former in the
numerical examples.
 The nonlinearity inKs,σ(Ũ
n+1)δŨn+1 due to the convective term may be treated using
either a xed-point or a Newton-Raphson method. As in any fractional step scheme,
δt cannot be taken very large for the method to be eective, compared for example to
the critical time step of an explicit time integration scheme. Thus, only a few nonlinear







does not need to be linearized, as Ũn+1 is already known when
δΣ̃
n+1
needs to be computed.
 The treatment of P⊥h deserves a special comment. For any function g, we may compute
P⊥h (g) as P
⊥
h (g) = g − Ph(g). Matrices resulting from the orthogonal projection of the
unknowns have a wider stencil, when compared to that of the Galerkin method. In
order to avoid this, at the i-th iteration of the n-th time step we may approximate
P⊥h (g
n,i) ≈ gn,i − Ph(gn,i−1) or P⊥h (gn,i) ≈ gn,i − Ph(gn−1). Numerical experiments
show that both options are eective, the former being chosen in the numerical examples
presented next.
4.7 Numerical results
In this section, some numerical tests are conducted to show the numerical performance of
the proposed fractional step methods, and to compare them with the monolithic approach.
The rst example (subsection 4.7.1) is a convergence test with a manufactured solution to
check the time integration errors associated with each of the fractional steps algorithms. The
second example (subsection 4.7.2) is the typical ow over a conned cylinder, which serves to
show that the proposed methods converge accurately to a steady state solution. Finally, in
subsection 4.7.3 we present the numerical results of a dynamic lid-driven cavity ow problem
in 2D and 3D, and we discuss the eciency of the stabilized fractional step methods. In
all cases, either linear (P1) or multilinear (Q1) elements are used, and the same continuous
interpolation is employed for all variables. All the results are obtained using the proposed
fractional step methods and the stabilized formulation presented in Section 4.6.
The geometry of the viscoelastic uid ow past a conned cylinder in a channel problem
is shown in Fig. 4.1, whereas the unstructured mesh used to discretize this domain with
linear triangles is shown in Fig. 4.2. For the lid-driven cavity problem, the geometry and the
mesh, formed by bi-linear elements in 2D and by tri-linear elements in 3D, are presented in
Fig. 4.3 for the 2D case and in Fig. 4.4 for the 3D case.
In all the numerical examples the discrete and linearized problem is solved by using an
iterative solver based on the BiCGStab (Stabilized version of BiConjugate Gradient Squared)
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the ow past a cylinder.
Figure 4.2: Computational mesh (M2) used in the ow past a cylinder.
method of van der Vorst [165], with the additive Schwarz preconditioner. The version of the
second and third order splitting schemes used is the one presented in Algortihms 4.1 (for
k = 2) and 4.2.
4.7.1 Convergence test
In this rst example we consider a simple convergence test whose goal is to check numer-
ically the rate of convergence in time for the three proposed fractional step algorithms. We
recall that as time integration scheme we use backward dierences, of the same order as the
fractional step to be tested.
The computational domain is the unit square, discretized using a uniform triangular
mesh with 2500 linear elements. The boundary and initial conditions and the force term are
prescribed so that the analytical solution is given by:
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of the 2D lid-driven cavity ow problem.
Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of the 3D lid-driven cavity ow problem.
ux (x, y) = (4x+ 6) f (t) , uy (x, y) = − (4y − 6) f (t) ,
σxx (x, y) = (2x+ 3) f (t) , σxy (x, y) = (x+ y) f (t) ,
σyy (x, y) = (2y + 3) f (t) , p (x, y) = x,
with f (t) = cos (4πt) exp (−t) and subscripts x and y referring to the Cartesian axes. Ob-
viously these velocity and elastic stress elds do not satisfy the constitutive equation (6.4)









+ u · ∇σ − σ · ∇u− (∇u)T σ
)
in Ω.
Similarly, the force term in the momentum equation is computed so that the solution is
the one given above.
Note that for each time t the exact solution belongs to the nite element space, and thus
the only source of numerical error is the time discretization, avoiding this way the possibility
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of a mix of space and time errors. The stabilized nite element formulation used in this
chapter was already tested in chapter 3 (also in [37]) for the stationary problem using linear
and quadratic elements, and it is not the objective of this part of the work to test it again,
but to check the performance of the fractional step schemes we propose.
Results are shown in Fig. 4.5. The error E is measured in two dierent norms, `∞(L2(Ω))
(maximum of the sequence of spatial L2-norms of the solution) and `2(H1(Ω)) (`2-norm of
the sequence of spatial H1-norms of the solutions). It is seen that the three methods show the
expected rate of convergence. In all cases shown in Fig. 4.5 we use the same nomenclature:
Linf(L2)z corresponds to the `∞(L2(Ω))-error, where z represents the measured variable,
L2(H1)z corresponds to the `2(H1(Ω))-error and Pi, i = 1, 2, 3, is the reference line with
slope equal to i in logarithmic scale.
Figure 4.5: Converge test: a) First order scheme, b) Second order scheme and c) third order
scheme.
4.7.2 Viscoelastic uid ow past a conned cylinder in a channel
The ow over a cylinder is a classical benchmark to prove the accuracy of new formulations
in viscoelastic uid ows. We use it here to check the behavior of the proposed fractional
step methods to reach a steady state. Note that this steady state has also an error of the
order of the scheme itself, it is not independent of the time step size δt.
Let us describe the boundary conditions of the problem. For the velocity, no-slip conditions
are imposed on the top wall y = H, and symmetry conditions are prescribed along the axis
y = 0, which in this case means that the y-velocity is set to zero. A fully developed parabolic
velocity prole and the associated elastic stress prole are prescribed at the inlet y = 0.









, uy = 0,










, σyy = 0,
where Q is the ow rate, taken as Q = 1, η0 = 1, β = 0.59 and Rc is the cylinder radius. For
the outlet, the horizontal velocity is left free, the vertical velocity is taken equal to zero and
the pressure is prescribed to zero, constant. The boundary term that comes from integration
by parts of the divergence of the elastic stress, and that now is not zero on the outlet because
the test function is not zero there, is evaluated using the elastic stresses of the time step
previous to the one in which the solution is computed.
As initial condition, we start with a Newtonian (λ = 0) stationary solution, and then
we solve the problem for dierent increasing Weissenberg numbers We = λU/L0 (U char-
acteristic velocity, taken as U = 3Q/2Rc, L0 characteristic length of the problem, taken as
L0 = Rc). The initial condition for one case is taken as the stationary solution of the previous
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one. In all the calculations, the convective term in the momentum equation is neglected, the
standard option in this benchmark problem.
In viscoelastic uids the high Weissenberg number problem (HWNP) has been the major
stumbling block in computational rheology for the last decades. The term HWNP refers
to the empirical observation that all numerical methods break down when the Weissenberg
number exceeds a critical value. The precise critical value at which computations break down
varies with the problem (including the constitutive model), the method and the mesh used
[99].
The viscoelastic problem can be solved using the standard constitutive equation given
by (6.4) or a log-conformation formulation, permitting the latter to solve uids with higher
elasticity. In this work we use the former, but the log-conformation formulation could also be
used with the fractional step schemes we have presented. Using (6.4), in the literature one
nds important dierences in the obtention of drag coecient values in uids with We > 0.6.
In [4] the authors solve the ow over a cylinder problem with the simplest upwind dierencing
scheme (UDS) and with high order resolution schemes (SMART and MINMOD) to evaluate
the elastic stress derivatives in the constitutive equation. A nite volume formulation is
employed in that work. The authors nd that the UDS fails to obtain converged solutions
for We > 0.43 on ne meshes, whereas they could go up to We = 1.5 using moderate
meshes (mesh M60 in that article). Using the high resolution schemes the authors found
more accuracy, but a lower range of working values of Weissenberg numbers (We ≤ 1.0).
In general, what can be found in the literature is that standard formulations can solve the
problem for We up to a value between 0.7 and 1.0, depending on the reference [4, 56, 103],
whereas the log-conformation formulation allows one to obtain solutions for We up to a value
between 2.0 and 2.5, depending on the source [69, 99, 2]. In all cases mentioned, the Oldroyd-
B constitutive model is used and the width of the channel is twice the radius of the cylinder.
Using our formulations, we have been able to solve the problem up to We = 1.3, both using
the second order and the third order fractional step schemes we have proposed.
We have used three meshes in order to check the independency of the results with respect
to the spatial approximation. The number of elements and nodes and the minimum element
size hmin of these meshes are detailed in Table 4.1. All the results to be presented have been
computed with mesh M2, unless otherwise stated.
Mesh Nodes Elements hmin
M1 21330 41514 0.025
M2 29152 56905 0.015
M3 35167 67856 0.005
Table 4.1: Meshes used in the ow over a cylinder problem.
In Fig.4.6, the drag coecients obtained with our formulations are compared with the
values that can be found in the literature [99, 4, 69, 73]. The agreement is good up to
We = 1.0, with dierences lower than 1% with respect to the accepted values of reference,
both for the second and for the third order fractional step methods. For more elastic cases
the dierences with respect to the log-conformation approach begin to increase, which is
possibly associated to the HWNP. The results obtained with meshes M1 and M2 are very
close.
Table 4.2 presents some published drag coecients and the values obtained in the present
work with the second and third order fractional step schemes. It is important to note that in
some cases the references use the log-conformation elastic stress tensor formulation, and are
identied with the label "log". In [2] the authors use the standard and the log-conformation
formulation to solve the same problem using a nite volume method. With our formulations
the problem can be solved with the same accuracy as the high order nite volume methods
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Figure 4.6: Drag coecient validation.
(SMART and MINMOD), but with the possibility to solve more elastic cases. However, for
We > 1.0 the accuracy could be questioned, as we have seen.
We [4] [99] (log) [2] [2] (log) P. S. BDF2-M2 P. S. BDF3-M2
0.1 130.355 130.363 − − 130.1 130.128
0.2 126.632 126.626 − − 127.01 127.003
0.3 123.210 123.193 − − 123.48 123.437
0.4 120.607 120.596 − − 120.74 120.742
0.5 118.838 118.836 118.821 118.818 118.626 118.598
0.6 117.797 117.792 117.776 117.774 117.438 117.446
0.7 117.323 117.340 117.324 117.323 117.222 117.229
0.8 117.357 117.373 117.370 117.364 117.62 117.504
0.9 117.851 117.787 not solved 117.817 118.15 118.28
1.0 118.518 118.501 not solved 118.680 119.25 119.27
1.1 not solved 119.466 not solved 119.780 122.07 121.8
1.2 not solved 120.650 not solved 121.051 125.02 125.2
1.3 not solved − not solved − 129.2 130.02
1.4 not solved 123.801 not solved 124.092 not solved not solved
Table 4.2: Drag force coecient for the ow over a conned cylinder.
In terms of the elastic stress convergence for We ≥ 0.7, signicant discrepancies are en-
countered among the results found in the literature (see [2] and references therein), especially
in the maximum peak of normal elastic stresses at the rear of the wake. In Fig. 4.7, we show
a comparison of the elastic stress prole of the component σxx along the cylinder wall and
downstream the plane y = 0 that we obtained against other published results (once again,
results obtained with the log-conformation formulation are labelled "log"). For the We = 0.6
case the agreement with the reported values is very good independently of the used mesh.
For the others two cases, the results of the mesh M3 are also presented, showing a better
approximation to the log-conformation formulations, especially in the wake region of the
cylinder. A similar behavior was reported by Alves et al. in [4] using an extremely rened
mesh behind the cylinder. Is important to note that the drag coecients presented above
are practically identical using the mesh M2 or the mesh M3. In [99] the authors do not nd
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any sign of convergence of the elastic stress in the wake beyond the cylinder as the mesh is
rened, even using the log-conformation formulation and the Oldroyd-B model for We ≈ 1.0.
The authors relate this phenomenon to the behavior of the constitutive model, which models
an unlimited extension of the uid at nite extension rates.
Figure 4.7: Stress prole along the cylinder wall and downstream the plane y = 0 for: a)
We = 0.6, b) We = 0.7 and c) We = 0.9.
Fig. 4.8 shows the contour lines for the We = 1.3 case of velocity, pressure and elastic
stress. The convective nature of the constitutive equation can be appreciated clearly. Fur-
thermore, no oscillations appear, neither in pressure nor in elastic stress components, which
are the most dicult results to obtain in this problem.
4.7.3 Lid-driven cavity ow problem
4.7.3.1 2D cavity
A viscoelastic uid can exhibit quite dierent ow behavior from a Newtonian one in
many aspects, such as rod climbing, siphoning, and secondary ows. The elastic stresses of
the viscoelastic uid depend not only on the actual stresses, but also on all the stresses to
which they have been subjected during their previous deformation history. The lid-driven
cavity ow is a clear example of the dierences that can be generated by the viscoelastic
contribution in the uid, even in non-inertial (Stokes) ows.
In the following example, the uid is conned in the unit square [0, 1]
2
, bounded by solid
walls, with the top boundary moving to the x+ axis. For Newtonian uids, a discontinuity of
the ow eld at the upper corners causes the pressure to diverge, without aecting the well-
posedness of the problem. A viscoelastic uid cannot sustain deformations at a stagnation
point, and therefore the motion of the lid needs to be smooth, so that ∇u vanishes at the
corners [81]. To satisfy this condition, we use the following horizontal velocity prole at the
lid of the cavity (y = 1) as boundary condition for the velocity [81, 130]:
ux(x, 1, t) = 8 [1 + tanh (8 (t− 0.5))]x2 (1− x)2 .
Function 1 + tanh(8(t − 0.5)) has a smooth transition, being almost zero at t = 0 and
growing rapidly up to two. The lid velocity attains its maximum (ux = 1) at the center of the
wall (x = 0.5). The inow boundary conditions for the elastic stress tensor are not needed
since there is no inow boundary in this problem.
In Table 4.3 the location of the primary vortex of the Stokes viscoelastic ow that we
have obtained is compared with the result published in [130]. In this reference the authors
use the log-conformation tensor instead of the elastic stress tensor with a rst order accurate
operator-splitting technique to solve the system of equations in a nite element formulation.
In our results the mesh used for all the cases is a structured mesh with 10000 (100 × 100)
bilinear elements (Q1), with a constant time step δt = 0.0025.
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Pan et al. [130] Present study
We (x, y) (x, y)
0.0 − (0.50, 0.765)
0.5 (0.4692383, 0.7981873) (0.47, 0.80)
1.0 (0.4395693, 0.8159704) (0.44, 0.82)
1.5 − (0.41, 0.83)
Table 4.3: Vortex location in lid driven cavity problem.
The lid-driven cavity ow problem without inertia leads to a symmetrical horizontal
location of the vortex for a Newtonian uid. From Table 4.3 one can see how the symmetry
is broken when theWeissenberg number is increased. It is observed that the vortex is displaced
in the direction opposite to the one expected when we increase the Reynolds number in a
ow with inertia.
The cases considered so far yield stationary solutions, even for higher values of the Weis-
senberg number [81]. We have started with them to compare our results with those existing
in the literature. In order to solve a truly dynamic problem, we force the lid velocity to be
time dependent. In particular, let us consider now that it is given by
ux(x, 1, t) = 16x
2 (1− x)2 sin (πt) .
Using this lid velocity we obtain again a smooth initial boundary condition, as well as
a time dependent behavior. The time interval used in all the simulations presented next is
[0, 2], which represents a complete period in the boundary condition. The time step size has
been taken as δt = 0.0025.
We wish to compare now the performance of the monolithic time integration against the
fractional step methods we have proposed, particularly in terms of CPU time. We take the
Weissenberg number We = 1 and two values of the Reynolds number, Re = UL0/βη0 = 1
(quasi non-inertial case) and Re = 100 (convective case). The characteristic velocity to
compute Re and We has been taken as the maximum lid velocity and the characteristic
length as L0 = 1. Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 show the ow patterns obtained by the third order
fractional step method in the convective case (both the other two fractional step schemes
and the monolithic case give practically identical results).
Table 4.4 shows the saves in CPU time of the fractional step algorithms using the dierent
temporal integrators with respect to the monolithic formulation. A simple sequential imple-
mentation has been used in all cases. The saves are presented as the quotient between the
CPU time of the fractional step scheme over the CPU time of the corresponding monolithic
scheme. The mesh used is the same as in the stationary problem.
M1 = 100× 100 FS-BDF1 FS-BDF2 FS-BDF3
We = 1.0, Re = 1.0 0.64 0.57 0.88
We = 1.0, Re = 100 0.338 0.1818 0.2589
Table 4.4: Saves in CPU time of the fractional step schemes over the monolithic formulations.
For the quasi non-inertial problem the saves obtained are not very important, particularly
for the third order fractional step scheme. However, these saves are more relevant for the
convective case. Apart from the fact that the linear systems to be solved in the fractional
step method are smaller, the drawback of the monolithic formulation is that the total number
of iterations of the linear system solver is driven by the slowest variable. In fractional step
schemes, each variable requires a dierent number of iterations to solve the corresponding
linear system. As for Newtonian ows, the slowest variable in incompressible ows is the
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pressure. Table 4.5 illustrates this point. There, nni is the average number of nonlinear
iterations and nsi is the average number of solver iterations. Subscripts are used in the
fractional step case to identify the variable.
Monolithic Fractional-Step
case nni/nsi nniu/nsiu nniσ/nsiσ nsip
We = 1.0, Re = 1.0 13/57 11/2 9/2 108
We = 1.0, Re = 100 22/107 13/3 12/3 115
Table 4.5: Comparison between the number of iterations of the monolithic and of the second
order fractional step algorithm using the BDF2 time integrator.
From the information of the Table 4.5 we observe that the number of nonlinear iterations
needed for the monolithic approaches is always greater than when using fractional step meth-
ods, and that in this last case the number of solver iterations in the momentum and in the
constitutive equations is drastically smaller than for the pressure equation, as expected. This
fact is a general trend, also encountered in Newtonian ows. Moreover, the subsystems to
be solved when using fractional step methods are in general better conditioned, and solvers
specically designed for each of them can be used. Even if in our examples we have used the
same solver for all subsystems, specic solvers could be exploited to improve the performance
of fractional step schemes.
4.7.3.2 3D cavity
To check the eciency of fractional step algorithms in the 3D case, we consider now the
three-dimensional lid-driven cavity problem, only using the second order algorithm and its
monolithic counterpart for the sake of brevity. The problem is an extension of the 2D case
presented above, now solved in the unit cube [0, 1]3. On the lid z = 1 the x-component of
the velocity is prescribed to
ux(x, y, 1, t) = 256x
2 (1− x)2 y2 (1− y)2 sin (πt) ,
and uy = uz = 0, whereas u = 0 is prescribed on the rest of the boundaries. No boundary
conditions are required for the elastic stress tensor. Two cases are analyzed, one with Reynolds
number Re = 0 (Stokes ow) and the other with Re = 100, and in both cases We = 0.5. The
time interval of analysis is [0, 2].
Referring to the numerical discretization, a mesh of 15625 linear hexahedral elements
(Q1) is employed. The time step size has been taken as δt = 0.01.
The comparison between the monolithic and fractional step methods is made in terms of
the total CPU time (Tcputime), the CPU time used to build the algebraic system (Bcputime)
and the time needed by the solver (Scputime), all given in Table 4.6, as well as in terms of
the number of iterations needed by the solver to solve the system of equations and by the
number of nonlinear iterations used to obtain converged results, which are given in Table 4.7.
Tcputime Bcputime Scputime
We = 0.5, Re = 0.0 0.2439 0.3817 0.1072
We = 0.5, Re = 100 0.0673 0.156 0.0129
Table 4.6: Saves in CPU time of the fractional step schemes over the monolithic formulations
in the 3D case (second order schemes).
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Monolithic Fractional-Step
case nni/nsi nniu/nsiu nniσ/nsiσ nsip
We = 0.5, Re = 100 70/36 18/2 17/2 48
Table 4.7: Comparison between the number of iterations of the monolithic and the second
order fractional step algorithm in the 3D case.
As for the 2D case, the reduction in the CPU time needed to solve the same problem
with respect to the monolithic approach is very important and justies the design of accurate
fractional step algorithms. In terms of the number of iterations needed by each scheme
(Table 4.7), the same comments as for the 2D case can be made for this 3D problem. The
number of iterations needed by the monolithic method is greater both for the linear solver
and for the nonlinear algorithm. Again we can see as the pressure equation is the bottleneck
of the problem, with the greatest number of solver iterations, which in the monolithic case
delays the convergence of the total system of equations. Likewise, the greater number of
nonlinear iterations needed by the monolithic method conrms the better treatment of the
nonlinearity when the problem is solved in a decoupled manner.
Fig. 4.11 shows some graphical results of the 3D cavity at time t = 1.5. Figs. 4.11a)
and 4.11b) show respectively the pressure isolines and the isolines of the σxx component of
the elastic stress tensor. No oscillations appear in neither of these variables. Finally, some
streamlines at t = 2 are shown in Fig. 4.12 to visualize the ow pattern.
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Figure 4.8: Results for the ow over a cylinder for the case We = 1.3. From the top to the
bottom: isolines of ux, p, σxx and σxy.
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Figure 4.9: Streamlines in the lid-driven cavity problem using the third order fractional step
algorithm. From the top to the bottom and from the left to the right: t = 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2.0.
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Figure 4.10: σxy component of the elastic stress tensor in the lid-driven cavity problem using
the third order fractional step algorithm. From the top to the bottom and from the left to
the right: t = 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2.0.
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Figure 4.11: Lid-driven cavity in 3D: a) pressure isolines and b) σxx component of the elastic
stress tensor.
Figure 4.12: Lid-driven cavity in 3D: some streamlines at t = 2.
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4.8 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented three dierent fractional step methods of rst, second
and third order in time to solve the viscoelastic uid ow problem. The three methods have
been constructed at the pure algebraic level, presenting in all cases the formal design via
extrapolation and the associated approximate LU decomposition, with the corresponding
matrix errors. The third order scheme, which to our knowledge had not been tested before
even for Newtonian ows, has been obtained by applying a Yosida splitting to the prob-
lem written in terms of the increments of the variables from one time step to the next.
The accuracy of all the resulting methods has been checked numerically using an analytical
manufactured solution, showing optimal convergence properties for smooth solutions.
Both the Galerkin and the stabilized nite element formulation presented in chapter 3
(also in [37]) have been considered for the spatial discretization. It has been shown that
the latter introduces slight modications of the former when applied in conjunction with the
fractional step schemes. The resulting formulation has been found to be very robust, reaching
Weissenberg numbers greater than those found for other formulations using the standard form
of the constitutive equation, and close to those reached using the log-conformation version
of it.
The eciency of the fractional step formulations has been tested in a dynamic problem in
2D and 3D, showing an important reduction in the CPU time with respect to the monolithic
case for the three formulations, particularly in problems where convection is more important.
The splitting of the equations yields a problem that requires less nonlinear iterations per time
step than the monolithic method, and the maximum number of linear solver iterations is only
needed for the slowest variable, pressure in the incompressible ows considered.
As a general comment, the methods we have proposed for the viscoelastic ow problem
inherit the properties of fractional step methods for Newtonian ows, and can be in fact
designed by extending the same conceptual ingredients. Likewise, they could also be used
as preconditioners of the monolithic problem, or as the starting point of predictor-corrector
schemes, topics not touched in this work.
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Chapter 5
Approximation of the Two-Fluid
Flow Problem
5.1 Abstract
The numerical simulation of complex ows has been a subject of intense research in the
last years with important industrial applications in many elds. In this chapter we present
a nite element method to solve the two immiscible uid ow problems using the level set
method. When the interface between both uids cuts an element, the discontinuity in the
material properties leads to discontinuities in the gradients of the unknowns which cannot be
captured using a standard nite element interpolation. The method presented in this part of
the work features a local enrichment for the pressure unknowns which allows one to capture
pressure gradient discontinuities in uids presenting dierent density values. The method is
tested on two problems: the rst example consists of a sloshing case that involves the inter-
action of a Giesekus and a Newtonian uid. This example shows that the enriched pressure
functions permit the exact resolution of the hydrostatic rest state. The second example is
the classical jet buckling problem used to validate our method. To permit the use of equal
interpolation between the variables, we use the variational multiscale formulation proposed
in chapter 3, that has shown very good stability properties, permitting also the resolution of
the jet buckling ow problem in the the range of Weissenberg number 0 < We < 100, using
the Oldroyd-B model without any sign of numerical instability. Additional features of the
chapter are the inclusion of a discontinuity capturing technique for the constitutive equation
and some comparisons between the monolithic resolution and the fractional step approach
proposed in chapter 4 to solve the viscoelastic uid ow problem from the point of view of
computational requirements.
5.2 Introduction
The numerical simulation of moving interfaces involved in two-uid ow problems is an
important topic in many industrial processes and physical situations. Dam break, sloshing in
tanks, shallow waters, mould lling or inkjet analysis, are recurrent applications that involve
the treatment of a surface evolution problem.
Viscoelastic uid ows are present in several industrial processes involving paints, plastics,
food or adhesives, but also in geophysical applications such as mud ows or avalanches.
Accurate modelling of this type of ows can have a critical role in the optimization of the
operational parameters of dierent processes or in the prediction of physical phenomena.
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The classication of the methods used for free surface and two-uid ows is not an easy
task, mainly because of the wide range of numerical schemes that exist. However, one of the
most general classications depends on the nature of the mesh used, which can be xed or
not. In this chapter we use a xed mesh approach based on the level set method [128], which
has been successfully used to validate experimental results that involve an interface evolution
both in Newtonian and non-Newtonian uids (see for example the review of Cruchaga et al.
[65]). In the context of viscoelastic uids the level set method has been used in the works of Yu
et al. [169] and Pillapakkam and Singh [135]. Another common possibility is to use the volume
of uid approach (VOF) to evaluate the position of the moving interface, as in the work of
Bonito et al. [28] where in addition, the authors use the SLIC post-processing algorithm
(Simple Linear Interface Calculation) [125] to reduce numerical diusion. The GENSMAC
method (GENeralized Simplied Marker-And- Cell) [162] and its three-dimensional extension
GENSMAC3D [161] is another possibility to follow the interface as shown in the works
of Tomé et al. [160] and Figueiredo et al. [83]. See the work of McKee et al. [115] for a
comprehensive review of the Marker and Cell (MAC) method.
The numerical solution of incompressible ows involving more than one uid is one of
the most challenging tasks in computational uid dynamics [118]. The problems of tracing
the interfaces and the discontinuity in the unknowns (velocity-stress-pressure) generated
by the dierent material properties of the uids on a time dependent domain are hard
numerical tasks, which requires a great number of numerical ingredients in order to reach
an accurate solution for this physical phenomenon. When the interface cuts an element,
the discontinuity in the material properties leads to discontinuities in the gradients of the
unknowns, which cannot be captured using standard interpolation functions. For instance,
for two dierent density uids at rest, the interpolation errors in pressure give rise to spurious
velocities, which in turn give rise to spurious values in the elastic stresses. The combination
of these errors causes the solution to lose physical sense. Also, viscosity discontinuities can
lead to discontinuous velocity gradients that give rise to spurious stress and pressure values.
Enriched methods add degrees of freedom at elements cut by the interface in order to reduce
interpolation errors. Minev et al. [118] use a local enrichment of the bases for the velocity
and pressure elds in a nite element formulation, which is used in the elements cut by
the interface to improve the mass conservation properties; Newtonian uids using the P2-
P1 Taylor-Hood element are considered in this article. Chessa and Belytschko [43] use an
enriched method based on the extended nite element method (XFEM), which is able to
treat the material discontinuities. Coppola and Codina [63] propose a very easy-to-implement
solution based on enriching the pressure shape functions on the elements cut by the interface
to improve the ability to simulate the behavior of uids with dierent densities under a
gravitational force. The enrichment is used to enable the pressure gradient to be discontinuous
at the interface, which could otherwise not be captured by the standard nite element shape
functions and which can also be condensed prior to matrix assembly, thereby maintaining
the number of degrees of freedom of the original problem.
The level set method may fail to preserve the total mass in applications that involve
the interaction of immiscible uids. A large number of publications exist in this context
[157, 164, 127, 61]. A known approach to improve mass conservation properties of a level
set method involves solving a continuity equation for the volume fraction of one phase of
the problem. In this context hybrid level set/VOF methods [158] have been designed with
important improvements in the mass conservation properties. Minev et al. [118] show that
using local enrichment of the bases for the velocity and the pressure unknowns contributes
to improving the mass conservation properties in the case of numerical simulations involving
the eect of surface tension in Newtonian uids.
The viscoelastic uid ow problem presents several numerical diculties, particularly
for the spatial approximation. On the one hand, the nite element interpolation used must
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satisfy two inf-sup conditions, the same ones appearing in the Stokes or the Navier-Stokes
problem written in a three eld formulation [56, 36]. On the other hand, the convective term
in the momentum and in the constitutive equations requires the use of methods to deal with
convection related instabilities. Many algorithms have been developed to solve this problem:
see for example the works [111, 84, 79] in the nite element context, and [168, 3] for the nite
volume method. In this chapter we use the nite element variational multiscale formulation
proposed in chapter 3 (see also [37]). In the present context, multiscale refers to the scales of
the unknown that can be resolved by the numerical approximation and those that cannot.
This discretization in space shows excellent stability properties, permitting in particular the
use of equal interpolation spaces for all variables.
The inability to simulate viscoelastic ows at high Weissenberg numbers is currently one
of the major challenges in computational rheology in the past few years and is known as
the High Weissenberg Number Problem (HWNP). The log-conformation formulation for the
elastic stress tensor proposed by Fattal and Kupfermann [80] is a common approach to solve
highly elastic uids and has been used for the free surface evolution problem successfully
with dierent numerical methods [160, 92]. Continuation methods are another numerical
tool to increase the Weissenberg number limit that can be solved by a standard formulation,
as shown in the work of Howell [94]. For the treatment of local oscillations, discontinuity-
capturing techniques have proved to produce good results in [33, 37]. In this chapter we use a
standard formulation for the elastic stress tensor with an additional discontinuity-capturing
technique based on the orthogonal projection of the elastic stress tensor gradient as proposed
in chapter 3. The formulation allows one to solve the jet buckling problem in the range of
Weissenberg number 0 < We < 100 using the Oldroyd-B model.
We present here two numerical simulations to illustrate the capability of our nite element
formulation to simulate moving interfaces using the Oldroyd-B and the Giesekus constitutive
models. The rst example consists in the resolution of a sloshing case that involves the
interaction between a Giesekus uid and a Newtonian one. Secondly, the jet buckling problem
is solved to compare the results using the proposed methodology with previously published
works using the Oldroyd-B constitutive model. Both examples are solved both in the two-
dimensional and in the three-dimensional case.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.3 we introduce the continuous viscoelastic
uid ow problem. Section 5.4 is devoted to its numerical approximation with the Galerkin
approximation and the stabilized formulations used. In Section 5.5, the level set method
and the enriched pressure shape functions are presented. Numerical results are shown in
Section 5.6 and, nally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.7.
5.3 The viscoelastic ow problem
5.3.1 Boundary value problem
To simulate the transient incompressible and isothermal ow of viscoelastic uids, one
needs to solve the momentum balance equation, the continuity equation and a constitutive
equation that denes the viscoelastic contribution of the uid.




+ ρiui · ∇ui −∇ · T i +∇pi = f i in Ωi, t ∈]0, tf [, (5.1)
∇ · ui = 0 in Ωi, t ∈]0, tf [, (5.2)
where Ωi is the computational domain of Rd occupied by the uid i = 1 or 2, d = 2 or 3
being the space dimensions. The whole domain Ω is dened as Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2, ]0, tf [ is the
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time interval in which the problem is solved, ρi denotes the density, pi : Ωi×]0, tf [−→ R the
pressure, ui : Ωi×]0, tf [−→ Rd the velocity eld, f i : Ωi → Rd the force vector, taken as the
gravity force ρig, and T i : Ωi×]0, tf [−→ Rd ⊗ Rd is the deviatoric extra stress tensor, which
can be dened in terms of a viscous and a viscoelastic or elastic contribution as:
T i = 2βiη0,i∇sui + σi, (5.3)
where βi ∈ [0, 1] is a real parameter to dene the amount of viscous or solvent viscosity
ηs,i = βiη0,i and elastic or polymeric viscosity ηp,i = (1− βi) η0,i in the uid. For viscoelastic
uids, the problem is incomplete without the denition of a constitutive equation for the
elastic part of the extra stress tensor (σi). A large variety of approaches exist to dene it
(see [21, 22] for a complete description). In this part of the work, we use the Oldroyd-B and
















(1 + h (σi)) · σi = 0 in Ω, t ∈]0, tf [.
The Giesekus model is obtained replacing h (σi) =
εiλi
ηp,i
σi in (6.4), where λi is the
relaxation time and εi the mobility factor. When εi = 0, the Giesekus model reduces to the
Oldroyd-B rheological model. Note that h(σ) is a tensor, and thus 1+h should be understood
as identity plus h.
The non-linear term (σi · σi) of the Giesekus model enables simply qualitative descrip-
tions of a number of well-known properties of viscoelastic uids, namely, shear thinning, the
non-zero second normal stress coecient, and stress overshoot in transient shear ows [122].
To avoid excessive nomenclature we will omit the subindex i that denes each uid in
the exposition of the methods, unless the expression needs explicitly this denition.
Let us introduce some notation used in the next subsections. Calling U = [u,σ, p],
F = [f , 0, 0] and dening
L(û, σ̂;U) :=
 ρû · ∇u− 2βη0∇ · (∇
su)−∇ · σ +∇p
∇ · u
− (1− β)∇su+ λ
2η0
(



















we may write (5.1), (5.2) and (5.4) using the denition (5.3) as:
Dt(U) + L(u,σ;U) = F . (5.5)
These equations are a mixed parabolic-hyperbolic system. Additionally to the three equa-
tions dened by (5.5), the problem needs initial and boundary conditions both in the velocity
and the elastic stress elds to close the problem. In principle the elastic stresses can be xed
only on the inow part of the boundary Γin = {x ∈ ∂Ω | (u · n) (x) < 0}, where n is the
outward unit normal vector to ∂Ω. For a complete description of the mathematical structure
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of the problem and the boundary conditions required, see for example the work of Fernández-
Cara et al. [82]. For the sake of conciseness, the boundary conditions for the velocity will be
taken of homogeneous Dirichlet type, even if zero traction boundary conditions will also be
used in the numerical simulations. Note that pressure will be determined up to a constant.
5.3.2 The variational form
Let us introduce some notation in order to write the weak form of the problem. The space
of square integrable functions in a domain ω is denoted by L2 (ω), and the space of functions
whose distributional derivatives of order up to m ≥ 0 (integer) belong to L2 (ω) by Hm (ω).
The space Hm0 (ω) consists of functions in H
1 (ω) vanishing on ∂ω. The topological dual of
H10 (Ω) is denoted by H
−1 (Ω), the duality pairing by 〈·, ·〉, and the L2 inner product in Ω (for
scalar, vectors and tensors) is denoted by (·, ·). The integral of the product of two functions
in a domain ω is denoted as 〈·, ·〉ω. When ω = Ω, the subscript or the domain information
are omitted.
Let Υ = H1 (Ω)
d×d
sym (symmetric second order tensors with components in H
1 (Ω)), V =
H10 (Ω)
d
and Q = L2 (Ω) /R, be the spaces where we may seek the elastic stress, the velocity
and the pressure, respectively, for each xed time t. Let also U = [u, p,σ]. The weak form
of the problem is obtained by testing (5.5) against an arbitrary test function V = [v, q, τ ]
with appropriate regularity. It can be written as: nd [u, p,σ] :]0, tf [−→ X := V × Q ×Υ







+ 2 (βη0∇su,∇sv) + 〈ρu · ∇u,v〉+ (σ,∇sv)− (p,∇ · v) = 〈f ,v〉 , (5.6)







− ((1− β)∇su, τ ) + λ
2η0
(












σ · σ, τ
)
= 0, (5.8)
for all V = [v, q, τ ] ∈ X , where it is assumed that f is such that 〈f ,v〉 is well dened. The
last term of the constitutive equation appears only in the Giesekus model but it is always
included to avoid more denitions.
In a compact form, the problem (5.6)-(5.8) can be written as:
(Dt(U),V ) +B (u,σ;U ,V ) = 〈f ,v〉 , (5.9)
for all V ∈ X , where
B (û, σ̂;U ,V ) = 2 (βη0∇su,∇sv) + 〈ρû · ∇u,v〉+ (σ,∇sv)− (p,∇ · v) + (q,∇ · u)
− ((1− β)∇su, τ ) + λ
2η0
(












σ̂ · σ, τ
)
. (5.10)
It is understood that integrals involved in this expression extend either over Ω1 or over Ω2,
according to the uid that occupies a certain region, with its physical properties. Appropriate
transmission conditions (continuity of velocity and of the normal component of the total
stress) are ensured by writing the problem in this global form.
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5.4 Numerical approximation
5.4.1 Galerkin nite element discretization
The standard Galerkin approximation for the variational problem can be performed by
considering a nite element partition Th of the domain Ω. The diameter of an element
domain K ∈ Th is denoted by hK and the diameter of the element partition is dened
by h = max {hK | K ∈ Th}. Under the above considerations, we can construct conform-
ing nite elements spaces, Vh ⊂ V , Qh ⊂ Q and Υh ⊂ Υ in the usual manner. If
X h = Vh × Qh × Υh, and Uh = [uh, ph,σh], the Galerkin nite element approximation
consists in nding Uh :]0, tf [:−→ X h such that:
(Dt(Uh),V h) +B (uh,σh;Uh,V h) = 〈f ,vh〉 , (5.11)
for all V h = [vh, qh, τh] ∈ X h.
5.4.2 Stabilized nite element formulation
Choosing equal order approximations for σ, u and p does not yield a stable scheme. A
possible remedy to this situation is to enrich the nite element spaces for the velocity and
the stress in order to satisfy the two compatibility conditions associated with the viscoelastic
problem (see for example [29] and references therein). Another possibility is to use stabilized
formulations permitting any interpolation of the variables, which is the approach we use in
this work. In general, a stabilized formulation consists of replacing B in (5.11) by another
semi-linear form Bh, possibly mesh dependent, with better stability properties.
Stabilized nite element methods consist in modifying the discrete Galerkin formulation
of the problem by adding terms designed to enhance stability without upsetting accuracy. In
this chapter we use the split orthogonal sub-grid (Split OSGS) method proposed in chapter 3
(also in [37]) for the stationary viscoelastic problem using the Oldroyd-B constitutive model,
and tested in transient problems in chapter 4 (also in [38]) in the context of fractional step
methods. The theoretical foundations of the method, applied to linearized Newtonian ows,
are presented in [55].
The method consists in replacing (5.11) by the following problem: nd Uh:]0, tf [ →X h,
such that
(Dt (Uh) ,V h) +B (uh,σh;Uh,V h) + S⊥1 (uh;Uh,V h) (5.12)
+S⊥2 (Uh,V h) + S
⊥
3 (uh,σh;Uh,V h) = 〈f ,vh〉 ,
for all V h ∈ X h, where



















































where P⊥h = I − Ph is the orthogonal projection, with Ph the L2 projection onto the ap-
propriate nite element space. In the last expression, Rσ,h represents the residual of the
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h (σ̂h) · σh.
The orthogonal projection of all these terms converges to zero at the optimal rate allowed
by the nite element interpolation. In particular, this is why the temporal term has been
neglected even if it is not exactly zero for non-constant physical properties (note that the
orthogonal projection of the temporal derivative of σh is exactly zero). For the same reason,
the last term in (5.13) could be neglected.
The parameters αj , j = 1, 2, 3 represent the components of the stabilizing parameter






























In these expressions, h1 corresponds to a characteristic element length calculated as the
square root of the element area in 2D case and the cubic root of the element volume in
3D, and h2 corresponds to another characteristic length calculated as the element length in
the streamline direction. The constants cj ,j = 1, 2, 3, 4 are algorithmic parameters in the
formulation. The values used (for linear elements) are c1 = 12.0, c2 = 2.0, c3 = 4.0 and
c4 = 1.0. For higher order elements, the characteristic lengths h1 and h2 should be divided
respectively by r2 and r, r being the order of the nite element interpolation. The stabilization
parameters need to be computed at each integration point, and thus the physical properties
to be employed in their evaluation depend on the uid (1 or 2) that occupies each point.




3 are the following. The
rst component of the S⊥1 gives control on the convective term, the second component gives
control on the pressure gradient and includes the gravity force term, and the third term gives
control on the divergence of the viscoelastic stress. The term S⊥2 is not always necessary but
in some cases it improves stability of the problem. Finally, the term S⊥3 ensures stability of the
constitutive equation. Note that some of the components of this last term are the convective-
convective term of the viscoelastic stress tensor and an equivalent EVSS-structure component
(see [89]) obtained when testing the orthogonal component of the rst term in (5.13) with
∇svh, among other cross local inner-product terms.




3 permit the approximation of convection-dominated prob-
lems both in velocity and in stress, and the implementation of equal order interpolation for
all the unknowns (see chapter 3 or [37] for more details on the stabilized formulation used).
5.4.3 Discontinuity-Capturing technique
The previously described stabilized nite element formulation yields a globally stable
solution, i.e., norms of the unknowns over the whole domain are bounded. However, if the
solution displays large gradients, local oscillations may still remain.
In the case of viscoelastic ow problems, local instabilities or very high gradients in
the pressure and in the viscoelastic stress components can be found when the uid ow
nds an abrupt change in the geometry. In order to overcome these instabilities, we use the
discontinuity capturing term proposed in chapter 3 based on the orthogonal projection of
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the elastic stress tensor gradient. The implementation is very easy and standard for any type




where the diusion coecient κσ is dened as
κσ =
(




Note that this term converges to zero at the optimal rate permitted by the nite element
interpolation, at least when the solution is smooth. The values used in this part of the work
for the constants appearing in the numerical diusion are Ca = 1.0 and Cb = 1.0, but they
can be tuned depending on the properties of the particular ow.
5.4.4 Monolithic time discretization
Let us explain as to discretize in time problem (5.11) using a monolithic approach. Any
time discretization is possible, although for the sake of conciseness we will restrict the ex-
planation to the classical backward-dierence (BDF) approximation, even if in some parts of
the work we use the Crank Nicolson scheme.
The time interval ]0, tf [ can be partitioned into time steps of size δt, which are considered
to be constant for simplicity. Let us use a superscript to denote the time step counter.
The BDF approximation to the time derivative of a time dependent function y(t) of order














where γk and ϕ
i
k are numerical parameters. In particular, for the cases k = 1 and 2 (BDF1
and BDF2 ) we have:
δ1y














We will also use the extrapolation of order 1, dened as ŷn+11 = y
n +O (δt).
To simplify the description of the time integration, let us consider the Galerkin method.
Using a BDF scheme, the time discretization of problem (5.11) can be written, in expanded
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for all V h ∈ X h. The fully discrete stabilized problem can be dened in the same way (see
chapter 4 or [38]).
5.4.5 Fractional-step formulation
The monolithic resolution of the system of equations that is obtained after discretization
of the continuous problem is the most straightforward option. However, solving this system
is computationally very expensive, specially in 3D. In some of the numerical examples, we
have uses a fractional step approach to solve the two immiscible uid ow problem. This
fractional step algorithm was proposed in chapter 4 (also in [38]) and gives second order
accuracy in time, even if a third order scheme is also proposed in this article. For a review
of fractional step schemes designed at the pure algebraic level, see [11].








Un+1 +GPn+1 −DσΣn+1 = F n+1, (5.17)








Σn+1 − SUn+1 = 0, (5.19)
where U, P and Σ are arrays of the nodal unknowns for u, p and σ. Ku and Kσ are
the stiness matrices of the momentum and constitutive equation, G represent the gradient
operator, D is the divergence of the velocity, Dσ the divergence of the elastic stress tensor and
S the symmetrical part of the velocity gradient. Mu and Mσ represent the mass matrices of
the momentum and the constitutive equation. We are using the same notation used in [38] to
facilitate the explanation. Additional terms coming from stabilization can be easily treated,
as explained in this article.
Roughly speaking, a fractional step method consists in the resolution of the full problem in
dierent algorithmic steps that permit the calculation of all the variables in a sequential way.
The dierent steps can be separated in steps where intermediate values are obtained, denoted
by (̃)
n+1
, and steps where the nal values ()
n+1
are determined correcting the intermediate
values.
The fractional step algorithm used in this chapter is of formal second order accuracy in
time and can be written in matrix form in terms of intermediate and nal steps, as it is





1 allow us to obtain the second order accuracy of the fractional
step algorithm.
The stabilized version can be written in the same way as the Galerkin formulation. For
more details see chapter 4 (also [38]) where the fractional step algorithm for viscoelastic
uids used in this chapter was developed.
5.5 The level set method
5.5.1 The level set equation
The level set method is based on the pure advection of a smooth function, say φ (x, t),
over the whole computational domain Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2. This function denes the position of
the front or the interface, by the isovalue φ (x, t) = φc where φc is a critical value dened a
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Algorithm 5.1 Fractional step approach: intermediate steps.








Ũn+1 = f −GP̂n+11 +DσΣ̂
n+1
1 → Ũn+1










n+1 − SŨn+1 = fc → Σ̃
n+1
3. Intermediate pressure calculation using the intermediate velocity and elastic stress:












































6. Pressure correction (formally):
Pn+1 = P̃n+1 → Pn+1
priori; in this work we have taken φc = 0. Thereby, the domain of the rst uid (Ω1) can be
associated with φ (x, t) > 0, while that of the second uid (Ω2), is dened by φ (x, t) ≤ 0.
The conservation of φ in any control volume Vt ⊂ Ω which is moving with the divergence-
free velocity eld u, can be dened by the following hyperbolic equation
∂φ
∂t
+ (u · ∇)φ = 0 in Ω, t ∈]0, tf [, (5.20)
with the corresponding initial and boundary conditions:
φ = φ on Γin, t ∈]0, tf [,
φ = φ0 in Ω, t = 0.
The initial condition φ0, is chosen in order to dene the initial position of the interface,
and at the same time provide a smooth eld which can be easily advected. The boundary
condition φ determines an inow boundary when it is needed. Usually an initial condition eld
φ0 such that |φ| = 1 is chosen. We use standard numerical techniques to approximate the level
set equation (5.20), solving this equation at the end of each time step to dene the interface
between both uids which is then used in the next time step. Due to its pure convective nature
it requires some type of stabilization. In this work we use the classical SUPG technique for
this purpose [31], which corresponds to a standard variational multiscale (VMS) one in a
pure convection problem. Time is discretized using second order nite dierence schemes
(Crank-Nicolson in the examples). From time to time, re-distancing is needed to preserve
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the condition |φ| = 1, for example, when interfaces merge or by the advection nature of the
equation (5.20), which we do using a direct calculation of the distance to φ = 0 of each node
(see [61] for examples of alternatives).
5.5.2 Discontinuous gradient pressure functions
Using xed meshes, the standard Lagrangian nite element approximation of an unknown







where nnod is the number of element nodes, N
I
K the shape function of node I and ψ
I
K
the nodal value at this node. In typical nite element methods, the gradient of the shape
functions is continuous within each element and therefore the gradient of the unknown is
also continuous. If the interface cuts an element, the discontinuity in the material properties
when solving a two immiscible uid ow problems leads to discontinuities in the gradients of
the unknowns which cannot be captured with standard nite element interpolation.
In this work we use the enriched gradient pressure method proposed in [63] to treat dier-











The enriched shape function N∗K has a constant gradient on each side of the interface,
its value is zero at the element nodes and it is C0 continuous in K. The added degree of
freedom is local to the element and can therefore be condensed after the element matrix
has been computed and before the assembly step. As a consequence, the number of nodes
of the problem remains constant. It is worth noting that this is the main dierence between
our approach and that of a XFEM-strategy [43], in which the enriching function would be
multiplied by the standard shape functions (making use of the fact that they are a partition
of unity). This would introduce new pressure degrees of freedom at the nodes of the elements
cut by the interface.
In our approach, the resulting pressure nite element space is dened by discontinuous
functions across the inter-element boundaries, and thus it is a subspace of L2 (Ω), but not of
H1 (Ω), as would be the case using P1-P1 elements. However, the method is still conforming
[63].
Figure 5.1 (left) shows a sketch of the enriched pressure used for an element crossed by
the interface in a P1 element. In the same gure (right) the modied integration rule used to
ensure a good representation of the discontinuities in the cut elements is shown. This modied
integration rule was used in all numerical examples, independently of whether the enriched
pressure functions were used or not. In the 2D case the element is subdivided into three sub-
elements (for P1 elements) while in the 3D case for linear elements it can be subdivided into
four or six sub-elements (sub-tetrahedra), depending on the cut type. For each sub-element
the same integration rule as for the original elements is used.
Let us consider linear triangles in 2D rst. The enriched shape functions can be con-
structed using the standard shape functions and the position of the intersection points (A










K , on K2 := Ω2 ∩ ΩK ,
were θi, i = 1, 2, 3, are parameters to be determined. To construct each component of the
enriched function we can follow the next three steps:
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Figure 5.1: Enriched element sketch and modied integration rule.
 Assume that N∗K (xA) = 1 (the other case N
∗
K (xB) = 1 is also possible).
 Use this denition to evaluate each component of the enriched function, i.e.,N∗K (xA) |K1=
N∗K (xA) |K2= 1, and the fact that N3K (xA) = 0.
 The enriched function must be continuous in ΩK , so N
∗
K (xB) |K1= N∗K (xB) |K2 . In
the same way as in the above step, N2K (xB) = 0.
Using the above three points and based on the cut element showed in Figure 5.1, the param-











The same ideas can be used to obtainN∗K for 3D linear elements or for other element types.
In the tetrahedral case we have two possibilities, depending on the number of intersection
points (3 or 4) as we can see in gure 5.2, where the intersection cut plane is dened by the
green area.





















, θ3 = θ1
N1K (xB)
N3K (xB)































From the numerical point of view, when the cut is extremely near to a nodal point, bad
or poor conditioning of the additional degrees of freedom can occur, causing the new shape
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Figure 5.2: Tetrahedral element cut: three intersection points (left) and four intersection
points (right).
functions to have large gradients. In order to minimize this problem, an external numerical
parameter can be dened to "move" the uid-interface over the node, for example, if the
distance between the geometric centre of the intersection surface (line in 2d) to a nodal point
is smaller than ε = 0.02h (where h is the element diameter). In this case, the interface is
moved over the node. This numerical treatment is sucient to solve ill-conditioning problems
when dealing with free surface. However, the ill-conditioning present in the two-uid ow
problem is independent of the cut criteria and is truly associated to the ratio between the
properties of the uids. The larger this ratio is, the more ill-conditioned the nal problem
will be. No remedies for this type of ill-conditioning can be applied, and the linear system
solver preconditioner will be in charge of improving the condition number of the system to
be solved.
The most illustrative example where the need of some kind of enrichment is crucial is in
fact, not a ow, but two dierent density uids at rest (the lighter one on top) inside a closed
cavity. The hydrostatic pressure gradient is discontinuous at the interface, and therefore this
cannot be correctly represented by the standard nite element shape functions. Since the
problem is coupled in velocities, stresses and pressure, the error in the representation of the
pressure gives rise to spurious velocities that in turn give rise to spurious stresses. Figure
5.3 shows the interface solution of a two-uid ow problem using a Giesekus uid and a
Newtonian uid on top. The Newtonian uid is one hundred times lighter than the Giesekus
uid in the bottom.
Remark: A fully enriched method for a viscoelastic two-uid ow problem, should include
enrichment for the three elds (velocity-stress-pressure). In this work we use the pressure
enrichment as a rst approach to show that the two-uid ow problem cannot be solved
accurately without enrichment.
5.6 Numerical results
In this section, some numerical tests are conducted to show the performance of the pro-
posed methods. In subsection 5.6.1 a classical sloshing of a Giesekus uid inside a covered
square cavity with a one hundred times lighter Newtonian uid on top is numerically mod-
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Figure 5.3: Three-dimensional hydrostatic pressure problem: without enriched functions (left)
and using enriched functions (right).
eled. Subsection 5.6.2 is devoted to the jet buckling problem of an Oldroyd-B uid. In both
examples we solve the two-dimensional and the three-dimensional cases.
In all the numerical examples the discrete and linearized problem is solved using an
iterative solver based on the BiCGStab (Stabilized version of BiConjugate Gradient Squared)
method of van der Vorst [165], with the additive Schwarz preconditioner.
5.6.1 Sloshing of two uids in a square covered cavity
The sloshing problem is a typical benchmark to test the accuracy of new numerical
methods widely used in Newtonian uids and less explored in the non-Newtonian case [66,
121]. In this case we solve the sloshing of a Giesekus uid inside a square covered cavity
with a Newtonian uid on top with the properties detailed in table 5.1. The initial condition
is an unstable inclined plane, as shown in Figure 5.4, under the inuence of gravitational
forces. For the time discretization both in the two-dimensional and in the three-dimensional
case we use the BDF2 scheme for the momentum and constitutive equations, and the Crank
Nicolson scheme for the level set equation. The time step has been taken constant with a
value δt = 0.01 in all the cases.
Fluid type η0,i βi λi εi ρi
Giesekus 1.0 0.111 1.0 0.01 100.0
Newtonian 1.0 0.111 0.0 0.0 1.0
Table 5.1: Fluid properties in the sloshing problem.
The space discretization used in the sloshing case is shown in Figure 5.4. The meshes
used are very coarse, but enough for our purposes. For the 2D case, the mesh is dened by
890 linear elements, while in the three-dimensional case 76742 linear tetrahedral elements
are used. The coordinates of points A and B detailed in Figure 5.4 are (0.78; 0) and (0.87; 0)
respectively.
The objective of this subsection is to show that a standard formulation cannot be used to
solve accurately a two-uid ow problem without the addition of some type of enrichment.
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Figure 5.4: Two-uids cavity problem: Initial condition, mesh used in 2D and mesh used in
3D (from left to right ,respectively).
The enrichment used here is added only to the pressure eld, although the problem has
dierent properties also in the viscoelastic parameters.
The dimensionless numbers of the problem based on the maximum obtained velocity
(|u|max ≈ 3.5) and the characteristic length of the cavity (Lc = 1), are for the 2D case:
Re ≈ 350, We ≈ 3.5, Fr ≈ 1.1
and for the three-dimensional case based on the maximum velocity (|u|max ≈ 4.5):
Re ≈ 450, We ≈ 4.5, Fr ≈ 1.43
where Re represents the Reynolds number, We the Weissenberg number and Fr the Froude
number. Note that the velocity decreases as the ow becomes stationary, and so do these
numbers.
In Figure 5.5 we have the results obtained with and without enriched pressure functions
for the 2D case. The most important point of these results is the nal state of both cases.
Without pressure enrichment, in addition to a greater amount of mass losses, the state of
rest, where the interface must be completely horizontal is not satised. In the case of enriched
pressure the lost mass is around 9%, while in the non-enriched case a mass loss of 38.5% is
obtained. It is important to note that the mesh used is coarse and the time step large, but
we think that this is the best scenario to compare both methods.
The inclusion of a discontinuity-capturing term is necessary according to our experience
in the ow of viscoelastic uids. In Figure 5.6 the temporal history of the bottom right corner
of the stress magnitude in the time interval [0, 3] is shown, with and without a discontinuity-
capturing term for the two-dimensional case of the sloshing problem. It is clear from this
gure that a discontinuity-capturing term can help to eliminate possible non-physical peaks.
For all the cases shown in this work we use the discontinuity-capturing term summarized in
subsection 5.4.3.
For the three-dimensional case, the tendency is maintained with less mass loss in the
enriched pressure case (13% v/s 35%), and with the capability to solve the hydrostatic
steady state. The same that in the 2D case, respect to the mesh and time step size. In both
cases the loss mass could be reduced upon mesh renement or reducing the time step size.
In viscoelasticity the number of degrees of freedom per node can be a bottleneck from
the computational point of view, especially in the three-dimensional case. In table 5.2 a
comparison of total CPU time and the maximum memory required to solve the problem both
in the two-dimensional and in the three-dimensional cases are shown. It can be observed that
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a)
b)
Figure 5.5: two-dimensional sloshing: a) without enriched functions and b) using enriched
functions (t = 0, t = 0.7 and t = 30 for both cases from left to right).
Figure 5.6: Temporal history of the bottom right corner of the stress magnitude without
(left) and with (right) a discontinuity-capturing term.
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a)
b)
Figure 5.7: Three-dimensional sloshing: a) without enriched functions and b) using enriched
functions (t = 0, t = 0.7 and t = 15 in both cases from left to right).
the use of a fractional step scheme is critical, especially in the three-dimensional case. The
CPU time is reduced by a factor of three and the maximum memory requirements by a half.
Regarding the accuracy of the numerical solution, the results obtained by the fractional step
approach are practically identical to those of the monolithic approach.
Monolithic Fractional Fractional/Monolithic
2D− CPUtime 1828.1s 1267.14s 0.6931
3D− CPUtime 158747s 61861s 0.3896
2D−Memory 16.7Mb 14.04Mb 0.84
3D−Memory 547Mb 301Mb 0.55
Table 5.2: Comparison of computational requirements: monolithic approach v/s fractional
step approach.
5.6.2 Jet buckling problem
The jet buckling problem is the typical benchmark of free surface problems in viscoelastic
uids. In this subsection we use the two-uid ow approach with enriched pressure shape
functions to solve it. The buckling phenomena of viscous ows is a known physical instability,
that depends in Newtonian uids on the Reynolds number and the height from which the
jet falls. Tomé and McKee [163] give a complete analysis of planar jets in Newtonian uids.
The authors propose an empirical relationship to evaluate the critical Reynolds number that
denes the beginning of buckling which depends on the characteristic lengths that dene the
problem in the two-dimensional case. Another important work in viscous buckling analysis
from the experimental and theoretical points of view is due to Cruickshank and Munson [68],
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Figure 5.8: Jet buckling problem and mesh used.
where the authors show that a necessary condition for a jet buckling is Re ≤ 1.2. In the work
of Bonito et al. [28] the authors use the relationship of Tomé and McKee to compare the ow
patterns in viscoelastic and Newtonian uids.
In Figure 5.8 the problem denition and the meshes used are shown for the two-dimensional
and the three-dimensional cases. For rigid boundaries we employ slip walls (no-slip walls is an-
other used option). The aspect ratios selected for the planar jet areW/D = 10 andH/D = 20
to ensure the occurrence of buckling (according to [163] buckling occurs for H/D > 8.8 in
Newtonian uids). The uid properties are dened with respect to the Reynolds number
(Re), the Weissenberg number (We), the inow diameter (DH) and the inow velocity (uin)
in Table 5.3.
DH uin ρ β η0 λ





Table 5.3: Fluid properties for the buckling problem.
Figure 5.8 shows a sketch of the jet buckling problem and the meshes used for the two-
dimensional and the three-dimensional cases. The 2D mesh is composed by 19209 linear
elements and the three-dimensional case by 544548 linear tetrahedral elements. The buck-
ling problem is by denition non-symmetric; therefore, the three-dimensional case must be
solved for the full domain. It is important to note that we solve a two incompressible uid
ow problem and then, outlets are needed to ensure the mass conservation. For the time
discretization both in the two-dimensional and in the three-dimensional cases we use the
BDF2 scheme for the momentum and the constitutive equations, and the BDF1 scheme for
the level set equation. The time step was taken constant with a value δt = 0.005 in all cases.
In general, the jet buckling problem is solved as a free surface case, i.e., the external ow
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is not solved. In this work we use the two-uid ow approach (the real physical problem) to
emulate the free surface-approach used in the literature. To do this, we use a ratio relationship
between the densities and the viscosities, of the order of a water-air interaction problem.
The values used for all the simulations are ρjet = 1000 ρexternal and η0,jet = 500 η0,external.
Obviously, in a two-uid problem, the outer uid aects the dynamics of the internal uid.
In our simulations we found that a density ratio ρjet > 1000 ρexternal and a viscosity ratio
η0,jet > 250 η0,external, can be associated to a free-surface case. The real prot of a two
uid formulation is the capability to solve problems where the inuence of the external ow
is important, and therefore needs to be solved, which is not possible using a free surface
approach.
With respect to mesh convergence, an analysis to ensure that the results are independent
of the discretization used to perform the simulation is shown in Table 5.4. In this table, the
exact time for the impact of dierent uids in the case Re=0.25 is shown. The dierences
between mesh M2 and mesh M3 are negligible and, therefore, the selected mesh for all the
calculations was mesh M2. In Table 5.4, t∗ represents the instant of impact, E% the percentual
error using as reference the values obtained using mesh M3 and ne the number of elements
of the respective mesh. In this results, we can see as the shear-thinning eect of the uid
causes the impact to happen earlier than in the Newtonian case.
case M1 (ne = 6463) M2 (ne = 19209) M3 (ne = 58683)
Re = 0.25 ∆xmin = 0.0075 ∆xmin = 0.005 ∆xmin = 0.00333
t∗/E% t
∗ t∗/E%
We = 0.0 0.725/3.33% 0.745/0.666% 0.75
We = 10.0 0.635/3.05% 0.65/0.763% 0.655
We = 100.0 0.615/3.14% 0.63/0.787% 0.635
Table 5.4: Mesh convergence analysis in jet-buckling problem.
The rst set of results is devoted to the validation of our formulation in the jet buckling
















where the Reynolds number is dened in terms of the inlet velocity and the total viscosity (i.e.
Re = ρ |uin|DHη−10 ). For the ratio H/D = 20, the critical Reynolds number for buckling
is Re ≈ 0.53. The critical Reynolds number obtained in our work for Newtonian uids is
Re ≈ 0.55; for Re > 0.6 no sign of buckling exists (see Figure 5.9).
In Figure 5.10 the interface evolution of three cases was solved for Re = 0.25. This
Reynolds number was selected to show the dierences between Newtonian and viscoelastic
uid ows and the inuence of the elastic properties in the buckling phenomena. The rst row
represents the Newtonian uid while the second and third row are Oldroyd-B uids dened
by We = 10 and We = 100, respectively. In the rst column, t = 0.6, we can see as the elastic
part of the uid convects the ow, even in a xed Reynolds number, advancing the instant of
the impact point. For this Reynolds number case, the Newtonian uid presents the classical
buckling ow while the more elastic ow is completely dierent, showing that the uid has
an elastic resistance that prevents buckling at the beginning, generating an unstable uid
pile (t = 0.8 and t = 0.9) that collapses later as we can see in Figure 5.10. Similar results
were reported by Bonito et al. in [28] for the same case.
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Figure 5.9: Jet buckling in Newtonian uids. From left to right: Re = 0.25, Re = 0.50,
Re = 0.55 and Re = 0.60 (all at t = 1.5)
In Figures 5.11 and 5.12 we can see the contour lines for the normal stresses and for the
pressure for the same steps shown in Figure 5.10 for both viscoelastic cases. The normal
component σxx reaches its maximum value when the ow strikes the ground and tries to slip.
In this moment, the elastic properties of the uid prevent slippage and the uid begins to
pile up. Later, the pile of uid collapses and the other normal component of the stress tensor
σyy reaches its highest value. The pressure eld reaches its highest value when the uid hits
the ground. In all the gures we can see the interface between both uids clearly dened by
a zone of high gradients characterized by a large concentration of contour lines.
For the three-dimensional case, the two limit cases used in the two-dimensional case were
solved. For the Newtonian uid case (Figure 5.13), the buckling occurs from the beginning in
the same way as in the two-dimensional case. For the viscoelastic case (Figure 5.14), the ow
hits the base in conditions similar to a more inertial ow, contrary to what is observed in the
the Newtonian case (t = 1.0). Then, the elastic stresses become apparent by stopping the
slipping of the jet and preventing buckling, and beginning the stacking of the uid (t = 1.25,
t = 1.5). Finally, the stack begins to collapse (t = 2.0). Similar results were published by
Bonito et al. in [28] using a free surface approach.
The resolution of a two-uid ow problem gives the possibility to evaluate the interaction
of both ows. Figure 5.15 gives a good graphical visualization of this point. This gure
corresponds to the viscoelastic case where the outlets and the vortex zone near the jet are
clearly dened.
The viscoelastic uid ow problem is dened by a nonlinear system of equations, which






where i represents the iteration counter. For the pressure and the stresses, the error is dened
in the same way.
In each iteration the BiCGStab method is used to solve the system of equations. The
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Figure 5.10: Jet buckling in a 2D rectangular cavity (Re = 0.25). First row We = 0 , second
row We = 10 and third row We = 100, at time t = 0.6 (rst column), t = 0.8 (second
column), t = 0.9 (third column) and t = 1.5 (fourth column).
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Figure 5.11: Contour line in the jet buckling problem for We = 10: σxx (rst row), σyy
(second row) and p (third row). For t = 0.6, t = 0.8, t = 0.9 and t = 1.5 (from left to right).
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Figure 5.12: Contour line in the jet buckling problem for We = 100: σxx (rst row), σyy
(second row) and p (third row). For t = 0.6, t = 0.8, t = 0.9 and t = 1.5 (from left to right).
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Figure 5.13: Jet buckling in a 3D prismatic cavity using a Newtonian uid
(Re = 0.25,We = 0). Top (t = 1.25 and t = 1.5), bottom (t = 1.75 and t = 2).
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Figure 5.14: Jet buckling in a 3D prismatic cavity using a non-Newtonian
(Re = 0.25,We = 100). Top (t = 1.25 and t = 1.5), bottom (t = 1.75 and t = 2).
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Figure 5.15: Velocity vectors in the jet buckling problem for We = 100 in t = 0.2, t = 1.0
and t = 2.0 (from left to right).
Weissenberg number is the non-dimensional number that denes the non-linear nature of
the uid. In Table 5.5, the mean number of non-linear iterations required in each of the
simulations is detailed and represented by n̄nit. In this table we can see how the number of
nonlinear iterations increases when the elastic behavior becomes dominant.
Re = 0.25 2D-Case 3D-Case
n̄nit n̄nit
We = 0.0 9 8
We = 10 18 -
We = 100 39 37
Table 5.5: Non-linear iterations for the jet buckling-problem.
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5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented a stabilized nite element method to solve the two
immiscible uid ow problem by the level set method for Oldroyd-B and Giesekus uids.
The method shows very good stability and robustness even using the standard formulation
of the elastic stress tensor. The buckling problem was solved up to We = 100 without any sign
of instability both in the two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases. The enriched pressure
formulation permits the resolution even of free surface problems and gives the possibility to
solve real two-uid problems that a free surface formulation cannot represents.
For the case of two immiscible uids, the discontinuity in the material properties when
the interface cuts an element leads to discontinuities in the gradients of the unknowns that
standard interpolations cannot capture. A local pressure enriched function was tested to solve
the interaction of viscoelastic and Newtonian uids with very good results, correcting the
amount of lost mass, and permitting the exact resolution of the hydrostatic rest state that
standard formulations cannot solve.
The ten degrees of freedom per node in a three-dimensional case of the viscoelastic uid
ow problem requires ecient algorithms to resolve the coupled system of equations. In
this chapter a fractional step approach to solve the two immiscible uid ow problem was
tested which shows an important reduction in computational resources with respect to the
monolithic approach, both in the total CPU time required to solve the problem and in the
total memory necessary to store the matrices.
A discontinuity-capturing technique for the constitutive equation was tested in order to
eliminate non-physical peaks that can appear when the ow nds an abrupt change in the
geometry with very satisfactory results.





In this Chapter we present the numerical analysis of the three-eld stabilized nite el-
ement formulation proposed in chapter 3 to approximate viscoelastic ows. The three-eld
viscoelastic uid ow problem may suer from two types of numerical instabilities: on the
one hand we have the two inf-sup conditions related to the mixed nature problem and, on
the other, the convective nature of the momentum and constitutive equations may produce
global and local oscillations in the numerical approximation. Both can be overcome by re-
sorting from the standard Galerkin method to a stabilized formulation. The one presented
here is based on the subgrid scale concept, in which unresolvable scales of the continuous
solution are approximately accounted for. In particular, the approach developed herein is
based on the decomposition into their nite element component and a subscale, which is
approximated properly to yield a stable formulation. The analyzed problem corresponds to
a linearized version of the Navier-Stokes/Oldroyd-B case where the advection velocity of the
momentum equation and the non-linear terms in the constitutive equation are treated us-
ing a xed point strategy for the velocity and the velocity gradient. The proposed method
permits the resolution of the problem using arbitrary interpolations for all the unknowns.
We describe some important ingredients related to the design of the formulation and present
the results of its numerical analysis. It is shown that the formulation is stable and optimally
convergent independently of the interpolation used.
6.2 Introduction
The numerical approximation of viscoelastic uid ows is a current line of research due to
the wide range of industrial applications where these materials are found [44]. The mathemat-
ical structure of the equations that dene the problem presents dierent types of numerical
instabilities and diculties in which intensive research has been done in recent years (see for
example [139, 82, 9] for a review about this topic).
When using nite elements, the numerical approximation of the ow of viscoelastic uids
presents basically two types of instabilities. The rst is associated with the two compatibility
or inf-sup conditions that restrict the possible choices of interpolation spaces. The second
is related to the convective terms in both the momentum and the hyperbolic constitutive
equation, in both cases nonlinear.
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Referring to the compatibility conditions, many authors have studied the problem, consid-
ering rst simplied model problems such as the three-eld Stokes problem [134, 29, 56] or the
three-eld Navier-Stokes problem [19, 36], which have the same interpolation requirements
as the viscoelastic case. For these simplied problems the classical compatibility condition
between velocity and pressure [30] is not sucient, and an additional condition that relates
the interpolation of the velocity with that of the elastic stress must be added. The convective
terms have been treated using the extension of classical methods used for the Navier-Stokes
problem, such as the SUPG method [111], the Galerkin/Least-Squares (GLS) method [79] or
approaches based on the Variational Multiscale (VMS) concept (see [103, 37], among others).
Concerning the mathematical analysis, the existence of a slow steady viscoelastic ow
solution has been proved by Renardy in [138]. For the time-dependent case, existence of
solutions locally in time, and for small data globally in time, have been proved by Guillopé
and Saut [91]. These analysis have been performed in Hilbert spaces. The extension to Banach
spaces and a complete review of uniqueness, regularity, well-posedness and stability results
can be found in the work of Fernández-Cara et al. [82]. The existence of global weak solutions
for general initial conditions using a co-rotational Oldroyd model has been proved by Lions
and Masmoudi in [110].
In the context of the nite element approximation, for the steady state case one of
the rst works where the existence of approximate solutions and error analysis were pre-
sented is that of Baranger and Sandri in [16]. The authors used a discontinuous interpolation
(Lesaint-Raviart method) to treat the viscoelastic stresses. Later, Sandri in [146] showed by
using a xed point method that the discrete approximate problem using a P1(continuous)-
P2(continuous)-P1(continuous) interpolation for stress, velocity and pressure, respectively,
and the SUPG method to treat the convective term in the constitutive equation, has an
unique solution for which error bounds were given, supposing that the continuous problem
admits suciently smooth and small solutions. Picasso and Rappaz [134] analyzed a sta-
tionary non-linear Stokes problem (Stokes/Oldroyd-B model without convective term), and
they proved a priori and a posteriori error estimates for the nite element approximation for
small Weissenberg numbers using a GLS method and an Elastic Viscous Split Stress (EVSS)
scheme. The extension to the time-dependent case was treated in [27] for the same non-linear
Stokes problem, proving global existence in time in Banach spaces provided the data are small
enough. For a Stokes/Oldroyd-B linearized problem, Bonito and Burman presented in [26]
optimal a priori error estimates using the Interior-Penalty method. In this work the authors
showed that adding some type of articial viscosity in the constitutive equation, the problem
can be solved for a large range of Weissenberg numbers. A similar problem was studied by
Ervin et al. in [76] for the steady state case, but using the Johnson-Segalman linearized con-
stitutive model, proving existence and uniqueness of the continuous problem and of a nite
element approximation under small data assumption. Ervin and Miles in [77] analyzed the
Oldroyd-B time-dependent case both in the semi-discrete and in the fully discrete cases using
the SUPG method, proving existence and deriving a priori error estimates for the numerical
approximation, assuming a Taylor-Hood pair approximation for the velocity and pressure
and a continuous approximation for the viscoelastic stresses.
The stabilized nite element formulation analyzed in this work has its roots in the VMS
framework introduced by Hughes et al. [97] for the scalar convection-diusion-reaction prob-
lem, and extended later to the vectorial Stokes problem in [51], where the space of the
sub-grid scales is taken orthogonal to the nite element space. As we shall see, this is an
important ingredient in the design of the formulation analyzed herein. The starting point of
a VMS approach is to split the unknowns of the problem in two scales, the nite element one
and the unresolvable one, called sub-grid scale or simply subscale in what follows. The latter
needs to be approximated in a simple manner in terms of the former, so as to capture its
main eect and yield a stable formulation for the nite element unknown, keeping therefore
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the number of degrees of freedom of the Galerkin method.
One of the most common viscoelastic constitutive models used in the rheological com-
munity is the Oldroyd-B model. When this model is approximated numerically, the most
challenging problem associated to it is the High Weissenberg Number Problem (HWNP),
a phenomenon related to the inability of the numerical algorithms to converge to a solu-
tion when the Weissenberg (or Deborah) number is high (see for example [140, 99] and the
references therein). Some numerical tools have been proved to increase the limits of the nu-
merical formulations to solve more elastic uids. The log-conformation formulation presented
by Fattal and Kupferman [80] is a common possibility to deal with the exponential growth
of stresses when the Weissenberg number is increased. Continuation methods are another
numerical tool used to increase the Weissenberg number limits that can be reached by a
standard formulation, as we can see in the work of Howell [94]. For the treatment of lo-
cal oscillations, discontinuity-capturing techniques have proved to produce good results in
[26, 37].
The objective of this part of the work is to analyze numerically the stabilized nite
element formulation presented in chapter 3 and tested numerically with very good accuracy
and robustness properties, both in stationary (chapter 3 and also in [37]) and time dependent
cases (chapter 4 and 5 or [38, 35]). The analysis is standard and follows a classical approach
to prove stability and convergence, rst using a mesh-dependent or working norm, and then
extending the results to natural norms, that is to say, to the norms of the spaces where the
continuous problem is posed.
The chapter is organized as follows. In the following section we present the problem to
be solved and its Galerkin nite element approximation, explaining the sources of numerical
instability. Then, in Section 6.4 we present our stabilized nite element formulation. In Sec-
tion 6.5, we present the numerical analysis performed, and nally, conclusions and remarks
are given in Section 6.6.
6.3 Problem statement and Galerkin discretization
6.3.1 Boundary value problem
The stationary linearized viscoelastic uid ow problem is dened by the following equa-
tions. First we have the conservation equations for momentum and mass
ρa · ∇u−∇ · T +∇p = f in Ω, (6.1)
∇ · u = 0 in Ω, (6.2)
where a is the advection velocity vector, Ω represents the computational domain of Rd
occupied by the uid, d = 2 or 3 being the space dimensions, ρ denotes the density of the
uid, p : Ω −→ R the pressure, u : Ω −→ Rd the velocity eld, f : Ω → Rd the force vector
and T : Ω −→ Rd ⊗Rd the deviatoric extra stress tensor, which can be dened in terms of a
viscous and a viscoelastic or elastic contribution as:
T = 2βµ∇su+ σ, (6.3)
where µ represents the total viscosity, β ∈ [0, 1] is a real parameter to dene the amount
of viscous or solvent viscosity µs = βµ and elastic or polymeric viscosity µp = (1− β)µ in
the uid, and ∇su is the symmetrical part of the gradient of u. We will consider that both
the density ρ and the total viscosity µ are constants. For viscoelastic uids, the problem
is incomplete without the denition of a constitutive equation for the elastic part of the
extra stress tensor (σ). A large variety of approaches exist to dene it (see [21, 22] for a
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description). In this part of the work, we use the classical Oldroyd-B constitutive model to
describe the uid, which is dened as
1
2µ
σ − (1− β)∇su+ λ
2µ
(
a · ∇σ − σ · ∇a− (∇a)T · σ
)
= 0 in Ω, (6.4)
where λ is the relaxation time. This equation can be viewed as a convection-reaction equation.
Equations (6.1)-(6.4) are a mixed parabolic-hyperbolic system which additionally needs
boundary conditions both in the velocity and in the stress elds to close the problem. In
principle the elastic stresses can be xed only on the inow part of the boundary Γin =
{x ∈ ∂Ω | (u · n) (x) < 0}, where n is the outward unit normal vector to ∂Ω. For simplicity
in the exposition, we shall consider the simplest boundary condition u = 0 on ∂Ω for the
velocity.
Calling U = [u, p,σ], F = [f , 0,0] and dening
L (U) :=
 −2βµ∇ · ∇




σ − (1− β)∇su+ λ
2µ
(
a · ∇σ − σ · ∇a− (∇a)T · σ
)
 , (6.5)
we may write (6.1), (6.2) and (6.4) as L (U) = F .
This linearized problem can be viewed as a viscoelastic Oseen problem that represents
a linearization of the stationary Navier-Stokes/Oldroyd-B problem. It also appears as one
of the steps of some multilevel or multi-grid methods (see for example [105] in the context
of viscoelastic ows). This is why it is often used as a rst step towards the analysis of the
full nonlinear problem, both to obtain a priori and posteriori error estimates. With respect




, weakly divergence free and
with bounded derivatives (see assumption H1 in the following section).
6.3.2 Variational form of the problem
Let us introduce some notation in order to write the weak form of the problem. The space
of square integrable functions in a domain ω is denoted by L2 (ω), and the space of functions
whose distributional derivatives of order up to m ≥ 0 (integer) belong to L2 (ω) by Hm (ω).
The space Hm0 (ω) consists of functions in H
m (ω) vanishing on ∂ω. The topological dual
of H10 (Ω) is denoted by H
−1 (Ω), the duality pairing by 〈·, ·〉, and the L2 inner product in
Ω (for scalar, vectors and tensors) is denoted by (·, ·). The integral of the product of two
functions in a domain ω is denoted as 〈·, ·〉ω. The subscript ω is omitted when ω = Ω. The
norm in a space X is written as ‖·‖X , with the subscript omitted when X = L2 (Ω). When
X = L2 (ω) we denote the norm by ‖·‖ω.
Let Υ :=
{








, V := H10 (Ω)
d
and
Q := L2 (Ω) /R, which are the spaces where we may seek the elastic stress, the velocity and
the pressure, respectively. The weak form of the problem is obtained by testing (6.5) against
an arbitrary test function V = [v, q, τ ] with appropriate regularity. It can be written as: nd
U = [u, p,σ] ∈ X := V ×Q×Υ such that
2βµ (∇su,∇sv) + 〈ρa · ∇u,v〉+ (σ,∇sv)− (p,∇ · v) = 〈f ,v〉 , (6.6)
(q,∇ · u) = 0, (6.7)
1
2µ
(σ, τ )− ((1− β)∇su, τ ) + λ
2µ
(
a · ∇σ − σ · ∇a− (∇a)T · σ, τ
)
= 0, (6.8)
for all V = [v, q, τ ] ∈ X , where it is assumed that f is such that 〈f ,v〉 is well dened.
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In a compact form, problem (6.6)-(6.8) can be written as:
B (U ,V ) = 〈f ,v〉 , (6.9)
for all V ∈ X , where
B (U ,V ) = 2βµ (∇su,∇sv) + 〈ρa · ∇u,v〉+ (σ,∇sv)− (p,∇ · v) + (q,∇ · u) + 1
2µ
(σ, τ )
− (1− β) (∇su, τ ) + λ
2µ
(
a · ∇σ − σ · ∇a− (∇a)T · σ, τ
)
. (6.10)
To guarantee the well-posedness of problem (6.9), the advection velocity must satisfy H1
below. Note that this assumption is consistent with those used in previous works [141, 82, 76],
and it is obviously inherited by the discrete problem:
H1 a ∈ V , ∇ · a = 0, ‖a‖L∞(Ω) ≤Ma <∞, ‖∇a‖L∞(Ω) ≤Mg <∞.
6.3.3 Stability of the Galerkin nite element discretization
Let us consider a nite element partition Ph of the domain Ω of diameter h. For sim-
plicity, we will consider quasi-uniform renements, and thus all the element diameters can
be bounded above and below by constants multiplying h. Under the above considerations,
we can construct conforming nite elements spaces, Vh ⊂ V , Qh ⊂ Q and Υh ⊂ Υ in the
usual manner. If X h = Vh × Qh ×Υh, and Uh = [uh, ph,σh], the Galerkin nite element
approximation consists in nding Uh ∈ X h such that:
B (Uh,V h) = 〈f ,vh〉 , (6.11)
for all V h = [vh, qh, τh] ∈ X h.
At the moment, we have posed no restrictions on the choice of the nite element spaces.
However, there are restriction that must be satised. For example, it is readily checked that







σh · ∇uh + (∇uh)T · σh,σh
)
.
Assuming λ∇ah to be small enough, this expression provides only control on ‖σh‖2 for
all β ∈ [0, 1]. To control the other two elds one has then to make use of the two inf-sup
















to control ∇suh, where C1 and C2 are positive constants. It is therefore required that the
nite element spaces satisfy (6.12)-(6.13). These two conditions pose stringent requirements
on the choice of the nite element spaces (see for example [111] for the 2D case and [25] for the
3D case). Our intention in this work is to analyze a stabilized nite element formulation that
avoids the need for such conditions and, in particular, allows one to use equal interpolation
for all the unknowns, including the possibility to use discontinuous interpolations.
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Let us introduce some notation. The nite element partition will be denoted by Ph =
{K}, and summation over all the elements will be indicated as
∑
K . The collection of all
edges (faces, for d = 3) will be denoted by Eh = {E} and, as for the elements, summation
over all these edges will be indicated as
∑
E . Suppose now that elements K1 and K2 share
an edge E, and let n1 and n2 be the normals to E exterior to K1 and K2, respectively.
For a scalar function g, possibly discontinuous across E, we dene its jump as [[ ng ]]E :=
n1g|∂K1∩E+n2g|∂K2∩E , and for a vector or tensor v, [[ n · v ]]E := n1 ·v|∂K1∩E+n2 ·v|∂K2∩E .
When E ⊂ ∂Ω and n is the external normal, these denitions reduce to [[ ng ]]E := ng|E and
[[ n · v ]]E := n ·v|E . Generic positive constants will be denoted by C, possibly with subscripts
and with dierent values in dierent appearances. The symbol . will be used for ≤ up to
constants.
6.4 Stabilized nite element method
In the following section we summarize the stabilized formulation analyzed. This formu-
lation was proposed in chapter 3 (also in [37]) and tested numerically in chapters 3, 4 and
5 (also in [37, 38, 35]), but the numerical analysis was not performed yet. As a novelty of
this part of the work, we will introduce an additional stabilizing term for the subscales on
the element boundaries that the original works do not include, which allows us to consider
discontinuous pressure and stress interpolations.
The method consist in replacing (6.11) by the following problem: nd Uh ∈ X h such that
Bstab (Uh,V h) = B (Uh,V h) +B
∗ (Uh,V h) = 〈f ,vh〉 , (6.14)
for all V h ∈ X h, where B∗ represent the stabilizing part of the model, dened as
B∗ (Uh,V h) = S
⊥
1 (Uh,V h) + S
⊥
2 (Uh,V h) + S
⊥
3 (Uh,V h)
where the three additional terms that dene B∗ (Uh,V h) are associated to the stabilized
terms of each equation and are dened as



























α[u] 〈 [[ (nqh − (1− β)n · τh) + 2βµn · ∇svh ]] , [[ (nph − n · σh)− 2βµn · ∇suh ]] 〉E , (6.15)

























In the last expression, Rσ represents the residual of the constitutive equation without
the stress, given by




ah · ∇σh − σh · ∇ah − (∇ah)T · σh
)
,
In the numerical analysis below we will also use the notation
σh · ∇ah + (∇ah)T · σh = σ̇∗h + σ̇
∗∗
h and σh · (∇ah)
T
+∇ah · σh = σ̇∗h − σ̇
∗∗
h ,
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where σ̇∗h = σh · ∇sah +∇sah ·σh and σ̇
∗∗
h = σh · ∇asah−∇asah ·σh. In these expressions,
∇asah represents the skew-symmetric part of the velocity gradient.
In (6.15)-(6.17), P⊥u represents the projection L
2-orthogonal to the velocity space, P⊥p
the projection L2-orthogonal to the pressure space and P⊥σ the projection L
2-orthogonal
to the stress space. For example P⊥u = I − Pu, where Pu is the L2 projection onto the
velocity nite element space. The last term in S⊥1 is an approximation to the subscales on
the element boundaries and allows us to consider discontinuous interpolations for the pressure
and the stress. The design of the stabilized terms without the boundary term was presented
in chapter 3 for the stationary three-eld viscoelastic case. For the design of the boundary
term we refer to [56], where a three-eld Stokes problem was analyzed in detail. The extension
to the Oldroyd-B viscoelastic case is trivial.
































A possible justication for these parameters is the Fourier analysis presented in [56] for the
three-eld Stokes problem or in [54] for the transient Navier-Stokes problem. The constants
ci, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, are algorithmic parameters. As a reference, the values used in the numerical
experiments in [37, 38, 35] for linear elements were c1 = 4.0 or 12.0 , c2 = 2.0, c3 = 4.0 and
c4 = c5 = 0.25 or 1.0. For higher order elements these values should be modied in terms
of the interpolation order used (more details can be found in the numerical references where
the method was tested).
The boundary stabilization parameter in S⊥1 can be dened as α[u] =
δ0h
2µ
, as in [59, 56],




The method presented is a mix of an orthogonal-term-by-term formulation for the momen-
tum and continuity equations and a residual-based formulation for the constitutive equation.
The term-by-term part is not just a simplication of a standard residual based one. For
smooth solutions, both have an optimal convergence rate in h. However, in problems where
the solution has strong gradients, we have found the term-by-term formulation more robust
than the residual-based one, which can be explained using numerical analysis as we will show
below. The method we analyze permits a term-by-term control of the orthogonal projections
of the pressure gradient, the convective term of the momentum equation and the divergence
of the elastic stress which is not possible using the residual-based formulation.
6.5 Numerical Analysis
The numerical analysis performed in this section follows a more less standard approach.
First we prove stability in the form of inf-sup condition in a mesh dependent norm that
depends on the stabilized formulation used. Next we prove convergence in the same norm.
Stability and convergence in natural norms, that is to say, the norms where the continuous
problem is posed, and then proved. Finally, we obtain an L2-error estimate for the velocity
using a duality argument.
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6.5.1 Preliminaries
As it has been mentioned in Section 6.4, we will consider for the sake of conciseness
quasi-uniform nite element partitions. Therefore, we assume that there is a constant cinv,
independent of the mesh size h (the maximum of all the element diameters), such that
‖∇vh‖K ≤ cinvh
−1 ‖vh‖K ,
for all nite element functions vh dened on K ∈ Ph, which can be either scalars, vectors or
tensors. Similarly, the trace inequality
‖v‖2∂K ≤ ctr
(





is assumed to hold for functions vh ∈ H1 (K), K ∈ Ph. The last term can be dropped if vh is
a polynomial on the element domain K. Thus, if ϕh is a piecewise discontinuous polynomial
and ψh a continuous one, it follows that∑
E














We will also make use of Korn's inequality, which holds for the conforming approximation
that we consider:
‖vh‖2H1(Ω) ≤ c ‖∇
svh‖2 .
Let Wh be a nite element space of degree kv. For any function v ∈ Hk
′
v+1 (Ω) and for
















εi,K (v) =: εi (v) ,
where k′′v = min (kv, k
′
v). We will denote by ṽh the best approximation of v in Wh. Clearly,
we may take ε0 (v) = hε1 (v).
6.5.2 Stability and convergence in a mesh-dependent norm
The norm in which the results will be rst presented is
















∥∥P⊥u (ρah · ∇vh)∥∥2K + (1− β)∑
K
αu


















α[u] ‖ [[ nqh − n · τh ]]‖
2
E , (6.22)
although later on we will transform our results to natural norms under the assumption of
small elasticity and large viscosity. Note that the term multiplied by αp is unnecessary, since
it is already contained in the rst right hand side term. However, we will keep it to see
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the eect of the subscale associated to the pressure. It can also be helpful for some non-
conforming elements (not considered in this work) for which the discrete Korn's inequality
does not hold (see e.g. [102]).
If β is very small (or β = 0) control on velocity gradient can be obtained from the term
multiplied by ασ. However, to simplify a little the analysis we will consider β > 0, and the
stability provided by the rst term relevant enough.
Note that the stabilization term S⊥1 allows us to have a term-by-term control of the
orthogonal projections of the convective term, the pressure gradient and the divergence of
the elastic stress tensor.
This fact may be an explanation of why we have found the term-by-term stabilization
more robust than the residual based in the presence of high gradients.
Our rst result states the the formulation we consider is stable in the working norm
(6.22):








provided δ0 is taken small enough and the constants ci, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in (6.18)-(6.20) are
large enough.
Proof. Given Uh ∈ X h, consider Uh1 = ((1− β)uh, (1− β) ph,σh). Using only Schwarz's
inequality we obtain





















































‖ [[ 2βµn · ∇suh ]]‖2E .
Using now (6.21) we obtain
Bstab (Uh,Uh1) ≥ 2β (1− β)µ
∑
K

































∥∥∥P⊥u (∇ · σh)∥∥∥2
K
+ ασ








‖ [[ nph − n · σh ]] ‖2E .
(6.23)
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An important restriction inherited from the continuous case is that the stability of the
elastic stresses can be ensured only for small Weissenberg numbers. In the above expression
the factor of the term ‖σh‖2 must be strictly positive to guarantee the stability. In this factor




‖∇sah‖2 from the stabilized formulation. All the analysis carried out
assumes that
1− 2λ ‖∇ah‖K − 4λασ
λ
2µ
‖∇sah‖2K ≥ C > 0.
The basic idea to prove Theorem 1 is to obtain control on the components on the nite
element space for the terms whose orthogonal component appears in the above expression.
The key point is that this control comes from the Galerkin terms of Bstab (6.14).
Let us start considering V h1 = αu (1− β) (Pu (ρah · ∇uh +∇ph −∇ · σh) , 0,0). Recall-
ing that Pu is dened based on elementwise integrals, Pu (ρah · ∇uh +∇ph −∇ · σh) is well
dened. We will use the abbreviation v1 ≡ Pu (ρah · ∇uh +∇ph −∇ · σh). Using Young's
inequality, inverse estimates and (6.21), we obtain
Bstab (Uh,V h1) = B (Uh,V h1) +B
∗ (Uh,V h1)










αu ‖Pu (ρah · ∇uh +∇ph −∇ · σh)‖2K
















‖ [[ (nph − n · σh)− 2βµn · ∇suh ]]‖2E










αu ‖Pu (ρah · ∇uh +∇ph −∇ · σh)‖2K



















‖ [[ nph − n · σh ]]‖2E , (6.24)
for any ε1, ε2. On the other hand, the stabilizing part leads to
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∥∥P⊥p (∇ · uh)∥∥2K





∥∥∥∥P⊥σ (− (1− β)∇suh + λ2µ (ah · ∇σh − σ̇∗∗h )
)∥∥∥∥2
K
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for any εi, i = 3, 4, 5, 6. Using (6.25) in (6.24) we get






























∥∥P⊥u (ρah · ∇uh)∥∥2K
































































Let us consider now the test function V h2 = αp (1− β) (0, Pp (∇ · uh) ,0). We will use
the abbreviation q2 ≡ Pp (∇ · uh). Proceeding as before we get
Bstab (Uh,V h2) ≥ (1− β)
∑
K
αpCp ‖Pp (∇ · uh)‖2K









‖ [[ nph − n · σh ]]‖2E
− 2δ0h
2µ

















The last step is to consider as test function V h3 = ασ(0, 0,σ3), with
σ3 := Pσ
(




ah · ∇σh − σh · ∇ah − (∇ah)T · σh
))
.
Using the same tools as in the previous cases we now obtain













‖ [[ nph − n · σh ]]‖2E





∥∥P⊥u (∇ · σh)∥∥2K − 2δ0h2µ 12ε12 (1− β) (2βµ)2 2ctrh ∑
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‖∇suh‖2K











































+ 4 (λ ‖∇sah‖K)
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for any εi, i = 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, with































+ 4 (λ ‖∇sah‖K)
2






It can be checked that the constants εi, i = 1, . . . , 13, can be taken such that
Cu > 0, Cp > 0, Cσ > 0,
where Cu, Cp and Cσ are given by (6.27), (6.29) and (6.31), respectively.
Let V h = Uh1 + θ1V h1 + θ2V h2 + θ3V h3. It is trivially veried that the parameters θi
can be chosen small enough so as to obtain:






























∥∥P⊥p (∇ · uh)∥∥2 + (1− β)∑
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+ 4 (λ ‖∇sah‖K)
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+ 4 (λ ‖∇sah‖K)
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all positive for λ (or the Weissenberg number) small enough and the constants ci, i =
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in (6.18)-(6.20) large enough. Therefore, for each Uh we have found V h such
that
Bstab (Uh,V h) ≥ C‖Uh‖2W .





in the working norm, which gives control on the nite element part of σh ·∇sah+∇sah ·σh.
On the other hand, it is easily checked that ‖V h‖W ≤ C ‖Uh‖W . Using this fact we
have shown that for each Uh ∈ X h there exist V h ∈ X h such that Bstab (Uh,V h) ≥
C ‖Uh‖W ‖V h‖W , from where the theorem follows. 
Once stability is established, a more or less standard procedure leads to convergence. The




























ε0 (p) . (6.33)
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This expression allows us to see how the error will deteriorate in terms of the local
Reynolds number and the local Weissenberg number, dened on the factor that multiply
ε1,K (u) and ε0,K (σ) respectively.
The rst preliminary result we need concerns the consistency of the formulation:
Lemma 1 (Consistency) Let U ∈ X be the solution of the continuous problem and Uh ∈
X h the nite element solution. If f ∈ Vh and U is regular enough, so that Bstab (U ,V h) is
well dened, there holds
Bstab (U −Uh,V h) ≤ CE (h) ‖V h‖W , (6.34)
for all V h ∈Xh, where E (h) is given by (6.33).
Proof. Obviously, the Galerkin terms do not contribute to the consistency error. In the
constitutive equation the stabilized term is residual based and the consistency is also satisfy
by construction, the same as in the continuity equation. It only remains to show that S⊥1
has a consistency error bounded as (6.34) indicates. This easily follows from the fact that
the orthogonal projection P⊥ onto an appropriate nite element space satises ‖P⊥(v)‖ ≤
Cε0(v) for any function v. 
The second preliminary lemma provides an interpolation error in terms of the working
norm ‖·‖W and the stabilized form Bstab for the continuous solution U = (u, p,σ) ∈ X ,
assumed to have enough regularity:
Lemma 2 (Interpolation error) Let U ∈ X be the solution of the continuous problem,
assumed to be regular enough, and Ũh ∈ X h its best nite element approximation. Then, for
λ small enough the following inequalities hold:
Bstab
(
U − Ũh,V h
)
≤ CE (h) ‖V h‖W , (6.35)∥∥∥U − Ũh∥∥∥
W
≤ CE (h) . (6.36)
Proof. Set eu = u − ũh, ep = p − p̃h and eσ = σ − σ̃h. The proof of (6.36) follows
from a repeated application of Schwarz's inequality and then Young's inequality for scalars.





































































































for any constants εi, i = 1, 2, 3 (not to be confused with the interpolation errors). Estimate
(6.36) follows from the denition of the error function in (6.33) and assuming λ to be small
enough (this assumption allows us not to include the gradient of ah in the error function).
To prove (6.35) one needs to apply repeatedly Young's inequality and use the expression
of the stabilization parameters, as well as classical interpolation estimates. To treat the
boundary terms, note that according to (6.21) we may write∑
K
‖v − ṽh‖2∂K ≤ C
(




= Ch−1ε20 (v) ,
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for both continuous and discontinuous functions v.
The bound one nally obtains is
Bstab
(






























































































































‖ [[ nqh − (1− β)n · τh + 2βµn · ∇svh ]] ‖E































cinv + 2λ ‖∇ah‖K
)
.
All the terms have been organized to see that they are bounded by CE (h) ‖V h‖W , from
where (6.35) follows. 
We are nally in a position to prove convergence. The proof is standard, but we include
it for completeness.
Theorem 2 (Convergence) Let U = (u, p,σ) ∈ X , be the solution of the continuous
problem, and suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Then there exist a constant
C > 0 such that
‖U −Uh‖W ≤ CE (h) .
Proof. Consider the nite element function Ũh−Uh ∈ X h where as in Lemma 2, Ũh ∈ X h
is the best nite element approximation to U . Starting from the inf-sup condition, it follows










Ũh −U ,V h
)
+Bstab (U −Uh,V h)
≤ CE (h) ‖V h‖W ,
using Lemma 1 and (6.35) in Lemma 2, from where∥∥∥Ũh −Uh∥∥∥
W
≤ CE (h) .
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and (6.36) in Lemma 2. 
Clearly, this convergence result is optimal.
6.5.3 Stability and convergence in natural norms
The next step will be to prove stability and convergence in a natural norm, that is to
say, in the norm of the space where the continuous problem is posed, and not in the mesh
dependent norm (6.22). Even though the results to be presented are the expected ones,
the analysis presented up to this point has highlighted the role played by the stabilization
terms of the formulation. Obviously, since the natural norm does not include any control on
the convective terms, stability and convergence in this norm is only meaningful in the case
of small cell Reynolds numbers and small cell Weissenberg numbers. This is the situation
considered in the following.
Theorem 3 (Stability and convergence in natural norms) Suppose that the assump-
tions of Theorem 1 hold and the cell Reynolds numbers and cell Weissenberg numbers are















Moreover, if the solution of the continuous problem U = (u, p,σ) ∈ X is regular enough, the
following error estimate holds:
√








‖p− ph‖ ≤ CE (h) .











‖f‖H−1(Ω) ‖V h‖W ,
where V h = (vh, qh, τh) ∈ X h is arbitrary. Therefore the inf-sup condition proved in Theo-






that is to say,






αp ‖∇ · uh‖2K +
∑
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Using an inverse inequality we can write:∑
K
αu ‖ρah · ∇uh +∇ph‖2K ≤
∑
K









In this expression we only have control on ρah · ∇uh + ∇ph. However, we do not have
explicit bounds over these two terms (and their errors) separately. Nevertheless, there is the
possibility of bounding the pressure gradient making use of the control over the viscous term

















Note that this expression explodes with the cell Reynolds number Reh := ρ ‖ah‖K hµ−1.
We assume hereafter that this is bounded.

































To prove the L2-stability for the pressure we rely on the inf-sup condition between the
velocity and pressure spaces that holds for the continuous problem, as in [56]. Details can be
found in this reference. This concludes the proof of the rst part of the Theorem.
Let us proceed to prove convergence in natural norms. Theorem 2 implies that
µ ‖u− uh‖2H1(Ω) +
1
µ
‖σ − σh‖2 +
∑
K











‖ [[ µn · ∇s (u− uh) ]]‖2E . E
2 (h) .
We may use now the same procedure as for proving stability. Assuming the cell Reynolds








αu ‖ρah · ∇ (u− uh) +∇ (p− ph)−∇ · (σ − σh)‖2K













‖ [[ n (p− ph)− n · (σ − σh) ]]‖2E +
1
µ
‖σ − σh‖2 ,
and therefore we have that
µ ‖u− uh‖2H1(Ω) +
1
µ










‖ [[ n (p− ph) ]]‖2E . E
2 (h) .
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The error estimate in Theorem 3 can now be obtained using the same procedure as in [56],
which relies once again on the inf-sup condition between the velocity and the pressure spaces
that holds at the continuous level. 
To complete the analysis of the problem, let us obtain an L2-error estimate for the velocity
eld. As usual, this can be proved using a duality argument and an elliptic regularity condition
assuming the forcing term to be in L2(Ω). The result we have is the following:
Theorem 4 (L2-error estimate for the velocity) Assume that the hypothesis of Theo-

















µ ‖u− uh‖ . h
(
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Proof. The key point is to set the appropriate adjoint problem in our case. Let (w, π,S) ∈ X
be the solution of the following problem:
−βµ∆w − ρa · ∇w + (1− β)∇ · S −∇π = µ
l2
(u− uh) ,
−∇ ·w = 0,
1
2µ
S +∇sw − λ
2µ
(
a · ∇S + S · (∇a)T +∇a · S
)
= 0,
with w = 0 on ∂Ω and where l is a characteristic length scale of the problem that has





be the best approximation to (w, π,S) in X h. Testing with
(u− uh, p− ph,σ − σh), (uh, ph,σh) being the solution of the problem, we obtain
µ
l2
‖u− uh‖2 = B ((u− uh, p− ph,σ − σh) , (w, π,S))










S +∇sw − λ
2µ
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〈 [[ n (p− ph)− (1− β)n · (σ − σh) + 2βµn · ∇s (u− uh) ]] , [[ nπ − n · (S + 2βµ∇sw) ]] 〉E .
The second and the third row terms are zero because of the denition of the problem. The
last term is zero because of the weak continuity of the stresses associated to the problem.
Therefore only the rst and the fourth terms need to be bounded. We have that
µ
l2
‖u− uh‖2 = Bstab ((u− uh, p− ph,σ − σh) , (w, π,S))


























Using the interpolation properties and the shift assumption it follows that
‖w − w̃h‖H1(Ω) . h ‖w‖H2(Ω) . h
1
l2
‖u− uh‖ ,∥∥∥S − S̃h∥∥∥ . h ‖S‖H1(Ω) . h µl2 ‖u− uh‖ ,




From these expressions we obtain
Bstab ((u− uh, p− ph,σ − σh) , (w, π,S))
= Bstab
(
(u− uh, p− ph,σ − σh) ,
(





















































































‖σ − σh‖K .
Finally we need a bound for
Bstab
(
(u− uh, p− ph,σ − σh) ,
(
w − w̃h, π − π̃h,S − S̃h
))
,
in (6.39). It can be bounded in terms of similar bounds as above, again using inverse and
error estimates on the boundary, the stability of the adjoint problem and the expression of
the stabilization parameters. We omit the details. When all these bounds are combined in
(6.39) and nally used in (6.38) we obtain
µ
l2




































and the theorem follows. Note that the bound obtained explodes with the cell Reynolds and
the cell Weissenberg numbers. 
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented the numerical analysis of a nite element approxima-
tion of the linearized viscoelastic ow problem. The formulation in the nonlinear case was
presented in the stationary case in chapter 3. This analysis has conrmed what it was already
known from the numerical experiments, namely, that the method provides stable solutions
that converge to the exact solutions at an optimal rate of convergence. In particular, we have
shown this using a mesh dependent norm especially tailored for the stabilized problem and
also the norm of the space where the continuous problem is posed. What is relevant from the
analysis presented is that it clearly displays how the estimates obtained deteriorate as the
cell Reynolds number and the cell Weissenberg number increase. The former decreases when
the mesh size is reduced, but the having a bound on the latter imposes the relaxation time






In this Chapter we analyze the stabilized nite element formulation proposed in Chapter
3 for the viscoelastic uid ow problem. The formulation has shown to have accuracy and
robustness in the dierent benchmarks used in the viscoelastic framework and permitting
the use of equal interpolation between the unknown elds. This part of the work includes the
stability analysis of a linearized time-dependent sub-problem and the study of the existence
of a solution for the non-linear case, using the xed point theory.
7.2 Introduction
The nite element approximation of the ow of viscoelastic uids presents several nu-
merical diculties. One the one hand, all the problems inherited from the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations, mainly the compatibility between the velocity-pressure approxi-
mation and the treatment of the nonlinear advective term. But, on top of that, now the
constitutive equation is highly nonlinear, with an advective term that may lead to both
global and local oscillations in the numerical approximation. Moreover, even in the case of
smooth solutions it is necessary to meet some additional compatibility conditions between
the velocity and the stress interpolation in order to control velocity gradients. Elements that
satisfy the compatibility requirements velocity-pressure and stress-velocity are scarce, par-
ticularly in the threedimensional case [111, 25]. In [8] one can nd a good review of mixed
methods that satisfy the two compatibility conditions required.
Viscoelastic uids are a specic type of non-Newtonian uids. They are characterized by
having complex and high-molecular-weight molecules with many internal degrees of freedom
[23]. The classical examples of this type of uids are the polymer solutions and molten
polymers. The basic feature of polymeric uids is the presence of long chain molecules. In
a ow, these chain molecules are stretched out by the drag forces exerted on them by the
surrounding uid [139]. The natural tendency of the molecule to retract from this stretched
conguration generates an elastic force which contributes to the macroscopic stress tensor,
and for this reason they are called viscoelastic uids. The interest for uids of this kind
has increased in the last years, due to the connections with the industrial applications. This
motivates the numerical, and mathematical analysis of the governing equations [82].
For viscoelastic uid ows, in contrast to the Navier-Stokes equations, well-posedness for
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general models is not well understood. For initial value problems, the existence of solutions
has been proved only locally in time. Global existence in time of solutions has been proved
only if the initial conditions are small perturbations of the rest state. And for the steady state
case, existence of solutions can be proved only for small perturbations of the Newtonian case
(see [139] for a comprehensive review).
The existence of slow steady ows of viscoelastic uids using dierential constitutive
equations was proved in the work of Renardy [138] for Hilbert spaces. In this work, Renardy
used an iterative method to show that the solution is bounded by a certain norm, and then
the author proved that all iterates converges in a weaker norm. For the time-dependent case,
existence of solutions locally in time, and for small data globally in time, has been proved for
Hilbert spaces in the work of Guillopé and Saut [91]. The extension to Banach spaces and a
complete review of uniqueness, regularity, well-posedness and stability results can be found
in the work of Fernández-Cara et al. [82]. The existence of global weak solutions for general
initial conditions using an Oldroyd kind model has been proved by Lions and Masmoudi
in [110]. The existence proof in [110] relies upon showing the propagation in time of the
compactness of solutions.
In the nite element framework, the work of Baranger and Sandri [16] was one of the rst
were the existence of an approximate solution and error bounds were given for an Oldroyd-B
uid, using the Brouwer's xed point theorem, discontinuous interpolation for the elastic
stresses and the method of Lesaint-Reviart for the convection of the extra stress tensor in
the stationary case. Later, the second author in [146] extended the study for continuous
approximation of the stress eld, using P1-P2-P1 interpolation for σ, u and p respectively,
and the SUPG method to treat the convective term in the constitutive equation. The time
dependent case of the same continuous interpolation problem was analyzed by Baranger and
Wardi in [17].
In the same nite element context, Picasso and Rappaz [134] analyzed a stationary non-
convective Oldroyd-B problem proving priori and posteriori error estimates. In this work,
the authors used the Galerkin Least Square (GLS) method to stabilize the momentum equa-
tion and the Elastic Viscous Split Stress (EVSS) scheme for the constitutive equation. The
extension for the time-dependent case was treated in [27] for the same simplied Oldroyd-B
problem where global existence in time was proved in Banach spaces for small data. For a
Stokes/Oldroyd-B linearized problem, Bonito and Burman presented in [26] optimal a priori
error estimates using the Interior-Penalty method. A similar problem was studied by Ervin
et al. [76] for the steady state case but using the Johnson-Segalman linearized constitutive
model, proving existence and uniqueness of the continuous and a nite element approxi-
mation under small data assumption. In another work, Ervin and Miles [77] analyzed the
Oldroyd-B time-dependent case both in the semi-discrete as in the fully discrete case using
the SUPG method and proving existence of a solution and deriving a priori error estimates
for the numerical approximation, assuming a Taylor-Hood pair approximation for the ve-
locity and pressure, and a continuous approximation for the viscoelastic stresses. The same
authors extended later the analysis to a two-uid ow problem in [78], giving a priori error
estimates for the approximation in terms of the mesh and time discretization parameters.
The stabilized nite element formulation analyzed in this part of the work has its roots
in the context of Variational Multiscale Methods (VMS) introduced by Hughes et al. [97]
for the scalar convection-diussion-reaction problem, and extended later to the vectorial
Stokes problem in [51], where the space of the sub-grid scales is taken orthogonal to the
nite element space. As we shall see, this is an important ingredient in the analyzed method,
which consists in a sort of orthogonal term-by-term stabilized formulation. The starting
point of a VMS approach consist in splitting the unknowns of the problem in two scales,
the nite element one and the unresolvable one, called sub-grid scale. The latter needs to be
approximated in a simple manner in terms of the former, so as to capture its main eect and
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yield a stable formulation for the nite element unknown, keeping therefore the number of
degrees of freedom of the Galerkin method.
The objective of this chapter is to analyze numerically the stabilized nite element formu-
lation proposed in chapter 3 (also in [37]) for the time-dependent viscoelastic ow problem.
This formulation has shown to have very good accuracy and robustness in stationary [37]
and time-dependent cases [35, 38]. The numerical analysis of a linearized stationary case was
performed in chapter 6 (also in [40]) where in addition jump functions were added to permit
arbitrary interpolation.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.3 denes some notation statements and
general results used in the subsequent analysis. In Section 7.4 we present the problem to be
solved and its Galerkin nite element approximation, explaining the sources of the numerical
instability. Section 7.5 contains a description of the stabilized nite element formulation
analyzed. Section 7.6 is devoted to the numerical analysis of a linearized time-dependent
subproblem, where the stability of the method and the existence and uniqueness of the
solution in the semi-discrete linearized case are proved. Section 7.7 analyzes the non-linear
case, where existence of a solution is proved using a xed point theorem. Finally, conclusions
and some remarks are summarized in Section 7.8.
7.3 Notation and Preliminaries
7.3.1 Notation
In order to write the weak form of the problem, let us introduce some notation used in
the chapter. The space of square integrable functions in a domain ω is denoted by L2 (ω),
and the space of functions whose distributional derivatives of order up to m ∈ N belong to
L2 (ω) by Hm (ω). The space H10 (ω) consists on functions in H
1 (ω) vanishing on ∂ω. The
topological dual of H10 (ω) is denoted by H
−1 (ω), the duality pairing by 〈·, ·〉ω, and the L2
inner product in ω (for scalar, vectors and tensors) is denoted by (·, ·)ω. In this part of the
work, when ω = Ω, the subscript or the domain information are omitted.
Referred to the norms used in the subsequent analysis, ‖·‖ represents the L2 (Ω) norm,
‖·‖L4 represents the L4 (Ω) norm, ‖·‖∞ the L∞ (Ω) norm, ‖·‖k is the Hk (Ω)-norm, ‖·‖1,∞
represents the W 1,∞ (Ω) norm, and ‖·‖l,p the norm for the space W l,p (Ω) where W l,2 (Ω) =
H l (Ω).
Some symbols used in the work are: . to refer that the result is independent of h and of








In this subsection, we introduce some mathematical settings and classical theorems used
in this part of the work.
The classical form of the Korn's inequality read as






where the existence of the constant cΩ (dependent of the domain) is guaranteed easily for
conforming meshes.
Another useful inequality that bounds the gradient of a function in terms of its symmet-
rical gradient is the following [48]
‖∇v‖ ≤
√
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, there exists a constant
cPF such that
‖v‖ ≤ cPF ‖∇v‖ .
From the Sobolev embedding theorems (see [87]), we can bound the L4 (Ω)-norm in terms
of the H1 (Ω)-norm as follows
‖v‖L4 ≤ C
H1
L4 ‖v‖1 . (7.3)
For the nite element formulation that we shall consider, the discrete velocity eld will not
be weakly divergence free and the use of the skew symmetric counterpart of the convective




(c (w,u,v)− c (w,v,u)) ,
c (w,u,v) = (w · ∇u,v) .
The following properties are satised by this antisymmetric term
i) c̃ (w,u,v) = c (w,u,v) when ∇ · u = 0 and u = 0 on Ω





Let us consider a nite element partition Th of the computational domain Ω. The diameter
of an element domain K ∈ Th is denoted by hK and the diameter of the partition is dened
as h = max {hK | K ∈ Th}. We will consider quasi-uniform families of meshes, and thus all







: vh |K∈ Pk (K) ∀K ∈ Th
}
, we can write the following
inverse inequality: there is a constant cinv, independent of the mesh size h (the maximum of










for all nite element functions vh dened on K ∈ Th (see [75]).
From the interpolation theory of nite element and Sobolev spaces which we will use in
our subsequent analysis, an important inequality is the following. For u ∈ W l,p (Ω), there
exists a constant C independent of h, for all 0 ≤ l ≤ k + 1, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, such that
‖u− P [u]‖p ≤Ch
l |u|l,p , (7.5)
where P [u] ∈ Vh is the L2 (Ω) projection of u in Vh (see [75] for more details).
Based on the interpolation theory it is possible to write the following inequality
‖∇ (u− P [u])‖∞ ≤ C∞,3 ‖u‖3 , (7.6)
where, C∞,3, is a positive constant independent of h.
7.4 Problem statement and Galerkin nite element dis-
cretization
7.4.1 Boundary Value problem
Let Ω be a bounded, open set of Rd (d = 2 or 3) occupied by the uid, assumed to be
bounded and polyhedral, and let ∂Ω be its boundary. Aditionally, consider the time interval
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+ u · ∇u
)
−∇ · (2βµ∇su+ σ) +∇p = f in Ω, t ∈ ]0, T [ , (7.7)
∇ · u = 0 in Ω, t ∈ ]0, T [ , (7.8)
1
2µ










σ · ∇u+ (∇u)T · σ
)
= 0 in Ω, t ∈ ]0, T [ , (7.9)
u = 0 on ∂Ω, t ∈ ]0, T [ , (7.10)
u |t=0 = u0 in Ω, (7.11)
σ |t=0 = σ0 in Ω. (7.12)
The unknowns of the problem are: the velocity eld u (x, t), the pressure p (x, t) and the
the viscoleastic or elastic part σ (x, t) of the extra stress tensor. The physical parameters
are the dynamic viscosity µ, the density of the uid ρ, a real parameter β ∈ [0, 1] to de-
ne the amount of viscous or solvent viscosity (µs = βµ) and elastic or polymeric viscosity
(µp = (1− β)µ) in the uid, and the relaxation time λ. Finally, f ∈ H−1 (Ω)d is the external
volume force applied to the uid conned in Ω.
For viscoelastic uids, the problem is incomplete without the denition of a constitutive
equation for the elastic stresses (σ). A large variety of approaches exist to dene it (see
[21, 22] for a complete description). In this work, we use the classical Oldroyd-B constitutive
model (7.9) for this purpose. This constitutive law may be used to describe solutions of
polymers in a Newtonian solvent, or polymer melts with a fast relaxation time mode.
The conservation laws (7.7)-(7.8) and the Oldroyd-B constitutive equation (7.9) are a
mixed parabolic-hyperbolic problem, that need to be complemented with initial (7.11)-(7.12)
and boundary (7.10) conditions to close the problem. For simplicity in the exposition, we will
consider the simplest boundary condition for the velocity and no boundary conditions for
the stress eld. With respect to the initial conditions, u0 and σ0 are functions dened on the
whole domain Ω. For a complete description of the mathematical structure of the problem
we refer to [82, 139].
7.4.2 Variational form
To write the weak form of the problem (7.7)-(7.9) we need to introduce some functional











, w · ∇τ ∈
(
L2 (Ω)
)d×d ∀w ∈ V}
and Q = L20, the spaces of the velocity, the elastic stresses and the pressure respectively. If
we call U = (u, p,σ), X := V × Q ×Υ, the weak form of the problem consists in nding





+ u · ∇u,v
)
+ (2βµ∇su+ σ,∇sv)− (p,∇ · v) = 〈f ,v〉 , (7.13)
(∇ · u, q) = 0, (7.14)(
1
2µ












(g (u,σ) , τ ) = 0, (7.15)
for all V = (v, q, τ ) ∈ X . The last term of the constitutive equation represents the traction
or rotational term dened as g (u,σ) := σ · ∇u+ (∇u)T · σ.
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In a compact form, problem (7.13)-(7.15) can be written as:
(Dt (U) ,V ) +B (u,σ;U ,V ) = 〈f ,v〉 , (7.16)
for all V ∈ X ,where




(σ, τ )− (1− β) (∇su, τ ) + λ
2µ
(û · ∇σ, τ )− λ
2µ
(g (û, σ̂) , τ ) ,
and















7.4.3 Galerkin nite element discretization
From Th we may construct conforming nite element spaces for the velocity, the pressure
and the elastic stress, Vh ⊂ V , Qh ⊂ Q and Υh ⊂ Υ, respectively. Calling X h = Vh ×
Qh × Υh, the Galerkin nite element approximation of problem (7.16) consists in nding
Uh : ]0, T [→ X h such that
(Dt (Uh) ,V h) +B (uh,σh;Uh,V h) = 〈f ,vh〉 , (7.19)
for all V h ∈ X h, and satisfying the appropriate initial conditions.
Until now, we have posed no restrictions on the choice of the nite element spaces. How-
ever, let us analyze the numerical stability of the problem (7.19). If we take V h = Uh1 =
((1− β)uh, (1− β) ph,σh), it is found that







σh · ∇uh + (∇uh)T · σh,σh
)
.
It is seen from (7.20) that B (·, ·) is not coercive in X h, and we can ensure only control
on ‖σh‖ for all β assuming λ∇uh to be small enough.
















where C1 and C2 are positive constants. It is therefore required that the nite element spaces
satisfy (7.21) and (7.22), which is a stringent requirement inherited from the mixed form of
the Navier-Stokes problem [36].
The two compatibility conditions of the viscoelastic ow problem do not allow us the use
of an arbitrary interpolation for the dierent elds because the scheme may become unstable.
The implementation of inf-sup stable elements is a possible solution for this problem, however,
from the numerical point of view, the spaces that full these conditions are limited and
complex, particularly when the problem needs to be solved in three dimensions. See related,
the works of Marchal and Crochet [111] and Fortin and Fortin [84] for the 2D case and
the work of Bogaerds et al. [25] for the 3D case. The other possibility is to use a stabilized
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formulation that permits the use of any interpolation for the variables, which is the approach
studied in this work. Note that the constitutive equation is of convective nature, and therefore,
some kind of stabilization technique have to be used even if inf-sup stable elements are used,
the same for the momentum equation.
In general, a stabilized formulation consists of replacing B in (7.16) by another multi-
linear form Bstab, possible mesh dependent, designed to enhance stability without upsetting
accuracy. This point shall be described in the next Section.
7.5 Stabilized nite element method
In the following section we summarize the stabilized formulation analyzed in this chapter.
This formulation was proposed in [37] and tested numerically in [38, 35]. The numerical
analysis of the linearized stationary problem was performed in chapter 6 (also in [40]).




, Qh = Vh,K and Υh =
[Vh,K ]
d×d
sym, the method consists in replacing (7.19) by the following problem: nd Uh ∈ X h,
such that
(Dt (Uh) ,V h) +Bstab (uh,σh;Uh,V h) = 〈f ,v〉 , (7.23)
for all V h ∈ X h , where
Bstab (ûh, σ̂h;Uh,V h) = B (ûh, σ̂h;Uh,V h) +B
∗ (ûh, σ̂h;Uh,V h) , (7.24)
and B∗represents the additional stabilization terms added to the Galerkin formulation.
Using the same notation as in [37], we can dene B∗ as
B∗ (ûh, σ̂h;Uh,V h) =S
⊥
1 (ûh;Uh,V h) + S
⊥
2 (Uh,V h) + S
⊥
3 (ûh, σ̂h;Uh,V h) ,
where
S⊥1 (ûh;Uh,V h) =αu
(









P⊥u [∇ · σh] , P⊥u [(1− β)∇ · τh]
)
,
S⊥2 (Uh,V h) =αp
(
P⊥p [∇ · uh] , P⊥p [∇ · vh]
)
, (7.26)




− (1− β)∇suh +
λ
2µ








(ûh · ∇τh + g∗ (ûh, τh))
])
,
and g∗ (ûh, τh), represents the adjoint operator of g (ûh, τh), which is dened as g
∗ (ûh, τh) :=
τh · (∇ûh)T +∇ûh · τh. Here P⊥u = I − Pu, where Pu : L2 → Vh is the L2 projection onto
Vh (P⊥p and P⊥σ are dened in an analogous way).
Note that all the stabilization terms in (7.25)-(7.27) are multiplied by αi, i = u, p, σ.
These terms are the components of the stabilization parameter matrix, that can be dened
as
































A general approach to design the terms of the stabilization parameter matrix was proposed
in [56] for the three-eld Stokes problem. In this work, the author shows as the parameters
can be uniquely determined by dimensionality, assuming that this matrix is diagonal.




3 are the following. The
rst component of the S⊥1 gives control on the convective term, the second component gives
control on the pressure gradient, and the third term gives control on the divergence of the
viscoelastic stress. The term S⊥2 is not a must but in some cases it improves stability of the
problem. Finally, the term S⊥3 adds stability in the constitutive equation. Note that some
of the components of this last term are the convective-convective term of the viscoelastic
stress tensor and an equivalent EVSS-structure component, among others cross local inner-
product terms (see [37] for more details of this spatial stabilized formulation). The addition
of these three terms permit the resolution of convection dominant problems both in velocity
and in stress, and the implementation of equal order interpolation for all the unknowns.
The orthogonal projections introduce consistency errors, but of optimal order, a key point
in the design of accurate non-residual based methods. For stationary problems, the resulting
formulation turns out to have optimal order of convergence, as checked numerically in [37]
for linear and quadratic elements.
The term-by-term form of S⊥1 was proposed instead of a residual one, because the rst
has shown a better numerical behavior in problems where high gradients in pressure and
stress are presented, see [39] for more details of this idea.
7.6 Linearized time-dependent case
The numerical analysis of the stabilized formulation performed in the chapter is divided
in two steps. In this Section we present the stability analysis of the linearized case. The
second part (Section 7.7), is devoted to the nonlinear analysis.
7.6.1 Linearized stabilized Semi-discrete problem
The equations for incompressible viscoelastic ows have several nonlinear terms, both in
the momentum and in the constitutive equation. In the former we have the convective term,
and in the latter we have the term corresponding to convection of stresses and the rotational
term arising from the objective derivative of stresses. On top of that, the stabilization terms
depend also on the velocity, introducing therefore additional nonlinearities.
As it is usual for incompressible ow problems, for the convective term of the momentum
equation we can use a Picard scheme, taking the advection velocity of the previous iteration.
This leads only to rst order convergence, but is a robust option. The constitutive equation
is rather more complex and many times is recomended the implementation combined algo-
rithms. See for example the work of Castillo and Codina [37] where a Newton scheme was
combined with a continuation method, or the work of Howell [95] where dierent types of
continuation methods were proposed. For simplicity in the numerical analysis we will use
only the xed point scheme for all the nonlinear terms, including the terms associated to the
matrix of stabilization parameters α. The extended form of the equations after linearization
is presented in Eq. (7.31)-(7.33).
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Given ûh ∈ Vh and σ̂h ∈ Υh, we analyze the following semi-discrete linearized problem:







+ ρc̃ (ûh,uh,vh) + (2βµ∇suh + σh,∇svh)− (ph,∇ · vh) (7.31)
+αu
(

















= 〈f ,vh〉 ,
(∇ · uh, qh) + αu
(


















c̃ (ûh,σh, τh) (7.33)
− λ
2µ
(g (ûh, σ̂h) , τh) + (1− β)αu
(






− (1− β)∇suh +
λ
2µ







(ûh · ∇τh + g∗ (ûh, τh))
])
= 0,
for all V h = (vh, qh, τh) ∈ X h. The initial conditions are set as appropriate projections of
u0 and σ0.
7.6.2 Existence and uniqueness of the semi-discrete solution
The following existence and uniqueness analysis of the discrete solution was motivated
by the procedure followed by Burman and Fernández in [32] for the two-eld Navier-Stokes
problem.
To prove existence and uniqueness of the discrete linearized problem (7.31)-(7.33), we
shall make use of the following pressure and velocity subspaces:
Q?h =
{
qh ∈ Qh :
(





Vdivh = {vh ∈ Vh : (qh,∇ · vh) = 0, ∀qh ∈ Q?h} .
In addition, Qh\Q?h will stand for the supplementary of Q?h in Qh, i.e., Qh = (Qh\Q?h)⊕
Q?h.
To ensure that Vdivh is not trivial, we use the following lemma.








Proof. Let qh ∈ Q?h. From inf-sup theory (see for example [87]), there exists vq ∈ H10 such
that
∇ · vq = qh, ‖vq‖1 ≤ c ‖qh‖ .
Integrating by parts, we have
‖qh‖2 = (qh,∇ · vp)
=− (∇qh,vp − Pu [vp]) + (qh,∇ · Pu [vp])
= (qh,∇ · Pu [vp]) ,
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since, as qh ∈ Q?h, then ∇qh ∈ Vh. In addition, we have
‖∇ · Pu [vp]‖2 ≤ d ‖Pu [vp]‖21 ≤ c ‖∇vp‖
2
1 ≤ c ‖qh‖
2
,
which completes the proof. 
Theorem 2 The semi discrete problem (7.31)-(7.33) has a unique solution
Proof. Problem (7.31)-(7.33), satisfying the initial and boundary conditions, can be written
in operator form, as













Ku (ûh)uh =ρc̃ (ûh,uh,vh) + 2βµ (∇suh∇svh) + αu
(


















Gph =− (ph,∇ · vh) ,
Dσσh =(σh,∇svh) ,
Duh =(∇ · uh, qh) ,
S⊥1,pph =− αu
(


















c̃ (ûh,σh, τh) + (1− β)αu
(






− (1− β)∇suh +
λ
2µ







(ûh · ∇τh + g∗ (ûh, τh))
])
,
Suh =− (1− β) (∇suh, τh) .
We also introduce the operator D1, dened by
D1vh = (Dvh)Q?h
, ∀vh ∈ Vh.










Let us consider the following reduced formulation, derived from (7.31)-(7.33) with V h ∈
X ?h = V
div
h × (Qh\Q?h)×Υh: nd Uh : ]0, T [→ X
?
h such that
Mu∂tuh +Ku (ûh)uh +Gp̃h −Dσσh = Muf in Vdivh , (7.37)
Duh = S
⊥
1,pp̃h in (Qh\Q?h) , (7.38)
Mσ∂tσh +Kσ (ûh, σ̂h)σh − Suh = 0 in Υh. (7.39)
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, we conclude that S⊥1,p is invertible in Qh\Q?h,







By plugging this expression into (7.37), we obtain the following equivalent problem





Duh −Dσσh = Muf in Vdivh , (7.40)
Mσ∂tσh +Kσ (ûh, σ̂h)σh − Suh = 0 in Υh, (7.41)
which is a standard Cauchy problem for uh and σh. Existence and uniqueness for uh and
σh follows by the Lipschitz continuity of Ku (ûh) and Kσ (ûh, σ̂h). We may then recover p̃h
uniquely from (7.38). Therefore, the reduced problem (7.37)-(7.39) has a unique solution. On
the other hand, from (7.37), it follows that

















. From Lemma 1, it follows that D1






. Thus, there exists a unique p1 ∈ Q?h such that
Mu∂tuh +Ku (ûh)uh +Gp̃h −Dσσh −Muf =Gp1 inVh. (7.42)
Therefore, from (7.42) and the reduced problem (7.37)-(7.39), it follows that the discrete
problem (7.31)-(7.33) has a unique solution, given by
(
uh, p̃h − p1,σh
)
. 
7.6.3 Stability of the linearized semi-discrete problem
We will use the following norm in the subsequent analysis:




‖τh‖2 + (1− β)αu
∥∥P⊥u [ρûh · ∇vh]∥∥2
+ (1− β)αu
∥∥∥∥ρ∂vh∂t + ρûh · ∇vh +∇qh −∇ · τh
∥∥∥∥2 (7.43)
+ (1− β)αp ‖∇ · vh‖2 + (1− β)αu
∥∥P⊥u [∇qh]∥∥2 + (1− β)αu ∥∥P⊥u [∇ · τh]∥∥2
+ ασ
∥∥∥∥ λ2µ ∂τh∂t − (1− β)∇svh + λ2µ ûh · ∇τh
∥∥∥∥2 .
Remark 1. The term multiplied by αp is strictly unnecessary, since it already is contained
in ‖∇svh‖ ,but sometimes could reinforce this stability. We will keep it for generality, to see
the eect of the subscale associated to the pressure.
The next result stats the stability of the proposed semi-discrete formulation dened in
(7.31)-(7.33).
Theorem 3 Let (uh, ph,σh) be the solution of (7.31)-(7.33). Then, the following stability
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Proof. In this proof ε1, ε2, ... are positive constants used in the application of Young inequal-
ities. The values will be chosen at the end of the proof.







− (1− β) (ph,∇ · uh) + (1− β) (2βµ∇suh + σh,∇suh)
+ρ (1− β) c̃ (ûh,uh,uh) + (1− β)αu
(






























P⊥u [∇ · σh] , P⊥u [∇ · σh]
)









− (1− β)∇suh +
λ
2µ









− (1− β)∇suh +
λ
2µ
(ûh · ∇σh + g∗ (ûh,σh))
])




(g (ûh, σ̂h) ,σh) .







(which is zero). Next










































+ ûh · ∇σh
)]∥∥∥∥2















)∥∥∥P⊥σ [g (ûh, σ̂h)]∥∥∥2] .
If we compare the bounded terms of the expression (7.44) with the terms of the working
norm (7.43), we can see that the missing terms are all of them associated to the nite
element space. The key point is that this missing control comes from the Galerkin part of
the multilinear form Bstab in Eq. (7.24).






+ ρûh · ∇uh +∇ph −∇ · σh
]
.








+ (1− β)αuρc̃ (ûh,uh,v1)
+ (1− β)αu (2βµ∇suh + σh,∇sv1)− (1− β)αu (ph,∇ · v1)
+ (1− β)α2u
(
P⊥u [ρûh · ∇uh] , P⊥u [ρûh · ∇v1]
)
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+(1− β)αuαp
(










+ (1− β)∇suh −
λ
2µ





= (1− β)αu 〈f ,v1〉 ,
integrating by parts the terms arising from the divergence of the total stress and the gradient
of the pressure, and using the fact that ûh = 0 on ∂Ω, we can write







































, P⊥σ [(1− β)∇sv1]
)
− (1− β) 1
2
αuρ ‖∇ · ûh‖∞ ‖v1‖ ‖uh‖ = (1− β)αu 〈f ,v1〉 ,
applying Cauchy-Schwarz, the Young inequalities and inverse inequalities in all the products















































‖∇suh‖2 − (1− β)αp
1
2ε6










∥∥∥∥P⊥σ [ λ2µ ∂σh∂t − (1− β)∇suh + λ2µ ûh · ∇σh
]∥∥∥∥2







∥∥P⊥σ [g (ûh, σ̂h)]∥∥2 .
To obtain the control of Pp [∇ · uh], we proceed taking V h2 = (1− β)αp (0, q2,0) with
q2 ≡ Pp [∇ · uh].
(1− β)αp
(
















∥∥P⊥u [∇ph]∥∥2 . (7.46)




















ασ (∇ · ûhσh,σ3)


























− (1− β)∇suh +
λ
2µ










































































‖g (ûh, σ̂h)‖2 +
ε16
2
∥∥P⊥σ [g (ûh, σ̂h)]∥∥2) .
Let V ∗h = Uh1 +θ1V h1 +θ2V h2 +θ3V h3, with V hi, i = 1, ..., 3 introduced above. Adding
(7.45)-(7.47) multiplied by θi, i = 1, ..., 3, and adding also (7.44), we arrive at an expresion
of the form
LHS (V ∗h) ≤ RHS (V
∗
h) .
For the right hand side term, applying Young inequalities and the inverse inequality, we
obtain





















































‖g (ûh, σ̂h)‖2 .
And for the left hand side, integrating the inequalities (7.44),(7.45),(??), (7.47) and (7.48)
















‖σh‖2 + (1− β)C3αu
ˆ t
0




∥∥∥P⊥p [∇ · uh]∥∥∥2 + (1− β)C5αu ˆ t
0




∥∥∥P⊥u [∇ph]∥∥∥2 + C7ασ ˆ t
0





∥∥∥∥Pu [ρ∂uh∂t + ρûh · ∇uh +∇ph −∇ · σh
]∥∥∥∥2








∥∥∥∥Pσ [ λ2µ ∂σh∂t − (1− β)∇suh + λ2µ ûh · ∇σh
]∥∥∥∥2



































































































































































































































The result then follow by choosing ε1, ..., ε18 and θ1, ..., θ3, in such a way that Ci > 0 for
all i. 
7.7 Analysis of the nonlinear problem
In this section, based on the xed point theory, we show that under suitable conditions, a
unique solution to the discretized system exists. Using the same procedure proposed by [77],
the proof can be subdivided in the following four steps:
1. Dene an iterative map in such a way that a xed point of the map is a solution to the
original problem.
2. Show that the map is well dened and bounded on bounded sets.
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3. Show that there exists an invariant ball of the map.
4. Apply the Schauder's xed point theorem to conclude there exists a discrete solution
Uh in this ball.
Theorem 4 Assume that the system (7.23) has a solution (u, p,σ) ∈ L∞
(



















0, T ;Hk+1 (Ω)
))
. In
addition assume that k ≥ d/2, and
‖u‖∞ ≤ D1, ‖∇u‖∞ ,≤ D2, ‖u‖k+1 ≤ D3, (7.50)
‖σ‖∞ ≤ D4, ‖∇σ‖∞ ,≤ D5, ‖σ‖k+1 ≤ D6,
‖p‖k ≤ D7, ‖∂tu‖k ≤ D8, ‖∂tσ‖k ≤ D9,











(Ld ‖∇ (u− uh)‖)2 dt ≤u2?h2k, (7.51)
sup
0≤t≤T







6 + ρh ‖u‖1
∥∥P⊥u [∇ (p− ph)]∥∥2 dt ≤p2?h2k,
being k the order of interpolation of the unknowns (we are focused on equal interpolation) and
Ld represents a characteristic length. The terms u?, σ? and p? give dimensional consistency.
Proof.
Step 1. The iterative map. A mapping δ : L2 (0, T ;Vh)×L2 (0, T ;Qh)×L∞ (0, T ; Υh)→
L2 (0, T ;Vh)×L2 (0, T ;Qh)×L∞ (0, T ; Υh) is dened via (uh, ph,σh) = δ (ûh, p̂h, σ̂h), where
(uh, ph,σh) satises:
ρ (∂tuh,vh) + ρc̃ (ûh,uh,vh) + (2βµ∇suh + σh,∇svh)− (ph,∇ · vh)
+αu
(

















= 〈f ,vh〉 , (7.52)
(∇ · uh, qh) + αu
(













c̃ (ûh,σh, τh) (7.54)
+(1− β)αu
(






− (1− β)∇suh +
λ
2µ












[g (ûh, σ̂h) , τh] ,
for all V h = (vh, qh, τh) ∈ X h. Thus, given an initial guess for the three unknowns
(ûh, p̂h, σ̂h), solving the above system for (uh, ph,σh) gives a new approximation to the
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solution. Also, it is clear that the xed point of (7.52)-(7.54), is a solution to the approxi-
mating system (7.31)-(7.33) (i.e, δ (ûh, p̂h, σ̂h) = (ûh, p̂h, σ̂h) implies that (ûh, p̂h, σ̂h) is a
solution to (7.31)-(7.33)).
Step 2. Show that the mapping δ is well dened and bounded on bounded sets.
The existence and uniqueness of the discrete solution was proved in subsection 7.6.2 for
a linearized problem, that can be associated to the solution of the xed point problem.
The stability result proved in subsection 7.6.3 ensures that the linearized problem, that
can be viewed as a xed point iteration of the nonlinear case, is stable and bounded un-
der suitable regularity assumptions. Note that this step is crucial in the denition of the
contraction and can be used to establish that the mapping δ is bounded on bounded sets.
Step 3. Existence of an invariant ball on which the map is a contraction. We begin
dening an invariant ball. Let R = c∗h2k for 0 ≤ c∗ ≤ 1, and dening the ball Bh as
Bh =
{




0, T ;L2 (Ω)
)
∩ L2 (0, T ;Vh)
)






(Ld ‖∇ (u− vh)‖)2 dt ≤ u2?R2,
sup
0≤t≤T







6 + ρh ‖u‖1
∥∥P⊥u [∇ (p− qh)]∥∥2 dt ≤ p2?R2
 , (7.55)
where (u, p,σ) is the solution of (7.19). This solution satises
ρ (∂tu,vh) + ρc̃ (u,u,vh) + (2βµ∇su+ σ,∇svh)− (p,∇ · vh) (7.56)















(g (u,σ) , τh) = 〈f ,vh〉 .
Let now (ûh, p̂h, σ̂h) ∈ Bh. Then (uh, ph,σh) = δ (ûh, p̂h, σ̂h) satises
ρ (∂tuh,vh) + ρc̃ (ûh,uh,vh) + (2βµ∇suh + σh,∇svh)− (ph,∇ · vh) (7.57)
+αu
(

















+ (∇ · uh, qh) + αu
(

















(g (ûh, σ̂h) , τh)
+ (1− β)αu
(






− (1− β)∇suh +
λ
2µ







(ûh · ∇τh + g∗ (ûh, τh))
])
= 〈f ,vh〉 .
Subtracting (7.57) from (7.56) give
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ρ (∂t (u− uh) ,vh) + ρ (c̃ (u,u,vh)− c̃ (ûh,uh,vh)) (7.58)
+2βµ (∇s (u− uh) ,∇svh) + (σ − σh,∇svh)− (p− ph,∇ · vh)
−αu
(

















+ (∇ · (u− uh) , qh)− αu
(





(σ − σh, τh)− (1− β) (∇s (u− uh) , τh) +
λ
2µ




(c̃ (u,σ, τh)− c̃ (ûh,σh, τh))−
λ
2µ
(g (u,σ) , τh) +
λ
2µ
(g (ûh, σ̂h) , τh)
− (1− β)αu
(






− (1− β)∇suh +
λ
2µ







(ûh · ∇τh + g∗ (ûh, τh))
])
= 0.
Dening the following approximation and interpolation errors:
Λ = u− U and E = U − uh,
Γ = σ −Σ and F = Σ − σh,
Π = p− P and G = P − ph,
where U = Pu [u], Σ = Pσ [σ] and P = Pp [p]. Taking into account that the total error can
be decomposed in terms of its approximation and the interpolation part as, then
eu =u− uh = Λ +E,
eσ =σ − σh = Γ + F ,
ep =p− ph = Π +G.
Taking: vh = (1− β)E, τh = F and ph = (1− β)G in (7.58), we obtain


















‖F ‖2 + (1− β)αu
∥∥P⊥u [ρûh · ∇E]∥∥2 + (1− β)αp ∥∥P⊥p [∇ ·E]∥∥2
+ (1− β)αu
∥∥P⊥u [∇G]∥∥2 + (1− β)αu ∥∥P⊥u [∇ · F ]∥∥2
ρ (1− β) (c̃ (u,u,E)− c̃ (ûh,uh,E)) +
λ
2µ





− (1− β)∇sE + λ
2µ





− (1− β)∇sE + λ
2µ






The objective of this step is to nd a bound for the approximation error in terms of the
interpolation error and the error arising from the linearization of the original problem.
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We will start with the right hand side terms of (7.59). Using Young inequalities, Cauchy-
Schwarz, the Poincare-Friedrichs inequality and the relationship between the gradient and
the symmetrical gradient (7.2), we can write
R1 = − (1− β) ρ (∂tΛ,E) ≤ (1− β) ρ ‖∂tΛ‖ ‖E‖























R3 = (1− β) (Π,∇ ·E) ≤2µ (1− β)
ε3
2





The term that involve the discrete error of the pressure needs a special treatment. Note
that we are using the L2 orthogonal projection operator. Using the properties of this operator,
we can write
R4 = − (1− β) (∇ ·Λ, G) =− (1− β) (u− U ,∇G)
=− (1− β) (u− Pu [u] ,∇G− Pu [∇G])
=− (1− β)
(









The following three terms only need Cauchy-Schwarz and Young inequalities:
R5 = −2β (1− β)µ (∇sΛ,∇sE) ≤2β (1− β)µ
ε5
2
‖∇sE‖2 + 2β (1− β)µ 1
2ε5
‖∇sΛ‖2 ,




























For the stabilization terms of the right hand side of (7.59), we only need to use Cauchy-
Schwarz and Young inequalities:
R9 =(1− β)αu
(






∥∥∥P⊥u [ρûh · ∇U ]∥∥∥2 + ε9
2
∥∥∥P⊥u [ρûh · ∇E]∥∥∥2) ,
R10 =(1− β)αp
(






∥∥∥P⊥p [∇ · U ]∥∥∥2 + ε10
2
∥∥∥P⊥p [∇ ·E]∥∥∥2) ,
R11 =(1− β)αu
(

















∥∥∥P⊥u [∇ ·Σ]∥∥∥2 + ε12
2
∥∥∥P⊥u [∇ · F ]∥∥∥2) ,











− (1− β)∇sE + λ
2µ










∥∥∥∥P⊥σ [− (1− β)∇sE + λ2µ (ûh · ∇F )











− (1− β)∇sE + λ
2µ













∥∥∥∥P⊥σ [− (1− β)∇sE + λ2µ (ûh · ∇F )
]∥∥∥∥2 + 2λ22µ ασ2µ ε142 ∥∥∥P⊥σ [g∗ (ûh,F )]∥∥∥2 .
The last term of the right hand side of (7.59) corresponds to the traction or rotational







g (ûh, σ̂h) =−
λ
2µ
g (u,σ − σ̂h) +
λ
2µ
g (u− ûh,σ − σ̂h) (7.60)
− λ
2µ
g (u− ûh,σ) .
The three terms in the right of (7.60) are bounded using Cauchy-Schwarz, Young inequal-
ities and the inverse inequality (7.4), giving :
λ
2µ
(g (u,σ − σ̂h) ,F ) ≤ 2
λ
2µ
















(g (u− ûh,σ − σ̂h) ,F ) ≤ 2
λ
2µ














(g (u− ûh,σ) ,F ) ≤ 2
λ
2µ












With the terms of the left hand side of (7.59), that not have a quadratic form, we apply
a similar procedure. We will start with the convective terms. From the momentum equation,
we have the following term
ρ (1− β) (c̃ (u,u,E)− c̃ (ûh,uh,E))
=ρ (1− β) (c̃ ((u− ûh) ,u,E)− c̃ ((u− ûh) ,Λ,E) + c̃ (u,Λ,E)) . (7.61)
The three right hand side terms of the above equation can be bounded as before, giving





‖u− ûh‖ ‖∇u‖∞ cΩ ‖∇
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For the last term that denes (7.61),we use integration by parts and the Young inequality
ρ (1− β) c̃ (u,Λ,E) =− ρ (1− β) (u · ∇E,Λ)
≤ρ (1− β) ‖u‖∞ ‖∇E‖ ‖Λ‖
≤2 (1− β) ε22
2







A similar procedure can be applied to the convective term of the constitutive equation
λ
2µ




(c̃ ((u− ûh) ,σ,F )− c̃ ((u− ûh) ,Γ ,F ) + c̃ (u,Γ ,E)) ,
where the three right hand side terms of the above equation are bounded as:
λ
2µ






2 ‖u− ûh‖ ‖∇σ‖∞ ‖F ‖+
√










‖u− ûh‖2 ‖∇σ‖2∞ +
1
2ε24




















































































− (1− β)∇sE + λ
2µ




− (1− β)∇sE + λ
2µ
(ûh · ∇F + g∗ (ûh,F ))
])
=ασ






− (1− β)∇sE + λ
2µ













)∥∥∥∥P⊥σ [− (1− β)∇sE + λ2µ (ûh · ∇F )
]∥∥∥∥2 − λ22µ ασ2µ 12ε28
∥∥∥P⊥σ [g∗ (ûh,F )]∥∥∥2 .














∥∥∥P⊥σ [g∗ ((ûh − u) ,F )]∥∥∥2 + 1
2ε28





















h−d ‖∇ (ûh − u)‖2 + ‖∇u‖2∞
)
‖F ‖2 .
Collecting all the terms that involve F , E and G in (7.59), that represent the approxi-
mation error, we can construct the following result





































































































































))∥∥∥∥P⊥σ [− (1− β)∇sE + λ2µ (ûh · ∇F )
]∥∥∥∥2 ≤ RHS.
Taking ε9 = 2, ε13 = ε14 =
1
4
, ε28 = 1, the remaining ε's small enough to guarantee that
the constants in the LHS of (7.62) are positive, and using (7.50) and (ûh, p̂h, σ̂h) ∈ Bh, we
arrive at
(1− β) ρ ‖E (t)‖2 + λ
µ











∥∥∥P⊥p [∇ ·E]∥∥∥2 + (1− β)αu ˆ t
0
∥∥∥P⊥u [∇G]∥∥∥2 + (1− β)αu ˆ t
0
∥∥∥P⊥u [∇ · F ]∥∥∥2 . RHS.
Now, for the right hand side term we can collect all the other terms that involve interpo-


























































∥∥P⊥u [ρûh · ∇U ]∥∥2 + αp (1− β)2ε10
ˆ t
0















∥∥P⊥σ [− (1− β)∇sU ]∥∥2 + ασ 1ε13
ˆ t
0




























































































‖u− ûh‖2 ‖∇σ‖2∞ +
1
2ε24





































in (7.64) we have three terms that need some additional treatment. The rst one is
αu
∥∥P⊥u [ρûh · ∇U ]∥∥2 .αuρ2 ∥∥P⊥u [(ûh − u) · ∇ (U−u)]∥∥2 + αuρ2 ∥∥P⊥u [u · ∇ (U−u)]∥∥2
+ αuρ
2
∥∥P⊥u [u · ∇u]∥∥2 + αuρ2 ∥∥P⊥u [(ûh − u) · ∇u]∥∥2 ,
where the four terms of the right hand side can be bounded as
αuρ
2
∥∥∥P⊥u [(ûh − u) · ∇ (U−u)]∥∥∥2 ≤αuρ2 ‖u− ûh‖2 ‖∇ (u− U)‖2L∞
≤ (C∞,3)2 αuρ2 ‖u− ûh‖2 ‖u‖23 ,
αuρ
2



















∥∥∥P⊥u [(ûh − u) · ∇u]∥∥∥2 ≤αuρ2 ‖∇u‖2∞ ‖ûh − u‖2 .
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)2 ∥∥P⊥u [ρûh · ∇Σ]∥∥2 .ασ ( λ2µ















)2 ∥∥P⊥u [(ûh − u) · ∇σ]∥∥2 ,





)2 ∥∥∥P⊥u [(ûh − u) · ∇ (σ −Σ)]∥∥∥2 ≤ασ ( λ
2µ
)2












)2 ∥∥∥P⊥u [u · ∇ (σ −Σ)]∥∥∥2 ≤ασ ( λ
2µ
)2















)2 ∥∥∥P⊥u [u · ∇σ]∥∥∥2 ≤ασ ( λ
2µ
)2



















)2 ∥∥∥P⊥u [(ûh − u) · ∇σ]∥∥∥2 ≤ασ ( λ
2µ
)2
‖∇σ‖2∞ ‖ûh − u‖
2 .





)2 ∥∥∥P⊥σ [g (ûh, σ̂h)]∥∥∥2 .ασ ( λ
2µ










)2 ∥∥∥P⊥u [g (u,σ)]∥∥∥2 + ασ ( λ
2µ
)2 ∥∥∥P⊥u [g ((ûh − u) ,σ)]∥∥∥2 ,
where the four terms of the right hand side can be bounded as∥∥∥P⊥u [g ((ûh − u) , (σ̂h − σ))]∥∥∥2 . ‖∇ (u− U) · (σ − σ̂h)‖2
















h2k ‖u‖2k+1 + ‖∇ (u− ûh)‖
2
))
‖σ − σ̂h‖2 ,∥∥∥P⊥u [g (u, (σ̂h − σ))]∥∥∥2 . ‖∇u‖2∞ ‖σ − σ̂h‖2 ,
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∥∥∥∂i+1∇u∥∥∥2 ∥∥∥∂k−i−1σ∥∥∥2 + ‖∇u‖2∞ ‖σ‖2k
)
h2k,
∥∥∥P⊥u [g ((ûh − u) ,σ)]∥∥∥2 . ‖∇ (ûh − u)‖2 ‖σ‖2∞ ,









































∥∥∥P⊥σ [∇sU ]∥∥∥2 + αp ˆ t
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regrouping terms, using the denition of the ball (7.55) and the interpolation inequality (7.6),















































































































































































































∥∥∥∂i+1u∥∥∥2 ∥∥∥∂k−i−1∇σ∥∥∥2 + k−1∑
i=1
∥∥∥∂i+1∇u∥∥∥2 ∥∥∥∂k−i−1σ∥∥∥2)h2k.
As we can see, ve types of terms that involve h power are involved in (7.65). The rst












R2, respectively. Since k ≥ 2,
then all the terms are, al least, of the order h2k.







(Ld ‖∇ (u− uh)‖)2 dt . C̃h2k
where C̃ < c∗u?,
sup
0≤t≤T
‖σ − σh‖2 . Ĉh2k,
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6 + ρh ‖u‖1
∥∥P⊥u [∇ (p− ph)]∥∥2 dt . Čh2k
where Č < c∗p?. This shows that δ (Bh) ⊂ Bh, and then appliying Schauder's xed point
theorem, there exist (uh, ph,σh) ∈ Bh, solution of (7.23). This prove the error estimate since
the denition of the ball is exactly the error estimate (7.51).
7.8 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented the numerical analysis of the nite element approx-
imation proposed in Chapter 3 for the nonlinear time-dependent case. This analysis has
conrmed the numerical results obtained in Chapter 3, where the method was proposed and
tested numerically using nonlinear examples. In particular, we have shown this using a xed
point theorem under suitable regularity conditions in velocity, stress and pressure. What is
relevant from the analysis presented is that it clearly displays how the estimates obtained
deteriorate as the Reynolds number and the elasticity of the uid increase, which is the
expected result in this type of uids.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
In this chapter we present the achievements and conclusions obtained during the prepa-
ration of the present work, and we state some of the possible future research lines.
8.1 Achievements
In the above chapters, we have presented a series of works in the context of stabilized
nite element methods applied to non-Newtonian uid ows. An important point of these
works resides in the fact that in all of them, a mixed or a three-eld formulation is used.
 In Chapter 2, two stabilized numerical formulation of sub-grid-scale (SGS) type were
proposed and tested numerically for the three-eld (velocity-pressure-stress) Navier-
Stokes problem considering nonlinear viscosity models. Both formulations present op-
timal convergence properties for linear and quadratic elements, also evidencing a clear
reduction in the L2-norm of the error when approximating a problem with analytical
solution with respect to the two-eld (velocity-pressure) formulation. The numerical re-
sults presented in this chapter serve to demonstrate the feasibility of the nite element
formulation proposed to approximate the three-eld Navier-Stokes problem, both in
situations in which the viscosity is highly nonlinear and in convection dominated ows,
using equal interpolation spaces for all the unknowns.
 In Chapter 3, we have introduced stabilized nite element methods for the viscoelastic
ow problem based on the sub-grid-scale concept. Starting from residual-based formu-
lations for the momentum and the continuity equations, we have moved to the use
of a split orthogonal sub-grid scale technique for them. We have observed a better
behavior of this approach in regions where the solution displays high gradients. For
the approximation of the constitutive equation, classical residual-based stabilization
works well. Although stabilized methods allow one to obtain globally stable solutions
using equal interpolation for all the unknowns and to treat convection-dominated prob-
lems, node-to-node oscillations in the viscoelastic stress components and the pressure
in regions of high gradients may still remain. A discontinuity-capturing technique has
been introduced to remove them. The resulting formulations are accurate, showing op-
timal convergence properties for smooth solutions, and robust, able to deal with high
gradients of the unknowns appearing at geometrical singularities in viscoelastic ow
problems.
 In Chapter 4, we have presented three dierent fractional step methods of rst, second
and third order in time to solve the viscoelastic uid ow problem. The nal schemes
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allow one to solve the problem in a fully decoupled form, where each equation is solved
separately. The eciency of the fractional step formulations has been tested in dynamic
problems in 2D and 3D, showing an important reduction in the CPU time with respect
to the monolithic case for the three formulations. The splitting of the equations yields
a problem that requires less nonlinear iterations per time step than the monolithic
method, and the maximum number of linear solver iterations is only needed for the
slowest variable, pressure in the incompressible ows considered.
 In Chapter 5, all the numerical ingredients proposed in the above chapters were tested
in a complex problem. In this chapter, we have presented a stabilized nite element
method to solve the two immiscible uid ow problem by the level set method for
Oldroyd-B and Giesekus uids. The method shows very good stability and robustness
even using the standard formulation of the elastic stress tensor, instead of a logarithmic
one. For the case of two immiscible uids, the discontinuity in the material properties
when the interface cuts an element leads to discontinuities in the gradients of the un-
knowns that standard interpolations cannot capture. A local pressure enriched function
was tested to solve the interaction of viscoelastic and Newtonian uids with very good
results, correcting the amount of lost mass, and permitting the exact resolution of
the hydrostatic rest state that standard formulations cannot solve. The fractional step
approach proposed in Chapter 4 was used to solve the two immiscible uid ow prob-
lem, showing an important reduction in computational resources with respect to the
monolithic case. The discontinuity-capturing technique for the constitutive equation,
proposed in Chapter 3, was tested in order to eliminate non-physical peaks that can
appear when the ow hits an obstacle with very satisfactory results.
 In Chapter 6, we have presented the numerical analysis of the nite element approxi-
mation proposed in Chapter 3 for the linearized stationary viscoelastic ow problem.
This analysis has conrmed what it was already known from the numerical experi-
ments, namely, that the method provides stable solutions that converge to the exact
solutions at an optimal rate of convergence. In particular, we have shown this using a
mesh dependent norm especially tailored for the stabilized problem and also the norm
of the space where the continuous problem is posed. What is relevant from the analy-
sis presented is that it clearly displays how the estimates obtained deteriorate as the
cell Reynolds number and the cell Weissenberg number increase. The former decreases
when the mesh size is reduced, but the having a bound on the latter imposes the re-
laxation time to be very small, which is an indication of the existence of the so called
high Weissenberg number problem.
 In Chapter 7, we have presented the numerical analysis of the nite element approx-
imation proposed in Chapter 3 for the nonlinear time-dependent case. This analysis
has conrmed the numerical results obtained in Chapter 3, where the method was pro-
posed and tested numerically using nonlinear examples. In particular, we have shown
this using a xed point theorem under suitable regularity conditions in velocity, stress
and pressure. What is relevant from the analysis presented is that it clearly displays
how the estimates obtained deteriorate as the Reynolds number and the elasticity of
the uid increase, which is the expected result in this type of uids.
8.2 Future work
Viscoelastic uids have very advantageous properties for heat transfer and transport,
because they have an increased mixing capacity and as a consequence heat transfer coecients
are increased. Also, pressure losses are reduced in the transport of viscoelastic uids, which
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allows to diminish the cost associated to the pumping or transport of the uid. In this
framework, many developments can be done could be developed starting from the work
presented in this thesis to attempt to exploit this properties from the numerical point of
view and apply them in the optimization of industrial processes.
Possible future research lines are:
Thermal Coupling
In general, viscoelastic ows can be considered as incompressible, the most widely used
model in the context of thermally coupled ows is the so called Boussinesq approximation.
The extension to the thermally coupled problem could perfectly be the rst future research
line, and many applications framed in the context of thermal radiators are interesting both
in the numerical framework and in the applied world.
Elastic-Turbulence
In general, two parallel research lines have been followed in the development of math-
ematical models for viscous turbulence and in their numerical approximation. On the one
hand, the so called large eddy simulation (LES) models are based on a decomposition of the
unknown into a macroscopic scale and another one that can be called microscopic, often
called subscale. An equation for the former is then set, although accounting for the eects of
the latter. However, precisely the same idea is the ground for some of the so called stabili-
sation methods based on the VMS concept. In recent works [60, 62] these two theories were
unied for the problem of viscous turbulence by using a series of stabilized nite element
formulations capable of accurately reproducing the Kolmogorov energy cascade in Newto-
nian uids. The same ideas can be applied to the problem of elastic turbulence extending
the proposed formulations.
Two-uids problems
In typical nite element methods, the gradient of the shape functions is continuous within
each element and therefore the gradient of the unknown is also continuous. If the interface
cuts an element, the discontinuity in the material properties when solving a two immiscible
uid ow problems leads to discontinuities in the gradients of the unknowns which cannot
be captured with standard nite element interpolations. In Chapter 5, an enrichment for the
pressure eld was implemented to deal with dierent density uids. A similar approach could
be developed to deal with the stress discontinuities associated to dierent viscosity values.
Log-conformation tensor approach
The high Weissenberg number problem (HWNP) has been the major stumbling block in
computational rheology in the last few years. In essence, it is a numerical instability caused
by the failure to balance the exponential growth of the stress with convection. The failure, is
common to all methods that approximate the elastic stresses by polynomial base functions.
A possible remedy to this situation, proposed by Fattal and Kupferman [80] is associated
to a change of variables into new variables that scale logarithmically with the stress ten-
sor. Specically, the constitutive relations must be reformulated as equations for the matrix
logarithm of the conformation tensor, using the fact that this tensor is symmetric positive
denite. A natural future work, would be to extend our variational multiscale formulations
to the log-conformation case.
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Fractional step: velocity correction schemes
In Chapter 4, three dierent fractional step schemes were proposed. All of them can be un-
derstood as pressure extrapolation algorithms. Another family of fractional step schemes can
be designed using the velocity segregation approach, which permits a second order extrap-
olation of the velocity, thus avoiding the unstable pressure extrapolation. A comprehensive
review of this type of fractional step methods can be found in the work of Badia and Codina
[11] in the context of Newtonian uids.
Numerical Analysis
In Chapters 6 and 7, some results from the numerical analysis were presented for the
stationary linearized case and for the time-dependent non-linear semi-discrete one. However,
the fully-discrete analysis is still remaining. Another interesting work would be the study
of long-term stability estimates and the existence of some global attractor associated to the
stabilized nite element approximation, following an approach similar to the used in [14] for
the Navier-Stokes problem.
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